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INTRODUCTION.
DURING
the last forty or fifty years an immense
wealth of facts, previously unascertained, has been
amassed within the provinces of archzology, philology) and geology. By inference from these, and
by reasoning upon the data furnished by them, the
conviction is arrived at that man made his .first
appearance upon the earth very many ages ago,
during a period of time when probably the physical
conditions of the world were in important respects
considerably different from those which obtain at
present.
So far, also, as can be judged from these materials,
the human race at its commencement was in the
lowest conceivable condition of civilization.

Its

progress upwards to that state of comparatively

shelter, supplemented by branches of trees, skins, and

advanced culture, which is observed to generally

clay or stonework. His fire, if any, is produced in

prevail at the dawn of history, must probably

a most laborious manner by friction. The family

have passed through at least three or four principal

group is the limit of his society; and it is not too

well-marked . stages.

much to say that under the foregoing conditions

It is almost stating .an axiom to say that human

the daily subsistence and protection of that group is

life can only be maintained by the continued use

only ensured by the incessant labour and anxious

and consumption of material products of Nature,

attention of every member of it, male and female

prepared, fashioned, and modified for the purpose

I n this state of things it is obvious there is little

by the application of human labour and skiU

to favour impravement.

The manner of life is

Moreovel; during man's lowest or least developed

necessarily erratic. As the jungle gets exhausted

stage of civilization 'the animals and vegetables on

of its edible products, and the wild animals are

which he feeds are both alike in a wild condition ;

killed down before their human persecutor, he must

he has not yet succeeded in domesticating either.

move on to new grounds. There is doubtless unity

The instruments, also, by which he catches and

of purpose and co-operation inside each family

battles with the one, and gathers or roots up the

circle. The father and the mother fight the battle

other, are rude and inefficient-wooden

clubs, bows

of life for their progeny, as the lion and lioness

with Bint-tipped arrows, creeper-made cords, springes

for their cubs; and the children, as soon as may

of fibre, stone-flakes, and such like things. His cloth-

be, participate with them in the struggle. Collateral

ing is furnished from the skins of the beasts which

descendants from a near common ancestor, or even

he slays. His dwelling is a cave, or other natural

wife-conllections, may sometimes be included in the

xii
community.
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But all others are enemies-litt,k

better, if ab all, than the beasts of the forest--cornpetitors for the necessaries of existence, and therefore to be avoided, kept at a distance, destroyed
From such circumstances ensued chronic hostility
to all outsiders, as well as exigencies of self-defence,
which gradually, though perhaps very slowly, led
to the aggregation of families of the same blood
i n k tribes.

...
xlll

extension of its hunting-grounds and the diminution of any other outside population.
For any further material progress of civilization
the introduction of a new element is required, and
apparently this first came in the shape of domesticated sheep and oxen.

With this addition the

hunter became changed into the pastoral nomad;
the means of subsistence was better assured; life
was less hard ; the idea of property developed

There seems good reason to believe that for many
ages man lived, sparsely scattered over the face
of the earth, very much in the manner just attempted to be sketched.
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Small tribes of hunters,

skin-clad and ill-armed, wandered from place to
place, winning by their own strong arms a hard and
precarious subsistence from the forest and the plain.
Evidently, the greater the advance made by
any tribe through the means of superior intelligence
and physique, and the improvement of arms,, and
the greater, consequently, its success in war and
the chase, the larger in proportion would be the

itself; there grew to be those who had muchmany cattle-and

those who, having little or no-

thing, necessarily become attached, as dependents,
tb those who had.

The care of floclrs and herds

gave rise to the relation of master and servantowner and dependent-superior and inferior. Small
crafts sprang out of the needs of cattle-tending,
the requirements

of the camp, and the textile

capabilities of wool. The incidental manual labour
fell to the dependent and the younger members
of the pastoral group ; the superintendence and
control to the family chief; and the differentiation

of the propertyless worker from the leisured capitalist commenced.

It is worth while to compare for a moment the
two stages of human culture which have just been
touched upon.

to appropriate such and so much of the products
of nature (or in other words, materials not produced
or modified by human agency) as he needs for
existence, and no more; and the attainment of illis
end calls for the unintermittent exertion of physical
labour and anxious care on the part of every
member of the hunting society.
By the advance to the pastoral stage man's
dominion over natural products is largely extended.
Better and more plentiful food, greatly improved
clothing and articles of various degrees of fabrication enormously ameliorate his condition of life,
Yet the labour re-

quisite for these results is sufficiently furnished

by

are at least partially relieved from it.

A third great step in the course of human
progress is distinguished by the cultivation of
cereals, which obviously necessitates the niore or

I n the hunter stage man only barely manages

and conduce to his welfare.

proprietors, as distinguished from non-proprietors,

a portion only of the community ;

and

less. permanent sojourn of the cultivating community in one place, the prehension and clearing
of a definite tract of ground, and some communal
arrangements for tilling and depasturing it. Out
ofl these circumstances grows a village orgaaizat'1011
embracing independent households and characterized
by differences in social status, privilege, and occupa-

tion.

With the ancestors of the peoples who are

the principal subject of the following papers, there
is in the cultivating group the leading man of the
community, or village chief, having his share of the
d
in a position of
communal land, a ~ maintained
pre-eminence, authority, and leisure by the variously
rendered service of the other members of the commune; there is the depositary and expounder of
ceremonial rules and observances, who has simi1a.r
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process of exchange, which may be deemed in a
advantages, only less in degree; there is the husbandman cultivating his plot, and discharging his
measure of duty to the chief: and the craftsman,
no longer an ingredient in each family, but become
by division of labour a distinct entity of the
village, exchanges the results of his handywork
and specially acquired skill against a share of the
produce on the threshing-floor of his neighbours.
In regarding a social system of this kind one
cannot fail to r e q n i s e the great advance which
has been made -upon the preceding stages in the
economic application of human labour and intelligence to the reducing of ndural products into possession, and the manufacturing or adaptation of them
to the use of man.

The aggregate of the articles

brought within the reach of man and made available
for his use and requirements i$ greatly larger in
propartion to the numbers of the community than
it was under either of the preceding cofiditions
of life.

This aggregate-in

modern phraseology the

Wealth of the community-is

distributed by a

certain sense the beginning of trade, but which yet
is not t~ade. The cultivator, the miller, the carpenter, the potter, the weaver, each does his part
in maintaining the out-turn of usable products,
raw and manufactured, and so far as he produces
in excess of his own househpld's wants he does so
for the benefit of his neighbours, on the understood
but not expressed consideration of getting in return
for it shares of their respective productions.

If is especially to be observed that in its earliest
form this peculiar sort of barter is regulated by
custom, and is not a system of bargaining.

It

may be conceived of as having grown naturally out
of the prior order of things.

Antecedent to the

times of the village settlement, those members of
the nomad family group, who did the weaving, or
the carpentering, or the tent-work, or kept up the
cattle furniture, &c., simply performed the tasks
which fell to them in ordinary course, aud participated each according to his status i n the
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community of goods, which was the product of their

and other privileged persons of t l ~ e village (if

joint labours. After the cultivating settlement had

any) as a duty, to the watchman in return for his

come into being, the tilling of the soil and the

service, to the barber for his shaving, to the miller

various artizan crafts became, probably by a slow

for his grinding ; while the barber on liis part

process of gradual. change, the separate occupations

shaved the miller's household for his grinding,

of independent households ;but the old family prin-

the carpenters for a itortion of the grain which

ciple only thereby experienced a new development :

the latter earned from t11e cultivators.

each occupation was directed to and limited by the

other links of the village nexus, if pursued, yield

wants of the whole village, and each craftsman in

a repetition of these illustra t'ions.

And the

return for the results of his labour and skill in his

I t is a prirlcipal feature of this form of primi-

own specialty received a customary share of all

tive village conlmunism that the just-mentioned

the other villagers' productions.

The miller, for

ii~terchange of benefits or distribution of com-

example, ground the corn of the village chief, and

modities is not eff'ected through any process of

perhaps of the religious teacher, or wisdom man,

competition, but is regulated by custom, which, in

upon an obli~ationof duty to a superior ; he ground

case of question, is determined either by the village

the corn of the watchman in, return for the benefit

chief alone, or by a village assembly.

of his service; of the potter for the needful supply

And the spirit of enmity to all o~ltsiders,which

of cooking and domestic vessels ; of the cultivator

marked alike the I~unter'sfamily and the nomad

for an ascertained quantity of grain at harvest time.

camp, animated in a still greater degree, if possible,

In like manner the cult'ivator contributed a share

each separate village society.

of 'the produce of his threshing-floor to the chief

community of blood, or other strong influence,

Escept so far as
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favoured the defensive combination of villages
against common dangers, and so led practically to
an enlwgement of the commonwealth, each village
community stood alone, self-sufficient

and un-

yielding in its hostility to all that lay outside its
own pale.
These two early communistic principles, last
mentioned, have survived very persistently into

.the later stages of society ; and their influence
can be unmistakably traced in the land-economics
of modern Europe.
The hostility, in particular, ripening eventually
into militancy (to use an apt term of Mr. Herbert
Spencer's), was the means of bringing about the
next great change in the evolution of human society.
The individual primitive man, in like manner, as
he killed and eat such wild animals as he could
reach and overcome, appropriated, without being
troubled by aby notions of right and wrong in the
matter, the goods of such men as he encountered
outside his own circle and was able to overpower.
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The one was as legitimate prey as the other. And
the combined force of the village, under the leader-

ship of its chief, or perhaps a member of his
family, naturally acted in a similar way towards
other villages.

From this root sprang the domina-

tion of a fighting class over an aggregation of
villages, and so initiated the formatioil and growth
of political communities ; while the acquisition of
the better weapons and other advantages tending
to the increase of physical porce, led in the end to
the diffusion and predominance of the stroilger
peoples, and to the development of national feeling
and power as we see it manifested in history.

How remote frorn the present times was the
appareut beginning of the human race, from which
the foregoing, in large measure imaginary, course of
evo]utioiz has beell followed, can o~llybe reaiized
by briefly passing under review so much, little
though it be, as is known of the successions of
zileii which have since occurred.
The long series of ages which id geology is

xxiii
termed the pleistocene period of the earth's his-

not such as to favour the existence of man,while

tory, is, it need hardly be remarked, distinguished

during that period conditions which .suited a large

from the periods which preceded it by the circurn-

number of the present contemporaries of the human

stance that a very large proportion of all the species

mammal would probably offer no obstacle to

of mammals prevalent during its currency have

appearance.

Ls

remained unchanged to the present day, and are

The available geological evidence bearing on

at this time flourishing contemporaneously with

the point ,seems to establish man's existence at

man on the face of the globe.

a time when enough of the pleistocene period

And only one

species of mammal,' namely, the African hippopo-

'

had elapsed to suffice for the occurrence therein

tamus, out of those few which survived from an

of collsiderable chailge in the physical circuni-

earlier period into the pleistocene period, has

stances of the earth and in the conlposition of

succeeded in maintaining its place i n the ter-

its fauna and flora.

restrial fauna under the existing order of things.

the period the British Isles were a constituent

Moreover, no traces of man have yet been found

part of the continent of Europe ; and both Spain

which can certainly be attributed to any earlier date.

ancl Italy were probably connected wit11 Africa.

And it therefore seems a fair inference to conclude

The clinlate of the European area 11-as suclr as

that previously to the commencement of the pleisto-

to enable the leopard to range as far llortll as

cene period the conditions of life on the globe were

the

I n the earlier portion of

BIendip hills, the lion to frequerlt York-

shire, and the porcupine to live in Belgium.
It will be seen that in the short survey of geplogical and
ethnological facts which here follows, the views of Professor
Boyd Dawkins and of the late M. Paul Broca, have been adopted.
1

Then, as now, h o ~ ~ e v e rarctic
,
collditions ohtained in the polar regions; and as time went on

xxiv
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Several systems of glaciers

doubtless driven from Central Asia by the ad-

grew up on the northern tracts of Britain, serv-

vancing cold on the north and finding tlie only

ing to cover Scotland and much of England

practical outlets for tlienl open to\vards tlie plains

under a sheet of ice.

of Europe. These, too, in turn, were driven more

these spread southward.

And this state of things

prevailed for a loug period of time.

Afterwards,

southward as the arctic. conditions continued to

the rigour of the climate abated ; temperate con-

progress into lower latitudes.

ditions came i n ; and the southern limit of ice

the ice-line the proceeding was reversed. And a

and snow retreated northward.

like series of events, differing perhaps in degree,

Again, after a n interval of the temperate rdginte
which thus ensued, snow and ice once more

On the return of

occurred at each oscillation.
During this long

lapse of time new forms

resumed their sway orer England and Mid-Europe

entered on the scene and the several successions

for a period, which the effectrs produced by their

of fauna backwards and forwards over $he same

agency prove to have been very considerable.

And

ground gave rise to a very complex state of

lastly, the ice and snow for a second t i n e re-

animal life. So far as the evidence at present

treated from the south, giving place gradually to

extends, man waS existing in Ellgland during the

the temperate climate of historic days.

temperate interval which separated the two ice

As the arctic climate, on the first occasion,, came

invasions. H e was seemingly in tlie lowest stage

southwards, the hot country mammals left our

of human civilization, possessing only the rudest

latitudes for warmer regions, and were replaced

and least effective stone implements and wea-

by mammals of a temperate zone.

pons.

These latter

seem t o . have mostly come in from the east,

Professor Boyd Dawkins states l the effect
Barly Man i n Brilain, p. 137.
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of the evidence to be that "man

was living

in the vdley of the lower Thames before the

xxvii

to hulrt down the young, the wounded, and the
infirm."

arctic mammalia had taken full possession of the

With the advance of the glacial climate man

valley of the Thames, and before the big-nosed

disappeared for a while from southern England ;

rhinoceros had become extinct" ; and he adds :-

but after this bad again given may to temperate

"The primeval hunter who followed the chascl

conditions his vestiges become very plentiful, and

in the lower valley of the Thames, armed with

serve to indicate that he was still in the lowest

liis rude implements of flint, must have found

stage of culture.

abundance of food and have had great difficulty

animals in the southern parts of England, in France

in guarding hitnsdf

against the wild animals.

and Spain, and tl~roughoutthe Mediterranean area,

Innumerable horses, large herds of stags, uri, and

as well on the Af'rican as the European side, in

bison, were to be seen in the open country ; \vhile

Palestine and in India-"

the Irish elk and the roe were comparatively

equipped for the struggle of life, without knowledge

rare. Three hinds of rhinoceros and two kinds

of metals, and ignorant of the art of grinding his

of elephant lived in the forests.

stone tools to a sharp edge."

The hippopo-

IIe lived by the chase of mild

a nomad hunter poorly

l

tamus haunted the banks of the Thames, as well

His contelnporaries in England, at this era, were

as the beaver, the water rat, and the otter. There

the hippopotamus and the straight,, tusked elephant,

were wolves also, and foxes, brown bears and

the reindeer, and other arctic animals ; in Spain, the

grisly bears, wild cats and lions of enormous size.

African elephant ; and in Greece, possibly the pigmy

Wild boars lived in the thickets;

hippopotamus. And there can be little doubt that

and as the

night came on the hyznas assembled in packs

'

Early Man in Britaitc, p. 163.
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the period of time, for which this description is

the two groups sprang from different origins, and

applicable, was of very long duration.

in particular that the cave-men were allied to,

The progress of physical change which slowly
and gradually led up to the I.iistorica1 state of

if not identical with, the Eskimo of the present
day.

things on the face of the earth, included change

As in the case of the river-drift men the

in the human species. The men whoss remains are

period of time covered by the generations of the

found under the circumst,ances above described are

cave-men was also very long, terminating only

commonly spoken of as the river-drift men. During

with the pleistocene age.

the latter part, however, of the pleistocene period

The era of time, which in chronological orde,r

these were apparently replaced by men of a some-

immediately followed the days of the cave-men,

what higher type, whom it is convenient to distinguish by the name of the cave-men, and who
not only added ingenious and efficient weapons
and implements of bone to the rude stone weapons
of their predecessors, but exhibited a remarkable
talent for or~amentingtheir various weapons, tools,
and implements, with graphic drawings of the
animals they hunted and killed
The geographical range of the cave-men was
markedly less than that of the river-drift men.

And there appears good ground for supposing that

and which itself reached to the commencement
of history (in a certain manner, indeed, overlapping

it), exhibits to us in the area of Europe man in
three successive stages of culture, respectively denominated the neolithic, the bronze, and the iron

age, all superior to that of the cave-men, and each
forming a marked step of human progress in
advance of the one which precedes it.
The men of the neolithic, or later stone age,
had not discovered the use of the metals.

As was

the case with their predecessors, the river-drift

sxx
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They cultivated wheat, barley, millet,

men and the care-men, stone tvas their only

apiculture.

cutting and piercing medium; and hence, not-

and peas ; and they had their orchards of apples,

withstanding the considerable interval of time

pears, and bullaces.

which seems to have separated them from the

Notwithstanding, however, that the men of the

cave-men, they strictly constitute a member of

neolithic age were thus very far superior to their

the stone-using group and are appropriately de-

predecessors, the cave-men, in regard to all the

signated by reference to their position therein.

111aterial means of life, they were yet greatly

They are, however, sharply distinguished from the

inferior to them in pictorial a r t ; so nlucll so that

earlier members of the same group by the fact

it seems almost impossible, in reason, to suppose

that they managed, by grinding, to give polished

them to be the same people in an advanced state

surfaces and smooth edges to their tools and wea-

of

polls of stone, thus rendering then1 greatly more

\\-as also niuch more extensive than that of the

efficient instruments than

(:a\ e-men.

the rudely

'

chipped

development.

Their distribution over Europe

And. j-udging from the cliaracteristics

instruments of the1 river-drift men and cave-men

of the domestic animals and cereals which every-

could possibly be.

They lived in substantially

where accompanied them, we niay safely conclucle

constructed huts, and had attained to some profi-

tl~nt they came into Europe from the regions of

ciency in the arts of pottery and of weaving.

Central Asia, oirerpowering or driving out by force

The

dog, the sheep, the goat, the ox (short-horn)

of their material advantages the cave-men,

and the hog, which had not before appeared in the

seem to have either ~iierged in them or to have

fauna of the earth, were usccl by them as domestic

disappeared before them-some

animals.

To' some extent,

also, they practised

W~IO

of them, perhaps,

falling back on the more northern and arctic

regions, where the Eskimo now contrive to main-

accessible localities, more or less isolated from each

tain an unenviable existence.

other ; and there seems now to be a well-grounded

I t is established satisfactorily by ample evi-

disposition to believe that they are represented ii?

dence that the people of at least the earlier

modern times by the various dispersed branches

portion of the neolithic age were, throughout the

of a family which has sometimes been termed

British Isles, Mid and South Europe, small in

Iberian, such as the Basques of France and Spain,

stature, with heads of the peculiar shape termed

the earlier Bretons, Welsh, Scotch, and Irish, the

dolichocephalic-long-skulled.

ancient Ligurians, Etruscans, &c.

After a time, how-

ever, as the obscurity of the later stone age

Although both these early Iberians and the Kelts

dawns into the grey light of history, it is per-

(as just. distingdished) in their turn, the one after the

ceived that there are certainly two very' different

other, but with a long uninown interval, appear to

sets of people in Europe under more or less the

have come into Europe from Asia, yet the result of

same neolithic state of civilization.

The earlier

all the relevant evidence seems to be that they were

long skulled folks seem to have been largely dis-

radically distinct from each other in language, phy-

placed by a tall, broad-skulled (brachycephalic) race,

sique, and other characteristics, and must therefore

of no higher culture than themselves, who also

be attributed to different sources. And the Kelts

came westward from the direction of Asia, and

are now comn~only looked upon as having been

By

alnong the first of the numerous constituent peoples

the greater physical strength, and probably the

of the great Aryan family to sweep over and settle

greater numbers of the latter, the little long skulled

~iyonthe European area.

who are identified with the Kelts of history.

men were forced into the rougher

and less

The state of civilization, which has been tei~rled

.
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neolithic does not appear 'to have bees materially

some cause which remains as yet unexplainecl, tihe

modified by the ethnical vicissitudes just referred to.

practice of burning the dead became customary

It was the civilization of the early Kelts, as well as

instead of burying.

of their Iberian predecessors ; and it prevailed alike

pated, also, the employment of metal in the con-

for a long duration of time with the inhabitants of

struction of implements and utensils gave rise to

Northern Africa, the whole of Europe and Asia, the

enormous improvement in the conditions of human

two Americas, and the islahds of the Pacific.

life, and effected an immense advance in the welfare

But after a time the knowledge of bronze, the first

of man.

As might have been antici-

Of this plentiful evidence remains in
The initial limit of the

form under which the metals were used by man as a

every part of Europe.

means of augmenting applied force, became general

bronze civilization can, without much difEculty, be

on the Continent of Europe ; and it is noteworthy

very generally ascertained, and it is plain that the

that when the tall broad-skulled. llklts invaded and

date of its commencement is not for all places the

swept before them the long-skulled (Iberian) pecjple

same. Great progress, for instance, had been made

of the British Isles an event which was posterior-

in bronze industry in the south and south-east of

by a long interval of time to the displacement of

Europe at a time when nothing better than the neo-

the cognate people in Frmce and Western Europe-

lithit: culture existed i n the west and in the north.

they brought with them weapons and implements

Originating in some ~ u t ~ s i dcentre-point,
e
the art was

of bronze ; and they possibly owed much of their

probably brought into Europe by some invading

success to the superiority over the stone-using

people, and became g~aduallyspread from east to west

arms of precision "

namely, comby the two ordinary means df diff~~sion,

With the use of bronze, for

merce (elementary though it then was) and conquest.

isl-ders

which these ancient

mast have given them.

"

The use of iron soon followed that of bronze, and

and NoPthern Europe, these regions were at that tlme

served to mark a still more advanced grncle of civi-

sparsely inhabited by tribes in a low state of civili-

lization.

Like that of bronze, too, it came into

zation relative to the Greeks and Romans, who were

Europe from the outside, and spread gradually from

generally designated by the Latin writers Germans ;

the south and east to the west and north.

while in the tract about the moat11 of the Danube

At the com~encementof the trustworthy history

and the north shore of the Black Sea were an

of Europe the small long-skulled pre-Kelts, bearing

apparently altogether different set of people, called

the locally differing names of Iberians, Vascones (or

the Scythims.

Basques), Ligurians, and Etrnscnns, were occupying

vonians mere recopised as a people distinct from

the westeh portions of the Eritish Isles and of France,

the Germans; and we are all familiar with the -

the Spanish peninsula, the seaboard of the Savoy

subsequent westward and south^\-ard luigrations of

Alps, and the plain of Lonlbardy ; the Kelts were

the Gqrman, Slavonic, and other little-civilized

pressing hard upon them in the eastern and nor!.lierll

hordes, all l~roceedingas from the direction of Asia,

districts of France; the E e l g ~ ,again, were on the

which resulted in the subversal of the Koman

back of these ; and the Romans and Greelis respect-

empire, and led to the developrnellt of the mall)

ively inhabited the two Mediterranean peninsulas.

diverse natioilalities \\-hich now cover the European

Somewhat later the group of Scla-

Those nlovements of the Kelts and Eelgac were

area. The Latins themselves and the Greeks, as

then in progress by which the different tribes of the

well as the Kelts already spolieil of, are found, on

smalIer pre-Keltic people were ultitptely compressed

examination of the relevant evidence, to be only the

into the restricted areas which their descendants still

fruits of earlier migrations from the same quarter.

occupy. So far as anything was known of ?YEitldle

And etl~nologistsseem to be generally agreed that
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this group almost certainly came from,one and the

National traditions, and other historical materials,

same mother-source in South-Western Asia as the

bear the same way. They are accordingly classed

German and Slavonic groups.

together by ethnologists under the designation some-

From this silme centre also, besides the stream

times of the Aryan, sometimes of the Indo-Euro-

north-westwards into Europe, another stream of

pean, and often, by German writers, of the Indo-

peoples flowed south-eastwards, bifurcating so as
to give rise to the Iranian group in the south and
the Hindu group in the east. The latter division,
at several different times, poured into India at its
north-west corner, and from thence wave by wave

Germanic hmily of peop1es.l

On the outskirts of the area now occupied in
Xurope by the Aryan nations, as above defined, we
find, in the south, one or two small isolated gatches

of non-Aryan peoples, seemingly the descendant.^ of

spread down the Indus and the Ganges and up the

the neolithic pre-Kelts, with whoin we have seen the.

Assam valley, and overflowed southwards as far as

Kelts in juxtaposition, and on the north the Finns,

it could over the table-land of Central and Benin-

Lapps, and Samoides.

sular India, displacing or mixing with the relatively

dedly non. Aryan group, nearly allied to the great

aboriginal peoples which it found upon the ground.

yellow-complexioned family of peoples (commonly

The mass of peoples in Europe and Asia resulting

The latter also form a deci-

termed the Turanian or BSongolian family) which

It

from these several streams of migation, diverging

is spread over his north of the Himalayas.

from an apparently common centre, to this day

would seem that the Aryan stream of Kelts, Latins

exhibit such very marked affinities in their languages,
and in other respects, as serve in the aggregate very
convincingly. to betoken their community of origin.

The term Aryan seems to owe its appropriateness for this purpose to the fact that it is the name by which both the Kindu
people and the Iranian people alike are spokep of in their
respective scriptures, nemely, ill the Vedas and the Zendavesta.
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Greeks, Germans, Slavonians, kc., in their pro-

their turn, came into conflict with prior occupanh of

gressive advance. into Europe from the East, en-

the soil in the river basins and on the peninsular

countered on the grouilcl the Iberian pre-Kelt and

table-land of India. These also appear to have been

the Turanian on the south and north respectively,

remotely connected, at least in language, with the

and pushed tlzeln on one side or absorbed them. The

Turanian family lying on the north of the Hirna-

mixture of the Kelts and Latins with the small

layahs. They were. however, very distinct from the

brown soutllern race is still easily recognised in the

latter in complexion (among other physical charac-

modern Komanic group of Romanians, Greeks, Ita- .

teristics), for instead of being yellow they were

lians, Eyanish, Portuguese, and the southern French.

black.

The Kohls, the Ghonds, the Tamils, and

I n like manner the Iranian stream met, on the

the remaining members of the Dravidian or South

south, nrabs ancl the Mesopotamian ancestors of the

Indian group are the representatives of these people

Jews, who, with the Phcxnicians and the inhabitants

at the present day, and are all very dark.

of Lower Egypt, and others, all allied to each other,

riot appear that the darkness of tint is the direct

belonged to a third very clistinct family, now know11

consequence of solar action, but it in some way

as the Seulitic.

And it also appears, from recent

implies qualities which enable the possessor the

discoveries, that these Semitic I\~esopotamianswere

better to resist the deleterious conditions of tropical

themselves preceded by a most remarkable people

climate. And for this cause, probably, by force of

of advanced civilization, who have been distill-

the principle, " survival of' the fittest," the Hindu

guished by the name Accadian, and whose language

population of the Indian peninsula, resulting from

seems to connect them with the Turanian family.

the greater or less mixture of immigrant with in-

And the Hindu stream of Aryan immigrants, in

It does

digenous blood, is more purely Aryan % the
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neighbourhood of the place of entrance, and mani-

fests a gradual shading off of the Aryan type as one
p u w e s the co&e

of the stream's advance to its

further tropical extreme. Kabul and the Punjab
everywhere afford fine examples of the comparatively
unmodified Aryan ; but at a glance the ordinary
Bengali of the Delta, or the Uriya of Orissa, is
perceived to be of mixed origin.

The lips, the

nose, and the cheek-bones betmy a foreign ingredient; and, above all, the darkened tint of the

akin shows the infiltration f h m without of a very
strong colouring material : the ICabuli is almost, if
not quite, as fair as an Englishman, while the lower-

caste Beugali very nearly approaches the negro in
blackness.

Thus it happens that within the limits

of the Hindu branch of the Aryan family of peoples
the utmost diversity of national character and
feature is to be observed, a diversity which is especially striking in regard to the colour of the skin.
The like occurs, though to a very much less extent,

in the Iranian and European branches.

But,

notwithstanding the very remarkable differences
which serve to distinguish many members of the
widely distributed Aryan family (as above described)
from the rest, full consideration of all the relevant
facts leaves little or no room for doubt that they are
all, as a whole, sprung from, or rather developed
in the manner indicated out of, a common origin,
the local site of which was in the south-western
highlands of Asia.
The great Turanian and Mongolian family of
peoples who

still cover the larger part of Asia

and China is more numerous than the Aryan ;
and may be said to exhibit no sort of community
with it.
And the Semitic again, in the present state of
the information bearing upon the point, cannot be
assigned a community of origin with either of the
other families.

This survey, most incomplete though it be, of
the career of the human race, reaching from the
point of time when its appearance in the world
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can be first made out, down to historical times,
renders it plain that the existing st.ate of mankind
on the face of the glob& marvellously perfect as

xlv

replacement in Europe by the cave-men, who, though
still a hunting people, were of a markedly higher
culture than their predecessors, betraying an essen-

it seems to be in some quarters, has only beell

tially different (probably a cold country) derivation,

arrived at by a slow and tedious course of pro-

seems to point to an intervening long gap of time,

gression, not easily to be realized in conceptmion,

as to the duration of which we can form no estimate.

commencing with a stage little if at all in advance

Another gap of unknown interval wholly sepa-

of that of the most intelligent beasts of the forest,

rates the cave-men from the men of the later stone

and continued through a long series of ages wllicll

(neolithic) pge, who at their first appearance, as

lie at present beyond measurable computation.

has Been already recounted, are found to be an

The spread of the ill-provided river-drift men

agricultural people in full possessiorl bf the most
the cereals 2nd of the domestic

in association with a hot-country fauna over the

important of

greater part of the knowll globe must itself have

aninlals of the modern European farnler.

required a very long lapse of time. And the ter-

The Kelts and others, who formed the front of

restrial- and other pllysical changes, ~vllich took

the first Aryan wave of emigration from Asia

place while the river-drift men and 'the cave-men

into Europe, doubtless joined on in time with the

were living, evidently effected as they were by

earlier long-skulled

the slow action of the natural causes with whicll

manner in which they must have become severed

we are familiar, tell the same tale.

fi.0111

Again, the

total disappearance everywhere on t l ~ e earth of
the

river-drift

men, followed by

their partial

neolithic people.

But the

their parent Asian stock, and differentiated

froln their collateral relatives, can only he accotulted

~CJY

hy taliin;

a large allowance of time
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for the previous development of the family tree.

differences of physical characteristics in comparison

With man, as with animals, the process of evolu-

with the original type.

tion is now known to be ceaselessly at work,

accelerated and augmented where the new com-

though usually slow of

munity is formed from an intermixture

operation.

Each indi-

And the change is both
of an

vidual of a generation, being the product of two

immigrant with an indigenous race.

factors, repeats generally by inheritance the common characteristics of its two parents, subject to

A like process goes on in lahguage. The speech
of each individual is generally the same as the

variations which are due to the combination of

speech of those from whom he has acquired it by

With an alteration in the cir-

imitation; this is equivalent to the rule of in-

cumstances of life, a variety so arising, better

heritance. At the same time it exhibits variation

adapted than the parent form to succeed under

due to the individual himself, and the circumstances

the new,, conditions, while retaining its general

affecting him ; and, on the principle of the 'sur-

features, will come to prevail uniformly in every

vival of the fittest," that variation which involves

community which is by any means left to its

the least trouble under those circumstances consistent

own resources shut off' from foreign intermixture.

with clearness will in the end come to prevail

I n this way every offshoot from a tribe or family,

with much uniformity.

differing elements.

especially during the earlier stages of civilization,
when intercommunication is restricted and life is

I n his "Introduction to the Science of Language "
(vol. ii., p. 318) Prof. Sayce writes :-

dominated by the external conditions of nature,
seems apb, sometimes speedily, though in general

"Does the science of language help us to answer t h e
" question of the antiquity of man ? The answer must

slowl?, to grow into a divergent branch, exhibiting

"be both Yes and No.

On the one side it declares as plainly

INTRODUCTION.
"as geology or pre-historic archwology that the age of the
human race far exceeds the limit of six thousand years, to
"which the monuments of Egypt allow us to trace baclr the
" history of civilized man ; on the other side it can tell us
" nothing of the long periods of time that elapsed before the
6'formation of articulate apeech, or even of the number of
centuries which saw the first easays at language gradually
" developing into the myriad tongues of the ancient and
A11 it can do is to prove that the antiquity
I r modern world.
When we conL' of man aa a speaker is vast nnd indefinite.
" sider that the gramlnar of the Assyricn language, as found
"in inscriptions earlier than B.C. 2000, is in many respects
"less archaic and conservative than that of the language
"spoken to-day by the tribes of central Arabia,-when we
" consider further that the parent language which gave birth
"to Assyrian, Arabic, and other Semitic dialects must have
'' passed through long periods of gro~vthand decay, and that
'& in all probability it was a sister of thp parent tongues of
LL Old Egyptian and Lybian, springing in their turn from a
'' common mother-speech,-we may gain some idea of the ex" treme antiquity to w).lichu-e must refer the earliest forrn
"we can discover of a single family of speech. And behind
('this form must have lain unnumbered ages of progress and
" development during which the half-articulate cries of the
first speakers were being slonrly niatured into articulate and
grammatical language. The length of fime reqiiired by

" the process will be

most easily conceived if we remember
&'how stationary the Arabic of illiterate nomads l i a ~been
ci during the last four thousand years, and that the language revealed by tlle oldest monuments of Egypt is already decrepit
&' and outworn, ' already past the bloom of creiltive youth."
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An examination of the Aryan languages will tell the same
f L tale, although the process of change and decay has been
"immeasurably more rapid in these than in the Semitic
" idioms. But evsri arnong the Aryan languages the gramL' matical forms of Lithuanian are still, in many cases, but
little altered from those used by our remote forefathers in
"their Asiatic home, and in one or two instances are more
" primitive and archaic than those of Sanskrit itself. What" ever may have been the rate of change, however, it is inipossible to bring down the epocl-Iat which the Aryan tribes
" still lived in the same locality, and spoke practically the
"same language, to a date much later than the third millen" nium before the Christian era. A long interval of pre\ ious
" development divides the language of tlie Rig-Veda, the
'&earliest hymns of which mount back, at the latest, to tlle
L L fourteentl~century LC.,
and that of the oldest portions of
"the Homeric poems, and yet there was a time when the
" dialect that matured into Vedic Sanskrit and the dialect
" which matured into Homeric Greek were one and the same.
'I

" The Ural-Altaic family of languages besrs sirrlilar testimony. To find il common origin for Uri~lic,Turlrish, and
Mongol, we must go back to an indefinitely great antiquity.
" Tlle Accadian of Chaldea is an old and decaying speech
" when we first discorer it iri inscription8 of 3000 B.c.-a
" speech, in fact, which iniplies a previous development at
"least as long as that of the Aryan tongues; and if we would
"i~icludeAccadi:~ri,or rather the Protonledic group of lan" guages to which Accadian belongs, in the Ural-Altaic family,
' I we shall llavs
to measure the age of the- parent-speecll
LL

lL

by thousands of years.
The Mongols, moreover, are
" physiologically different in race from the Ugro-Tatars, and
L L it is difficult to estimate the length of time required for the
[: complete displacement of the original dialects of
BIongols,
Mantchus, and Tunguses by those of a foreign stock. But
a it was at any rate considerable.
a Comparative philo!ogy thus agrees witti geology, prdlis" toric archzology, aud ethnology, i~ showing that man as a
','speaker has existed for an enornious period ; and this enor" inons period is of itself sufficient to explain the mixture
"and interchanges that have taken p!ace in lsnguages, as
'' well as the disappearance of numberless group-, of speecll
" tliroughout the globe."
Lb

results of these other independent sources of testimony, and which is i n no degree too protracted,
The length of the period requisite for the actual
progress made, and the extreme slowness of the
general rate of atlvance, can only be rightly understood when the persistency of every social institution that has once been established is clearly
apprehended. Indeed, conservatism is the primary
principle of every regulated society of rnen.

The

Thus it appears that the requirements of mce-

activity of each community, and the conduct of

differentiation and of speech-evoli~tion argue just

its members, are, in all stages of culture, mainly

as forcibly as geological considerations towards the.

directed and

alnlost inevitable conclusion, that man has had his

Change means new acquisition of some sort, and

place, and has been fighting the battle of life, in

conrmonly follo~vsbut slowly upon it.

the animal world for unreclionable ages of time.

-

And

of all

governed by custom

institutions

and usage.

among the

Aryans

The course of ethical development (in which

perhaps a certain well-defined village organization,

custorn and usage has at all stages been a domi-

with its associated method of land-holding, has

nant factor of vast retarding effect), so far as it

been the most widespread and has proved itself

can be seized' and realized, and as it has been en-

the most enduring.

deavoured to be traced above, cliscloses therefore a

have

history, which does no more than accord with the

volume, ail attempt has been made to describe

In the three papers which

been put together in the

yresent small
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application of those principles of evoluticn and difthis organization, as it is found working, at least
to a partial extent, in Bengal and Ceylon at the
present day, and to offer an explanation of the
manner in l v h i ~ hit may reasonably be supposed
to have grown up.

Zfs in Belzgal, was first published in the Calcutta
Bm;ieu~in 1864, and embodies the results of the
wrikr's personal ob,servations and inquiries pursued

pretty cont.inuous1y for all parts of the Presidency
during a residence of ten years in Calcutta.
The second and much shorter .paper on !Z'he
Comn~zinityin Ceylon is the sul)stance

of notes made by the writer while living for two
years in that island from 1877 to 1879.
And the third paper was read in the interval,
namely in 1872, before the Ilethuno Society of
Calcutta.

Its aim is to

coilcise review

of such conclusions of modern

scientific research as bear on the question, and by
assuming for the purpose a great lapse, of time ir.
the development of the human- race, such as the

The first paper, which deals with Modern Village

Ag$cultural

ferentiation which are conspicuous in the foregoing

explain the growth ah

results of that research more than amply justify.
The Russian ilfir, so fully and graphically described in Mr. Wallace's pages, is an instance of
the like institution, also a living reality, in actual
operation, at the present clay among a third people
of Aryan extraction. And there are probably few
of tlie other Aryan nationalities in Europe ~ r l h ~ c h ,
even though they may have long lost the village
organizatioll itself, clo not retain some still urleffaced iinpressions of the rules of landholding, and
the conceptions of larrd rights wliicll were i~lcidei~t
thereto.
Yoreover the manor, which has only recently

initio of the Bengal institution, as well as the

ceased to lrave practical activity, was the English

rise of the social grades and property conceptions,

feudal form of the oriental village, or rather was

which are intimately connected with it, by an
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the sub~titutefor it, which was brought into exist-

admits (p. '78), in Ireland the tenant " has esta-

ence by the superposition of a foreign dominant

blished for himself a claim to a co-partnership in the

power.

soil itself."

Probably, too, the Anglo-Saxon hide of

nature of a survival from an older state of things

land was but the equivalent of the Bengal jot, i.e.
a one-household share of the comlnon land, origi-

And this seems rather to be of the

in spite of English influence to the contrary, and
1

nally the extent cultivable witli one yoke of oxen

not to be

-a

the part of the Irish farmer brougltt about, as

one-plough portion of land.
The landlord's absolute property in land, and the

usage of hiring it out to a farmer on a cultivat-

3

mere moderll assertion of right ou

Mr. Caird appears to think it h3s been, by reason

of the landlord's neglect of his proper duties.

ing contract for a money rent, which has for some

I n England, again, and the greater part of Europe

time prevailed in England to the exclusion of

manors or villages became fused into larger adlnin-

inferior customa'ry tenures or occupations, is the

istrative units-such

outgrowth of the ande or nzetcbyc~ letting, which

tually a nationai systeni of fiscal and municipal

was the first mode of tilling by deputy under the

government was developed from the people upwards,

earlier village and manorial system.

and became consolidated into one homogeneous

Mr. Caird

I n the

as hundreds-and

so even-

(Landed Interest, p. 5 3 ) remarks, that the landlord

structure.

East, on the other hand,

and tenant system "is so general in the United

various causes favoured the permanence of the

Kingdom that we really cannot be said to know

purely village administration, and supreme poli-

any other, and yet, with reference to almost every

tical power became the prize and prerogative of

other country but our own, is exceptional in

the strongest arm, to be exercised tllrougli officers

Europe.". Even now, as .the same eminent authority

on the zaniinclari principle,

witli little concern

lvi
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for anything else but the command of the local
collections.
I t need hardly be added that the Turks have
introduced into Europe a modification of this latter
form of government, and that it is now a question
~ can be made to
of very wide interest h o this
work in conformity with the ideas of national
welfare which have been

generated insensibly

under the operation of a totally different sy~tem.
With these and other circumstances of the like
kind in view, it is hoped that an attempt to bring
under the notice of English readers a detailed
account of such village organization as is yet t o
be seen active among the Indian Aryans may not
be altogether inopportune.

MODERN VILLAGE LIFE
I N BENGAL.

IN an attempt to describe for English readers
a type specimen of an agricultural village as it
exists in Bengal at the present day, it should be
premised that the Bengal village differs as niuch
from an English village, as two things bearing the
same designation can well be conceived to differ.
There is but one forrn of landscape to be seen
in deltaic Bengal, and that a very simple one.

From the sea line of the Snnderbunds on the South,
to the curve which, passing through Dacca, Pubna,'
Moorsheedabad, forms the lower boundary of the
red land of the North, the whole country is an
This with the six succeeding sections, almost as they now stand,
appeared as an article in the July and October numbers of the
Cala&tu Reviaw for 1874.

almost perfectly level alluvial plain.

It exhibits

generally large open spaces-sometimes

very large

locomotion and carriage of goods is performed in

l i m i t e d to the eye by heavy masses of foliage.

a large part of Bellgal by innumerable k h d s or

These open spaces, during the height of

the

canals, which branching out from the great rivers

South-West Monsoon, are more or less covered

Hooghly, Ganges, Pudda, M e p a , &c., intersect the

with water; at the end of the rains by green

The function of main roads as the means of

country in all directions.

Boat travelling upon

waving swarths of rice ; and in the dry season

them is somewhat monotonous, inasmuch as the

are to a large extent fallow ground, varied by plots

banks are almost uniformly of bare, greasy, mud,

of the different cold weather (or rabi) crops.

high enough above the water, at other times than

There exist almost no roads; that is to say,

during the rains, to shut out from view all that

'except a few trunk roads of communication be-

is not placed immediately on their upper margin.

tween the capital and the district towns, there

But now and then extremely pretty scenes occur,

are almost none of the European sort, only irregular

where mango topes and bamboo clumps, straggling

tracks, sometimes traversable by wheels, along the

with broken front over and along the top, partially

balks (or ails) which divide and subdivide the

disclose the picturesque dwellings which are clus-

soil into small cultivated patches or khgts. .The

tered beneath their shade.

Xiver craft of elegant

few other roads which do ex&, are knchcha, i e.,

shape and quaintly loaded cargoes are drawn to

unmetalled, and are pretty nearly useless except

the ghdt, as the sloping ramp is called, or are

in the dry season.'
through and about the large villages, though even these are often
On the relatively high land of West Beugal, which lies outside
the delta and below the ghcZts, something like roads may be seen
1

not fitted for wheel traffic.
for the delta alone.

The description in the text is intended

are no houses in the European sense ; each dwellmoored in the water way; and at the bathing

ing is a small group of huts, generally four, and

hour of early noon the ahallower water becomes
alive with groups of men, women and children
immersed to the waist, and performing their daily
ablutions in truly oriental fashion.
Whether a village is thus placed on the high
bank of a khiil, or is situated inland, it invariably
stands on relatively elevated ground above reach
of the waters which annually clothe the Bengal
world during the period of rains, and is almost
as invariably hidden, so to speak, dwelling by dwell
iog in the midst of jungle. In fact the masses
of seemingly forest growth which appear to bound
the open spaces of the ordinary landscape are
commonly but villages in a pleasant disguise.
These villages can be approached on every side
across the ichzts by passing along the dividing

(nits) balks.

No trace of a street or of any

order in the arrangement of the houses is to be

discerned in them.
Perhaps it ~vould be correct to say that there

is conveniently termed a homestead. This is the
unit of the material, out of which every village
is constructed, and therefore merits a particular
description.
The site of the group is a very carefully levelled
platform, raised somewhat above the general elevation of the village land, roughly square in figure,
and containing say about 800 or 1,000 square yards
in area.

The huts of which the homestead is

composed are made of bamboo and matting, or
of bamboo wattled and plastered over with mud,
sometimes of mud alone, the floor of the structure also of mud being again raised above the
level of the platform. Each hut is one apartment
only, about twenty feet long and ten or fifteen feet
wide, commonly without a window ; the side walls
are low, the roof is high peaked, with gracefully
curved ridge, and is thatched with a jungle grass ;
the eaves project considerably, thus forming low

These

spread with a mat is all the accommodation needed

huts are ranged on the sides of t,he platform

for this purpose; though the head of the house

facing inwards, and though they seldom touch one

or other favoured individual may afford himself

another a t the ends, yet they do in a manner

the luxury of a cha?;oop, which is sirnply sacking,

shlit in the interior space, which thus constitutes

or a coarsely made web of tape or cord, stretched

a convenierit place for. the performance of various
household operations and may be termed the house-

across a rude four-legged frame of wood. The hut
which stands on the further side of the quadrangle,

space; the native name for i t is uthtin. It is here

facing the haithakhrina, is appropriated to the

that the children gambol and bask, seeds are

women and children, one of the two others contains

spread to dry, the old women sit and spin ; and

the chula or mud fireplace and serves the puypose

so on.

of kitchen, and the fourth is a yola or store-room of

verandahs on the ir~ackand front of the hut.

The principal hut often has, in addition to the

grain.

In one of the huts, whether in the quad-

door which opens on this interior quadrangle or

rangle or outside, will be the dhenki, and that

house-space, a second door and well kept verandah

hut generally goes by the name of dhenli-yluzr.

on the opposite side opening on the path, by which

The dhenki is an indispensable domestic utensil,

the dwelling can be best approached. This is the

a very large pestle and mortar, the main purpose

baithakhW (sitting room), and is the place where

of which is to husk rice.

strangers, or men not belonging to the family,

are received. It is also very commonly the sleep-

i ~ place
g
of the male members of the family at
night.

The mud floor of the hut or 'verandah

The mortar is corn-

rnonly a vessel, excavated out of a log of r~yoocl,
and is sunk in the ground; the pestle is the
hammer head (also r~~ood)of a horizontal lever
bar which works on a low post or support, and

the other arm of which is depressed by one or

outside the quadrangle, perhaps in front of or

two women applying their weight t o it; upon

near to a corner.

their relieving this arm of their weight the hammer

The homestead platform is generally surrounded

falling pounds the paddy in the mortar, and by

in an irregular manner by large trees, such as

the continuance of this operation the husk of

mango, pipal, palms.

In small clearings among

Paddy, the grain of

these a few herbs and vegetables are grown for

rice, somewhat remotely resembles barley, and

family use in the curry ; ancl the whole area or

the graill. is rubbed off.

must be husked before it can be eaten.

It is

compound which belongs to the

homestead is

surprising how effectively the dhenki attains its

~riarkedoff froill its neighbours, generally, in some

object.

very obscure mannel; by most rude metes and

If the family is more than ordinarily well off,

bounds, though very rarely a tolerably neat fence

the house group may contain more than four huts;

of solve sort may be met with. The wornell of

there will often be a hut or shed open at the

the family keep the hardened mud floor of the

sides in which the cattle are tethered, carrying

house-space, of the principal huts and of the

on a frail loft the primitive plough and other

veranclahs scrupulously clean, and often adorn the

small implements of husbandry ; also in Hindu

front wall of the bnithak?zcinn with grotesque figures

houses a thakurbG~i,or hut in which the figure of

in chalk. But as a rule, the relllaillcler of the

the family deity or patron saint is preserved.

llolllestcad coivpound is in a nzost neglected dirty

When the number of huts exceeds four in

conclition, even the small vegetable plots are corn-

all, one .or more as the bullockshed, iola, &c., or

nlonly little more than irregular scrntclliiigs

even the dhenlci-ghar will commonly be situated

the midst of low jungle undergro~vth. There is

ill
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These tanks are often rich in all sorts of abomnothing resemblibg a well kept garden and there

inations, overhung with jungle, and surface-ccvered

are no flowers.

The modern Bengali has a very

with shiny pond-weed ; but they are nevertheless

imperfect appreciation of neatness under any cir-

among the most precious possessions of the village.

cumstances, and is absolutely incapable, unassisted,

The people bathe there, cleanse their bodycloths,

of drawing either a straight line or an evenly

get their drinking-water, and eIven catch fish in

carved

l i ~ ;e the traces left by his plough,

them.

For, it should be mentioned that in Bengal

the edges of his little fields, the rows of his

every pool of water swarms with fish, small or

planted paddy, &c.,

exhibit as little order as

great; the very ditches, gutters and hollows which

the marks of inked spider legs across a sheet

have been dried up for months, on the first heavy

of paper.

downfall filling them, turn out to be complete

The ordinary agricultural village of Bengal is

preserves of little fish, and i t is strange on such

but a closely packed aggregate of such home-

an occasion to see men, women and children on

steads as that just described, differing from each

all sides with every conceivable form of net strain-

other only in small particulars according to the

ing the waters for their scaly prey.

means and occopations of their owners, and more

fortunate or a wealthy ryot has a tauk attached to

or less concealed among the trees of their com-

his homestead all his own, to which his neighboura

pounds. There is too, here and there, waste land

have no right to resort.

Sometimes a

in the shape of unoccupied sites for dwellings, and

To find a particular dwelling among s ~ ~ ac cluster
h

also tanks or ponds of water in the excavations,

as tliis is nu alil~ostinlpossible task for a straoger.

vhich furnished the earth for the construction of

The narrow paths which, threading sdevinusly iu

the homestead, platforms, &c.

and out between the scarcely distinguished com-

pounds, passing under trees and over mounds, around

the tanks and across the rare maidan (green), answer

to the streets and lanes of an English village, but
in truth they constitute a labyrinth of which none
but the initiated are in possession of the clue.

The land which the cultivators of the village,
i.6, the bulk of the inhabitants, till, is a portion

of the lower-lying plain outside and around the
village.

The family of a homestead which may

c~nsistof h father and sons, or of brothers or of
cousins, osually cultivates from 2 to 1 0 acres in
the whole, made up of several plots, which often
lie at some distance from one another. The men
uo'out
a

to their work at daybreak, plough on shoulder,

driving their cattle before them along the nearest
village path which leads to the open ; sometimes

they return at noon for a meal and a bathe in the
tank, and afterwards go out a second time to theit
work, but oftener they remain put till the afternoon,
having some food brought to them about midday lip

the women and children.

One, man and his young

soil (still in his boyhood) with a plough and a pair
of oxen will cultivate as much as three acres, and
so on in proportion1 There is no purely agricultural labouring class as we English know it. Snlall
cultivators and the superfluous hands of a family
will work spare times for hire on their neigbours'
land, and in some villages, where the occupation
of a caste, say the weavers caste, has died a natural
death, the members forced to earn their livelihood
by manual labour, amollgst other employments take
to labour on the land for wages. For the harvest
a somewhat peculiar arrangement is oftell matle.
The paddy grown on land in one situntioll will
ripen somewhat later or earlier than paddy grown
under slightly different circumstances,' and

SO

small

gangs of cultivators from one village or district
will go to help the cultivabrs of a distant village
Perhaps even more, with the aid received in reaping, Bc.
Crops are known by designations draivn from the nloutlls or
seasons in xvhich they are reaped or &thered, ap E l ~ a d ~ ~ ti(icni.(r;
ui,
Ilafii; and these respectively depend upon the season of sowing.

to cut their paddy, this assistance being returned

more influential man is palclca or brick-built, but

if needed. The remuneration received for this work

it is seldom on this account superior in appearance

is usually one bundle out of every five, or out of

t,o the thatched bamboo homegtead of his neighbour.

every seven, that are cut. The foreigners build a

On the contrary, it is generally out of repair and

mat hut for themselves in the harvest field, extem-

partially broken down.

porize a threshing-floor and after having completed

like that of the homestead, with a similar arrange-

their service, carry home their bags of grain. The

ment of offices, and being closed in with its own

large topic of abC.ricultural cultivation and land-

avalls the Iiouse is, as a rule, very dismal and dirty

holding will be treated of in a later page.

on the inside. The interior courtyard by its untidy-

Its plan is quadrangular,

Perhaps the most striking feature apparent in

ness and unkempt aspect, commonly offers a striking

the village community, as seen by the European

contrast to the wholesome cleanliness of the open

eye, is the seeming uniformity in the ways and

homestead uth6n.

manners of the daily life of all the cornponent

the front apartment than in the baithukhbnn hut of

classes, a uniformity which from its comprehensive-

the peasant, if he has one. Probably the one man

ness indicates a low level of refinement. From one

will have finer and more numerous body cloths

end to the other of the village the liomestead pre-

than the other, and better blankets; his cboking

sents scarcely any variation of particular, whether

utensils and other domestic articles (very few in

the occupant be a poor ryot or a coml~aratively

all) may 'be of brass instead of earthenware, his

wealthy mahgjan or trader, and its furniture is

h~skhcisof metal or even silver mounted instead of

pretty nearly as meagre in the one case as in the

a cocaanut shell-his

other. Sometimes the house of the wealthier and

a greater quantity of 01-riame~ltstllali the women

Little more is to be found in

wonlei1 will wear richer and

of his neighbour.

He may have a wooden gaddi

(takkaposh), or low platform in his receiving-room,
on which he and his guests or clients may sit crosslegged, slightly raised above the earthen floor.
He may have a richlycarved in place of a plain
sa?~dulc,or strong box, for the custody of his
valuables, or even a plurality of them.

But both

households will conform to the same general habits
of life, and those very primitive.

The food of the

two is pretty much alike, rice in some form or
other and curry; and this is eaten by taking it
out of the platter or off the plaintain leaf with the

apply their savings in the first instance to the
increase of personal comfort, convenience, the better
keeping of their houses, and its incidents the garden,
&c.

This appears not to be the case in Bengal to

any great extent.

Often the foreigner's eye can

detect but little distinction between the homesteads
and surroundings of the almost pauper peasant
and those of the retired well-to-do tradesman.

The

mode in which the possession of wealth is made
apparent, is ordinarily by the expenditure of money
a t family ceremonies, such as marriage, shraddhas
(funeral obsequies) and readings of national and

fingers. The appliances of a slightly advanced stage

religious epics, the Bhagbut, Riimiiyan, and so on.

of manners such as anything in the shape of knives

On the occasions of shadis and shraddhas, the cost

and forks and spoons for eating purposes, tables,

is in the preparation and purchase of offerings,

chairs, kc., are almost unknown.

presents, and payments to Brahman priests, presents

At home, and while at work, most men go naked,

to, and the feeding of, Brahnlans generally.

For

a 3 but the dhoti or lain cloth, and very commonly

the readings, the Brahmap narrator (kathal;) is paid

children gf both sexes up to the age of seven or

very highly, and both he and his audience are

eight years are absolutely naked.

I n Europe, as

sometimes maintained for several days by the

men rise above the poorer classes in means, they

employer. The11 certain religious fest'ivals are kept

1.1

annually by such families as can afford to do so.
I n particular Kalis' in Kartik (October) Laksmis'
at about the same time and Saraswati's or Sri
I

Panchamis' in Magh (end of January).

And

ceremonies in honour of Durga are. commonly
performed by well-to-do people.

At these times

rich families spend very large sums of money,
indeed.

The social respect, which is everywhere

commanded by the possession of wealth, seems
to be meted out in Bengal very much accordiug
to the mode or degree of magnificence with which
these semi-public family duties are performed, and
thus it happens that even in the most out of the
way agricultural village, such small ostentation in
this way as can be attained unto, is the first aim
of the petty capitalist in preference to any effort
at improving the conditions of his daily life. The
people are still in a stage of civilization,

4

which

the advantages of refinement and convenience in
the manner of living are unfelt, and the exciting
pleasures of the spectacle all powerful.
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I n village families, the women are almost all
alike absolutely ignorant and superstitious. Their
dress is a coarse cloth with rude ornaments on
their arms and ankles. They do all the menial
work of the household, even when the family
ranks among the better classes. Their habit of
going daily to the tanks to fetch water and for
washing gives them opportunity for gossip and
searching of reputations which is seldom lost and
often produces a bitter fruit. The religious creed
of both men and women is most crude and ill-

formed, at best a tangled tissue of mythological
fable. Such worship as is no% vicarious, is fetish
and deprecatory in its object. Women especially,

probably from their greater ignorance and restrained
condition of life; are disposed to attribute even
common incidents to the agency of invisible beings.
There are for then1 jungle spirits, and river spirits,
headless spirits, six-handed goddesses, ghosts, goblins, and in some parts of Eengal mitchcraft is
firmly believed in. An old woman with uneven

eyes is certain to be looked upon as a witch, and

governors allow their will or intention to be

children are carefully prevented from appearing

dis~overed.~

before such a one.

Girls perform brotos with the

purpose of averting future ills.

The plot of ground on which the homestead stands

Astrology, half

and the small - surrounding compouud which goes

science, half faith, grows out of these elements

w ~ t hit, is hired of a superior holder. A common

and has its professors in nearly every coizsider-

rent is Re. 1, 1-4 1-8 per aunurn for the homestead

able village.

plot, and somewhat less for the attached piece.

Signs of prognostication are care-

fully sought for, and bear each

The

an assigned

buildings, however, which coiistitute the homestead,

importance.

For instance, sneezing is generally

are usually cobstructed by the tenant and belong to

inauspicious.

The ticking sound of the lizard

him. Should he move to another place, he may take

is a deterring omen.
the women of
house.

When certain stars rule,

a family will not leave the

Women will hesitate to cross a stream

away the materials or sell them.

This is one reason

why mud, mat, and bamboo dwellings are the rule,
and pakka (brick-built) houses the exception.

The

of water the day before that fixed for the per-

largest mat hut of a homestead will cost from Rs. 30

formance of a shradh.

to 50 to build entirely anew. The chulhc~.,or cooking-

I n short, their down-sittings

and uprisings, walking, sleeping, eating, drinking,

stove, is made by the women, of mud.

may be said to

arbitrary

bill-hook, which as a tool is the Bengali's very jack-

spiritual agencies; and a numerous

of-all trades, is got from the village blacksmith for a

control of

be subject

to

the

body of ast.rologers finds employment and , a not
despicable means of living, in the interpretation
of the phenomena, by ~vhicli these superii&ural

The dao, or

To make a pilgrimage to some one of certain very holy places,
and if possible to spend the last days of life there, or a t least t o
die on the banks of holy Ganges, is the cherished desire of every
one, male or female, rich or poor.

few annas. The plough-handle of the cultivator is
prepared almost for nothing by the ryot himself,
perhaps with the assistance of the village carpenter,
and its toe is shod with iron by the village blacksmith for one rupee.l

An average pair of bullocks

may be obtained for Rs. 20, and the price of the few
earthen pots and pans of various sort's, which constitute the necessary utensils for household purposes,
may be reckoned in pice.
From such facts as these an idea may be formed
of the exceedingly scanty dimensions of the ordinary
villager's accumulated capital; and too often of this
even a large proportion merely represents a debt due
to the rn~hdjczn.~The extreme poverty of, by far

The plough is a most simple wooden tool without any iron
about it except the pointed ferule at the toe. In shape it closely
resembles a thin anchor ; one claw goes into the groluid nt such an
inclination that the other is nearly vertical and serves as a linndle
for the ploughman,; the shank is the plough-beam to which the
bullock8 are attacbed. There is no share coulter, or breaa? ; the
pointed end only stirs the earth, it does not turn it. The whole is
so light that a man easily carries i t over his shoulder.
See note (A) in the Appendix.

the largest portion; i.e., the bulk of the population in
Bengal (the richest part of India) is seldom rightly
apprehended by English people, who have not had
intimate eye eltperience of it.

I t is the tropical

climate and the tropical facility of producing rice
which admits of life, and a certain low type of
health being maintained on a minimum of means.
Seven rupees a m ~ n t his a sufficient income wherewith to support a whole family. Food is the principal item of expense, and probably one rupee eight
annas a month will, in most parts of Bengal, suffice
to feed an adult man and twelve annas a woman,

even in a well to do establisllment.

Such of the

villagers as are cultivators generally have sufficient
rice of their own growth for the house coiisu~nption;
the little cash which they require is the produce of
the sale of the ?.nbi (cold weather) crops.

The other

villagers buy their rice unhusked (paddy) from time

to time in small quantities, and all alike get their salt,
tobacco (if they do not growTthis), gzlrl~,oil, ~ ~ t n s n l n ,
ahlost, daily at the general dealer's (nrodi) shop.
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Purchases in money value so small as these, namely,

altogether or swung up round its upper edge as a

the daily purchases of the curry spices needed by one

hinge, and supported on a bamboo post, pent house

whose sole subsistence for a month is covered by one

fashion. The wares then stand exhibited according

rupee eight annas, obviously calls for a diminutive

to their character, seeds and spices in earthen or

coin. The pice, or quarter part of an anna, which

wooden platters on tlie front edge of the low counter

is the lowest piece struck by the mint, is not

which the raised floor presents, caked palm sugar

sutliciently small, and cowries at the rate of about

(~zLT~),

5,120 to the rupee, are universally employed to

stages of preparation in somewhat large open-

supplement the currency.

mouthed vessels set a little further behind, and

mustard and other oils, salt, rice in various

The modz's shop is a conspicuous feature.in the

quite in tlie rear broad sacks of uilliusked rice oz

I n a large village there will be three or

paddg (diina) ; oil the side walls are hung the tiny

four of them, each placed in a more or less advan-

paper kites which the Bengali, child and man alike,

tageous position, relative to the village paths, such

is so fond of flying, all sizes of kite reels, coarse

as at a point where two or more thoroughfares meet,

twines, rude and priniitive pictures, charms, kc.,

in a comparatively open situation, or in the neigh-

while the vendor himself squats cross-legged in the

bourhood of the place where the weekly or bi-weekly

midst of his stores, or sits on

village.

h6t is held.

The shop in eastern Bengal is most

,z n201vhn' outside.

The

liquid articles are served out with a laclle, the

a bamboo and mat hut, sometimes the
commonly

bowl of which is

front one so to speak of the homestead group,

huudle s slllnll-sized bnillboo spline, and are meted

sometimes standing singly. To open shop the mat

out by the aid of n 111cns1u.ewhich is made by cut-

side next the path or roadway is either, removed

ting off a piece of bnnlboo cane above a knot. The

a,

piece of cocoanut shell, and the

a raised floor, and supported on bamboo posts, withseeds, and so on, are taken out with the hand or
bamboo spoon,' and weighed En very rude wooden
scales.

Occasionally, when the modi does business

out side walls of any kind.
The IzGt is a most important ingredient in the village life system.

Here the producer br'ings his spare

i n a large way, the hut which constitutes his shop

paddy, his mustard-seed, his betelnuts, his sugar-cane,

mayube big enough to admit the purchaser, and then

his guTh t,rwcle, his chillies, gourds, yams ; the fisher-

the articles will be piled on roughly formed tables or

man brings his fish, the seedcrusher llis oils, the old

benches.

widow her mats and other handy work, the potter

I f the sale of cloths-piece-goods -be

added to the usual modi's business, a separate side

his g h a ~ n sand yanllahs, the hawker his piece-goods,

of the hut, furnished with a low takhtaposh, is

bangles, and so o n ; the towu trader's agents and the

generally yet apart for this purpose.

The modi

local modis come to increase their stocks, the rural

then beconies more properly a mahiijan, and the

folks come to supply their petty wants, all alike

bamboo hut will usually be replaced by a pukka,

assemble to exchange with one another the gossip

brick-built room.

and news of the day; and not a few stay to drinli,

A market or h6t is held in most villages twice
a week.

The market place is nothing niore than a

for it must be known that this is an accomplishmellt
which is by no means rare in 1ndia.l

Each vendor

If one or

sits cross-legged on the ground with his wares

two large pxpal trees overshadow it so much the

set out around him. and for the privilege of this

better, but it is rare that any artificial structures in

primitive stall he .pays a certain small sum or

tolerably open part .of the village site.

the way of stalls exist for the protection of the
sellers and their goocls ; when they do so they are
simply long narrow lines of low shed roofs covering

She a paper of Rajendra Lala Mittra, R.ai Bahadur, LL.D.,

C . I. E., in the Jtiz~nzalof the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1873,
Part 1. No. 1.

contribution i n kind to the owner of the hat, who

and bamboo.

is generally the proprietor, in the peculiarly Indian

constructed, it exhibits one typical form, namely, a

sense of m?n%ndZr, of the rest of the village land.

long narrow room (often in three or more or less

The profits thns derived from a popular hat are

dist'inctly marked divisions) closed at each end and

sufficiently considerable relative to ordinary rent to

on one side, and having the other side entirely open

induce a singular competition in the matter on the

to a sort of rectangular courtyard or inclosure.*

part of neighbouring minind6lrr ;each mill set up a

The mulla who officiates there may he a tradesman,

h&t, and forbid his ryots (which may be sub nlodo

or mod( gifted with a smattering of Arabic sufficient

translated tenants) to go to the hEt of his rival.

to enable him to read the Korsn.

If orders to thib effect fail of success, resort is some-

chosen by the ?nah~lla(Muhammadan quarter), lrut

times had to force, and so it happens that the

prttctically the office is hereditary and is ].emu-

holding of l d t s has become fraught wikh danger to

nerat'ed by

the Queen's peace, and the legislature bas found it

occasions of marriages and other ceremonies.

Almost always, of whatever material

small money

H e is in theory

payments

n~ncle on

necessary to give extraor&ary preventive powers to
the magistrate.

If the village, or any substantial portion of it, is
inhabited by Xussulrnans, there will be a masjid
(or mosque) in it.

This may be a pccl;ku (brick)

building, if the community has a t any time possessed a member zealous and rich enough to defray
the cost of erecting it. Nore conimonly it is of mat

The characteristic of Muhammadan architectnre in India is
the hemispherical domed roof. This requires a base of equal
dinlensions as to length and breadth ; and therefore whenever an
oblong span has to be roofed over the length of the oblong is made
home multiple of its breadth, and is divided into the corresponding
11umber of squares by transverse ro:, s of pillars and arches. The
whole roof is then constructed of a succession of'domes. In this
way the long interior of a mosque becomes a series of compartments,
eommonly three, open to each other between the pillars or under
arches ; and the village mat room, which is t o serve as a mosque,
is mad[: to imitate this arrangement without independent purpose.

,

I n passing along a village path one may come

directly paid for. It is a heavenly gift to be

upon a group of ten or twenty almost naked chil-

communicated by God's chosen people, the Brah-

dren, squatting under a pfpal tree near a home-

mans, originally to Brahmans and other twice-born

stead, or even under a thatched verandah appur-

classes only, but in these later days, with an

tenant thereto, and engaged in marking letters on

extension of liberality not quite accounted for, to

a plantain or palm leaf, or in doing sums on a broken

outside castes also, so far as regards reading and

piece of foreign slate, or even 011 the smoothed ground

writing the vernacular, arithmetic, and other small

before them. This is apatshGla or hedge school, the

elements of secular knowledge sufticieilt for the

almost sole indigenous means of educating the rising

purposes of zaminclari accounts. The instructor in

generation ; and by Government aid and otherwise

a typical pc~tshdnis an elderly Brahman dignified

this has under the English rule been developed into

with the designation Guru Maliasoy ; occasionally,

a most potent instrument for the spread of primary

however, he is a ?no& or small tradesman who

It still in its original nleagreness

manage concurrently with his business to keep his

exists in most country villages, serving in an

eye on the group of urchins squatting under the

infinitesimal degree to meet the needs of an enor-

eaves of his shop hut.

mous class which the more efficient Europeanized

pay for the duty, the instructor does not any more

schools as yet fail to reach.'

The instruction in

than other folks do his small work for nothing; on

these patshcZlas is given gratis, for it is contrary

the occurrence of special events in his family the

t o an oriental's ' social and religious feelings of

parents of his pupils make him a small present of

propriety .that learning of any sort should be

rice or dal, or even a piece of clotll, and when a

instruction.

I

1

This was written in 1874.

Although there is n o regular

child achieves a marked stage in its progress, say

the end of the alphabet, words of one syllable, kc.,

Nobodweep. A rude shelf of bamboo laths carries

a similar recognition of the occasion is made.

a ?ew rolls of Sanscrit manuscripts, and this is all

A

Brahman guru will in addition get his share of the

the furniture of the Tol. The master of the To1 is

gifts to Brahmans which form so serious an item of

a Brahman P~unditwho in obedience to the Hindu

expense in the celebration of the many festivals and

principle

not

ceremonies obligatory on a well-to-do Bengali.

scholars.

He is sometimes, though not often, n

only

teaches but maintains his

I n parts of Bengal noted for the cultivation of

very learned man, if lenrning means knowledge of

Sanscrit learning, such as Vikrampur and Nuddea,

the Sanscrit language and of the peculiar philosophy

something answering very remotely to an old-

enshrined in i t : and Ile is always personally poor.

fashioned English Grammar School may now and

His means of maintaining himself and his disciples

then be met with.

A turn of the village path

are supplied in like manner as, though with fuller

will bring you to a Tol; there within a half open

measure than, is the case wit11 GLLYIL
Mahasoy. The

mat shed sit cross-legged on the raised mud floor

Pandit who keeps a successful school, gets

ten or a dozen Brahman youths decently clothed,

Benjamin's share of presents s t all ceremonies and

with Sanscrit manuscripts on their laps. They are

feasts ; and all .t'he richer Hindus of the neighbour-

learning grammar from the wonderful work of that

hood contribute to his needs. He spends the vaca-

chief of all grammarians, Panini, or more probably

tions, say about two months of the year, in travelling

from Bopa Deva's book, or are transcribing sacred

from house to house (of those worth a visit),

Each remahs some two or three or even more

throughout an extensive area; and though he

years at this very nlonotonous employment, until he

seldom actually begs, his purpose is known and

is able to pass on to the home of deepest learning,

he never leaves a roof without a honorarium of Ee. I

rolls.

a

and Rs. 2, or even Rs. 20, according to the wealth
of his host.
One poor homestead in a village may be occupied by two or three lone widows, who have been
left desolate in their generation, without a member

of their family to support them, and who have
joined their lots together in oder the better to
eke out a miserable subsistence, and wretched
creatures they are to the European eye, emaciated

members of the very nulnerous sect of Boistubs or
Vaisnabas (Vishnubites) on certain festivals lay
their offerings. The Byragi, who may be lerrned
the religious minister of one of the sects wllicl~
owe their origin to ttle great reformer Chaitanya
s little

more than three hundred yegrs ago, or

perhaps nlore correctly a member of an ascetic religious order, has very cornmonly the reputation
of leading a grossly sensual life, and his appearance

and haggard, with but little that can be called
does not always belie his reputation.
clothing.

Pet, somewhat coarsely garrnlous, they

seem contented enough and certainiy mailage by
mat-weaving and such like handy work, or when
occasion offers by menial service, or perhaps oftener
still by the aid of kindly gifts from neighbours, to
gain a not altogether precarious subsistence.

And very few villages are without one or more
specimens of the Byragi, and his f e n ~ d ecompanion,
coarse licensed mendicants of a religious order, in
whose homestead one of the huts will be a thakz~rbbri

of Krishna (an incarnation of Vishnu), whereat the

This is an

unfortunate outcome of the noble latitudinarianism,
which first taught in moderri India that all men
without distinction of race, creed, sex, or caste,
are equal before God.
The homestead of the godlc, or cowman, of which
there will be several in a village, is precisely of-the
same type as are those of his neighbours : and he
is also a cultivator as most of thein are.

Yrobablj

the cowshed will be actually brought up to thr:
uth5n and fill one of the sides.

The cows nre tin\-

little animals often not more than three feet high

1.1
and miserably thin. They are kept tethered close,
side by side of each other in the open shed, and
there fed with dried grass, wetted straw, and such
like fare, except when under the care of a boy they
are allowed to pick up what they can on the
waste places about the l l a e and on the fallow

liGts. The cowman and his cows are very important
members of the village community, for all Hindus
consume milk when they can afford to do so. After
rice and pulse ( d d h?uZt) it is the staple food of
the people.

Neither butter as it exists in Europe

nor cheese seem to be known to the natives
generally, although the art of making the latter was
introduced by the Dutch, at their settlements such

as Dacca, Bandel (Clzinsurah) and is still practised
there for the European market, and a crude form
of butter, or as near an approximation thereto as
the climate admits of, is also largely made for the
richer natives and Europeans. This is cornillonly
effected by first curdling the milk with an acid
and then churning the curds.

It is the business,
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however, of the goGia not merely to sell milk in the
raw state, but also to compound various preparations
I

of it, thickened.

One such preparation, dahi, is in

consistency not very unlike a mass of thick clotted
cream, as it may sometimes be got in the west of
England, with all the fluid portion omitted or
strained from it, and is pleasant enough to the
European taste.

This appears to be a universal

favourite, and is daily hawked about fium homestead
to homestead by the godZas in earthen gharas, which
are carried scale-fashion, or hahangi, suspended
from the two extremities of a bamboo across the
shoulder.
The blacksmith's shop is a curious place of its
kind, simply a thatched shed, with old iron and
new of small dimensions lying about in hopeless
confusion.

lj~the centre of the mud floor is a

very small narrow anvil, close to the fireplace,
which latter is nothii~g but a hole sunk in the
ground. The nozzle of the bellows (an instrument
of very priml'tive ~onst~ruction)
is also let into the

ground. The headsmith, sitting on a low stool
or on his heels, works the bellows by pulling a
string with one hand while with a tongs in the
other he manipulates the iron in the fire, and
then, still keeping his seat, turns to the anvil
whereon with a mall hammer in his right hand
he performs the guiding part in fashioning the
metal, and an assistant also squattin? nn his heels
follows his lead with a larger haiurner.

The

hammer heads are long, on one side only of the
haft, and unbalanced by any make-weight, and the
anvil is exceeclingly narrow; yet the blows are
struck by both workmen with unerrinq precision.
The villagers require but little in the shape of iron
work.

A few nails, the toes of the ploughs, kudalis

(cultivating hoes) tiaos, answering to bill-hooks,
the bonti of domestic and other use (fixed curved
blade) constitute pretty nearly all their necessaries

at the nearest town by him, or for him, and which
has come out to India in the shape of bands round
the imported piecegoods bales.
The professions are not altogether unrepresented
in a Bengal village, for you may not seldom meet
the kabiraj or native doctor, a respectable looking
gentleman of the Vaidya caste, proceeding with a
gravity of dem2anour befitting his vocation, to some
patient's homestead.

If you can persuade him to

open his stores to you, you will probably find him
carrying wrapt up, as a tolerably large buudle (cover
witbin cover) in the end of his chadr, a very great
number of paper packets, resembling packets of
flower seeds each carefully numbered and labelled.
These are his medicines, almost all in the shape of
pills compounded after receipts of antiquity ; many
are excellent as specifics, and there seems reason to
think that English medical men in India might with

in the way of iron articles. These are nlostly made

advantage resort more than they do to the native

or repaired by the village blacksmith. His stock of

pharmacopceia.

iron is principally English hoop-iron, which is bought

in the manner of European doctors, but mal-~ e sa

The kabiraj does not charge by fees

bargain beforehand in each case for the payment

The Hindu artist does not appear to have obtained

which he is to receive fop specified treatment ; for

a knowledge of perspective, and in these pictures

example Re. 1 or Rs. 2 for the ordinary medicine

it is seldom that any attempt is apparent to

with two or three visits in an obstinate case of

realise its effects.

malarious fever.

I n the event of a cure, the

reinarlrably well depicted on the flat. These men

patient often testifies his gratitude by making a

can be got to work many together on a given

present to his doctor.

subject for a monthly pay of Rs. 20 or Rs. 30

The astrologer too ought perhaps to be ranked

But outline and colour are

according to the efficiency of the painter.

But

in the professional class; and hk will be found in

most

nearly every principal village.

He is an Acharjee

leisure in his own house and presents then1 when

(Lngu Acharjee), but of a somewhat low class of

finished to some rich person in the generally well-

Brahman, whose business is to paint the thnkzoqs

founded expectation of receiving ample remunera-

(idols) and the various traditional representations

tion for his labour.

of the deities; also to tell fortunes and to inter-

~ 6 eworship of

commonly each prepares his pictures at

God which obtains among

pret omens and signs of luck, or of interposition

Muhammadans,

of providence ; to prepare horoscopes, and so on

tional and personal, while that anlong Hindus is

Those who do not succeed sufficiently in these

domestic .and vicarious.

higher branches of their craft take to painting

masjid,

pictures in water colours for use, in the way of

adoratio11 offered

decorative purpose, on occa$ions of the great cere-

heterogeneous assemblages or congregations, we

monies which are performed in the richer families.

its characteristic features.

public

may

be

designated congrega-

With the former; the

preaching) united

prayer

and

by individuals

collected

iu

With the latter, the

family idol (or , representation of the deity), the

village pwohila are an extremely ignorant set of

daily service and worship of this idol performed

men. I n some districts they are mostly foreign to

by a priest for. the family, and the periodic cele

the village, coming there from a distance; they

bration of ceremonies - in honour of that mani-

reside in it only for a few years, then return home

festation of the deity which the family adopts, as

for an interval, providing a substitute or vicar

well as those for the benefit of deceased ancestors'

during the period of their absence. These minis-

souls, constitute its principal ingredients.

Among

ters of religion get their remuneration in the

wealthy Hindus the hereditary spiritnal guide,

shape of offerings and small fees, and manage

the hereditary prohit

on the whole to earn a tole~.ablvgood livelihood

and the service of the

jewelled t h u h ~form, so to 'speak, the keystone of

by serving several families at a time.

the joint family stmcture: and the poor folks of

other Brahmans they also come in for a share of

a country 'village make the best shift they can to

the gifts which are distributed by wealthy men

worship God under the like family system. Every

cn the occasions of family ceremonies and festivals.

respectable household that can afford the small

In owat measure the office of pzirohit is heredt-

expense has a rude thahr, or image of its patron

tary, and indeed strictly so in the case of families

deity placed in a eeparab hut of the homestead,

of social distinction and importance, who, as a

and a Brahman comes daily to perform its wor-

rule, have more than one spiritual guide evclusivelv

ship and service.

As might be supposed, it is

to bhemselves. For there is the gzbnl, or spiritual

not worth the while of any but the lower caste

instructor of the individnal who gives him the

of, and imperfectly educates, Brahmans to pursue

nzant~a,and the higher class p~wol~itwho is the

this vocation; so it generally happens that the

Acharjee and conducts the periodic pujo festivals

With
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of the family, in addition to

the

[I.

ordinary

prohit who performs the daily service of the
thakur.

Over and above the regular

service

of the tha3cur performed by the priest, there is
aka among Brahmans a manifestation of per-

sonal devotion on the part of the individual
members ' of the family.

It is right in Brahman

families that each individual should once or
oftener in the day come before the image and
say a Sahscrit prayer or recite a mantra.
The mass of the ryots who form the population
of the village are too porn to have a family deity,
They are forced to be content with the opportunities 'they have of forming part of the audience
on the occasions of religious festivals celebrated

bv
. their
.
richer neighbours, and the annual pzljas
performed at the village mnndup on behalf of the
community.

MANYother members of the village society tlla~i
those already mentioned deserve description, sncb
as the carpenter, the potter, the weaver, the

fisherman, and the like. It might be told, too, how
a woman, or an old man incapable of laborious
exertion, will venture a rupee in the purcl~ase
from the julkarwala of a basket of fish, from
the ryot of a bundle of chillies, &c., with the

hope of earning a few pice by carrying this to
the h6t and there selling in retail ; how the

pith-worker plies his

occupation, or llotv the

widow makes her mats.

And the mandal, the

chaz~kidaj; the

the

barber,

probably heleafter have their

washerman

will

respective places

The general

line (of immemorial origin but ordinarily well

village material has, 'however,

ascertained) all the land both waste and culti-

even thus far, been suficiently represented, and to

vated, reckoned outwards from the village, belongs

complete the outline of the little community it

to the village in a sense wbich will be hereinafter

only remains to sketch in the two most influential

explained.

of its constituents, namely, the zarnindar and the

land in like manner belongs to some other village.

in the village economy pointed out.
texture of the

On the other side of the line the

I n parts of Bengal where portions of the country
Preliminary to describing the status of these
persons a few words more as to externals are necessary.

It has already been said that t h e site

are in a state of nature the limits of the village
territory

will

include

jungle

and

otherwise

unappropriated land.

of the loose aggregate of homesteads which forms

The village and its land (the entirety is termed

the Bengali village is somewhat elevated above

a mnuwxh) in some respects affords considerable

the general level of the cultivated plain, and

resemblance to an English parish, ,and possibly

presents, when viewed from the outside, a more

the two may have had a certain community of

or less wooded appearance by reason of the pipal,

origin, but there are differences enough in their

mango, tamarind, and other forest trees which

present respective conditions to render it impos-

usually shut in the several dwellings.

This

sible to pass by pnalogy from the one to the ot.her.

wooded dwelling area, so to call it, is skirted by

Of course, both in the English parish and in the

waste or common land of very irregular breadth,

Indian mauxah the principal business of the

and beyond this again comes the .cultivated land

people is agriculture.

of the open plain (mnith). Up to a certain bou,ndary

days, the cultivation of the soil is not carried on

But in England, now-a-

under parochial rights, or in any degree subject
of

at first to find that the land belonging to the

the cultivatable area of the parish is cultivated

village is, with extreme minuteness of discrimina-

by some one who either owns it himself as his

tion, classified according to characters attached to

property in the same sense as all other subjects

it by custom, and having relation to data which

of property are owned, or who hires it for culti-

are not all concrete in kind, such as the prevail-

In India, on the

ing water-level of the rainy season, the nature

other hand, the land of the mauzah is cultivated

of the rent payable for it, the purpose to which

in small patches by the resident ryots (or culti-

it is put, the class of persons who may by cus-.

vators) of the village on payments of dues, ac-

tom occupy it, and so on. Thus we meet with :-

to

colnmunistic

principles.

vation from such an owner.

Every portion

To the English observer it is very remhrkable

cording to the nature of the soil, and the purpose
of the cultivation, to a person who, relatively

Sali-land

to the ryot, is termed the zamindar, viz., the

wholly submerged during the period
of the rains-of

landholder (not accurately landlord) of the rnauzah.

Suna-not

These dues are at this day universally denomi-

Nakdi-land

nated rent; but although they are most com-

monly variable and capable of adjustment from
time to time, between the zamindar and the
ryot, they do not correspond in all aspects to
rent, and some confusion of idea is occasionally
perceived to arise from careless use of this word.

so-also

different grades.

of different grades.

for which rent is paid in cash per

bigab.
~haoli-land

for which rent is paid in kind-

part of the produce.
land for which rent is paid in cash per
crop per bigah.
Bhiti-raised

house-site land.
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I

Khudkasht--land

which

the

residents of

the

village are entitled to cultivate.
Pahikasht -land

which outsiders may cultivate.

this :-The

open lands of the village are divided

up among the resident ryots in small allotments
(so to speak), an allotment often consisting

of

several scattered pieces, and generally compreThese characters or qualities adhere almost per-

hending land of various qualities as above defined

manently to the same land, and there is for each

-it

village a recognised rate of rent (or nirkh) pro-

often much less-and

perly payable according to them.

Also, when

each ryot to the zamindar is made on a shifting

the occupation of the land is, as commonly hap-

scale, depending upon more or less of the ele-

pens wlth the Sunaland, on au utbandi janza,

ments just mentioned.

and the cultivation is by alternation of cropping
and fallow, the ryot or cultivator only pays for
so much of each sort of land as he actually tills
for the year. I t is apparent, then, that generally
speaking, the precise amount of payment to be
made by the ryot to the zamindar in each year
is a matter of some complexity of calculation.
Perhaps it should be here remarked that in
most villages by far the larger portiou of the land
is Khudkasht.
The ordinary state of things, then, is ~.!ortly

rarely exceeds ten acres in the whole and is
the payment of rent by

An abbreviated example

of the year's account between the ryot and
zamindar are given in the Appendix.
Putting aside all questions of right on the part
of the cultivator to occupy and till the land of
the village, we have it as a matter of fact that the
Bengal ryot is little disposed to move, and that for
generation after generation, from father to son,
the same plots of land (or approximately so) remain

in the hands of the same family.
After this preface, part of it in some degree
1

See note (B) in the Appendix.

repetition, we are in a situation to take a view of
the zamindar, considered as a personage of the
village. I t will be convenient to speak as if there
were but one such person for a whole village.

This

is not strictly true as regards the ryot, or rent

in England, and that it can only be carried on
through the means of an *organizedstaff. This staff
is commonly called, both individually and collectively, the zamindar's, or xamindari amla.

It usually

consists of n Tehsildar, Patwari, Gumashta, and

payer, and will be qualified by explanation here-

peons, or similar officers under different names,

after. But it is the simplest form of the actual

varying with the district.

case and the normal idea of a zamindar is best
arrived at by conceiving that a ?nuuuch is the
smallest unit in his holding-that

the zaminda~aiis

an aggregate of many entire muuzahs.
Now when it is remembered how small is the

The Tehsildar is the collector of the rents, and
if the zamindari is large, one Tehsildar will collect
from three or four mamuhs.
There is generally a Tehildar'o knchahri in each
mauzuh or village-it

is the office where the

quantity of land tilled by each ryot, that he pays for

zaminduri books and papers relative to the village

different portions of this at different rates, that the

collections are made up and kept ; sometimes a

quantity of the land of each sort or the nature

verandah-shed or hut of mat and bamb'oo serves

of the crop, according to which he pays, varies

the purpose of the kachahri, sometimes it is a

from year to year, and that the total year's rent is

pukka house of brick with sufficient accommoda-

generally paid in three or four kists, or instalments,

tion to enable even the zamindar to pass a few

it will be seen, that the business of collecting the

days there when he resides elsewhere than in the

rents of a Bengal n~arczahis a very different thing

village and is minded to visit it.

from the work which is done by a landlord's ageelit

art, which Hindus seem to carry almost to an absurd

Book-keeping is an

extent of detail, and it would be tedious to describe

all the books which are kept in due courue of the
krrrrrrrhahri business. It will be sufficient to mention
the principal among them ; these are, first, three
or four books bearing the denomination of the

chilthu, which amount in effect to a numbered
register in various ways and in minute detail of all
the small days, or plots into which the village
lands are divided, the measurement of each, ib
situation, the quality of the land, the ryot who
cultivates it, and so on, the last of them being
the k:hatiyan, or ledger, which gives under each
man's name all the different portions of land held

by him, with h e i r respective characteristics. The
j a m bandi is a sort of assessment paper mad6 up

for each year, with the view of showing for every
ryot, as against each portion of the land held by
him, the rate at which it is held, according to
quality or crop, and also to exhibiting the total
amount which in this way becomes due from him,
and the kists in which
,
it is to be paid ; and thejama-

wasil-haki is an account prep.a~edafter the expira-

tion of the year, repeating the principal statements
of the jams bandi, as to the amounts which had
hecome due, and then giving the payments nrlGch
had actually been made, together with the arrears.

A Bengah account book is formed by sewing
together with a cord any uumber of very long
narrow loose sheets at one of their ends, and when
it is closed the free ends of the sheets are folded

Back upon the ends which are thus bound. When
it is open the bound end rests upon the reader's
arm, the upper leaves are thrown back and the

writing then runs from the free end of one page
down thrmgh the cincture, to the'free end of the
next.

I n this way a total page of portentous length

is possible and some jarna h n d i s take advantage

of this property to the utmost.
The Curnmhta and Pntwari, or similar officers,
by whatever name they may be called in the

different districts, are charged with the duty of
keeping up the icachahri-boahs according to the

varying circumstances of the ryots' holdings ; and

more than one or two others in the village possess

for this purpose have to keep a sharp eye through-

the small knowledge of

out the year upon the ryots' doings.

It will be

reading, writing, and

account-keeping, which is needed for ths work.

seen at once that persons charged with the func-

Indeed the ryots are universally uncclucated and

amla have much temptation

ignorant, and in an extreme degree susceptible to

tions of these zami&ri

to use the opportunities of their situation to their

the influence of authority.

own advantage. As a rule they are of the same

them

class as t,he village ryots, and are themselves

character. He is their superior lord and they ars

It is not therefore matter of surprise

his sub~ects(ryots), both by habit and by feeling

cultivators.

when it happens, as it often does, that the plots
which are in their hands are the best in the village.
Their proper work prevents them from actually
labouring in the fields, and they are supposed to

pay those of the other ryots who till the soil for
them, but it is too frequently the case that they
manage somehow to get this done gratis.

And

they are by no means ignorant of the art of obt&-

ing the offer of gratifications when they require
them. The office is in a sense hereditary, vk., the

son generally succeeds the father in it. But this
is almost a necessity, for it is seldom the case that

"

The relation between

and the zamindar is quasi-feudal in its

adscripti glcba."

They would be entirely

ilt

the mercy of the zamindar and his amln were it
not for another most remarkable village institution.
namely, the mandal

; this

is the village head man,

the mouthpiece and representa.tire of the ryots of
the village iu all matters bstweeu thsm and the
zamindar or his officers. The mandal is a cultivator like the rest of the ryots, and by no nleans
necessarily the richest among them.

He holds his

position in some supposed manner dependent upon
This is his most common designation.
varies with districts.

The naue, holvever,

their suffrages, but the office in fact almost invariably passes from father to son, and so is
hereditary for the same reason that all occupations
and employments in India are hereditary.

His

qualifications are, sufficient knowledge of reading,
writing, and zumindari accounts, and thorough
acquaintance with the customary rights of the
villagers.

H e receives no emolument directly,

but the other ryots will generally from time to
time help him gratuitously in his cultivation, and
i t is not unfrequently the case that he pays a less
rate of rent for his land than the ordinary occupying ryot does. It is impossible thoroughly to
describe the mandaPs functions in a few sentences.
H e is so completely recognised as the spokesman
of the ryots, one and all, on every occasion, that

it is often exceedingly difiicult to extract, in his
absence, from an individual ryot information upon
even the commonest and most indiffereat .matter.
The nbandal and a few of the elder men constitute

the village panchayat, by whom most of the

ordinary disputes and quarrels are adjusted.
lnore obstinate cases the ma&

In

and th6 parties

go to tbe zamindar, or his representative the naib
or gz~nzashta,for discussion and arbitration. Thus
very much of the administration ot justlce in the
rural districts of Bengal is effected without the
need of recourse to the formal and expensive
machinery of the public courts.
When the village is one in which the zamindar
resides, it will often be the case that the barber who
shaves the members of his family, the d h b i who
washes for them, the head daq*wan (or porter) and
other principal servants all hereditary, hold their
portion of the village land, at relatively low seuts
or even rent free, in consideration of their services.

I n addition to t3his the dlmbi and the barbel; for
instance, have the right to be employed at customary rates of pap by all the ryots.

Soluetimea

the carpenter and the blacksmith are in the
like situation. There is also a hereditary village
chaukidar (or watchman) who gets his' laud rent

fi-ee.

And the Brahman priest, whether of the

it is kept working, is the mah@an, or village
The Rengal ryot, except only a fraction

zanlindar's family, or maintained for the village

capitalist.

p ~ ~ j n s&c.,
, is supported in the same mode.

of the whole class, has no accumulated wealth-no

We have thus before us, in the Bengal village

pecuniary means other than that which his own
He carries on

community, a social structure which, for want of a

labour on the land can earn for him.

better term, may in a certain qualified sense be

a business, however, which from time to time and

called feudal.

periodically, requires outlay of money.

The principal features can be

There is a

the bottom is the great

hut of the homestead to be new built or repaired,

mass of hereditary cultivators of the village lands

a pldhgh or other implement to be made, a pair of

(ryots) ; at the top the superior lord entitled to rents

bullocks to be bought, seed for sowing to be pro-

and dues from these cultivators (zamindar) ; next to

cnred, above all rice to be got for the food of himself

him, and connected with his interests, come those

and his family, and also several kists of his rent

who constitute his fiscal organisation (nmlu) and his

to be paid before dl his crops can be secured and

privileged servants ; on the other side, again, are

realised.

the representatives and officers of the village, and

riably unable to meet all these current demands. I n

by the union of both elements, so to speak, is formed

the western part of the Delta his savings are seldom

a court leet which when occasion requires disposes

sufficient to tide hirn wholly over the time which

of any topics of internal friction by the authori-

must elapse before the year's production

tative declaration of custom and usage.

To the mahiijjnn, therefore, he is obliged to go for

summed up as folldws -:At

Outside this systeni, with no recognised place in
in it, yet nevertheless the motive power by which

Alone and unaided, he is almost inva-

money and for paddy as he wants tbem.

conies

in.

Tile com-

one st course of dealings between the parties is as

paddy for sowing and for food, and

in effect hruishes the farming capital, pays the

also other seed, is provided upon the terms that it is

labour and takes all the profits, is a stranger, having

to be returned together with a surplus of fifty per

no proprietary interest in the land.

cent. in quantity at the. time of harvest; and the

only, wllose sole object is to realise his money as

money is advanced upon condition of being repaid,

advantageously as possible.

also at harvest time, with two per cent. per mensem

his golm, as much of the produce come to his

interest either in the shape of an equivalent of

hands, as he is likely to need for his next year's

M y , reckoned at bazaar prices, or in cash at

business advances in kind, he deals with the rest

the option of the lender.

simply as a cornfactor, sending it to the most remu-

follows:-The

As security for the due

A thriving

He is a creditor

After setting aside in

carrying out of this arrangement, the mhc%janfre-

nerative market.

quently takea an hypothecation of the ryotJs future

whole ?naazah, or even rno1.e under his hand, and

crop, and helps himself to the stipulated amount on

yet he has no legitimate proprietary status in the

the very threshing floor, in the open field.

community, while those who have, namely, the ryot

The actual result of this state of things is, at

n~ahGjanmay

have a

on one hand and the zamindar on the other, for

least, curious to the eye of the European observer.

different reasons are apparently powerless.

The zamindar, who at first sight appears to fill tho

consequent unprogressive character of an agricultural

place of an h g l i s h landlord, is merely a rent

village cannot be more graphically described than by'

charger; the ryot, who seems to have a beneficial

the words of an intelligent young zarnindar.'

interest of a more or less permanent nature in his
allotments, is scarcely more than a field labourer,
living from hand to mouth ; and the mah8jurt, who

The

" A husbandman of the present day is the
Babn Peary Chund Jfookerjee, Beng. Soc. Sci. Trans. vol. iv.
sec. 4, p. I.
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primitive being he always has been. Wit11 a piece of

hereditary priest to secure the hope of utter anni-

rag round his loins for his clothing, bare feet, a mise-

hilation after death, but he will not listen to auy

rable hut to live in, a d a daily fare of the coarsest

proposal which would place within his reach a few

description, he lives a life wl~ich, however disturbed it may be by other causer, is unruffled by

of the conveniences or comforts of life. There are
agricultural villages in which the existence of a

If he gets his two meals and plain

school or of a dispensary, and the condition of the

clothink he is content with his lit, and if he can

houses, roads, and tanks show a happier state of

spare a few rupees for purchasing jewellery for liis

things, but it will be found that i n almost all such

wife and children, and a few rupees more for

cases the improvements have been made not by the

religious ceremonies, he lr~ill consider himself as

ryots but by a rich trader, employer, or landholder,

happy as be can wish to be.

who resides in the village, or takes an interest i n its

ambition.

H e is the greatest

enemy of social reform, and never dreams of throw-

welfare.

ing off any of the tmrnnlels which time or super-

ignorant, too disunited arnnng the~llselves to effect

stition has spun around him.

He will not send

his son to school for fear of being deprived of his
manual assistance in the field ; h e will not drink
the water of a good tank because he has been
accustolned to use the water of the one nearer his
house ; lle will not sow a crop of potatoes or -sugarcane because his forefathers never did i t ; lie will
allow himself to be unmercifully fleeced by his

The ryots themselves' are too poor, too

any such improvement."

of the collections ,made from the ryots after he has
paid the jama.of his tenure to the superior holder,
or to the Governdent, as the case may be.

His life

is a very quiet one, unmarked by the characteristics
of either a very active or a very refined form of
civilization. His daily routine may be sufficiently
described without much difficulty.

DOMESTIC LIFE.

He gets up

before sunrise, and if he be an orthodox Hindu, as

AND more than one cause o c c ~ ~ rto
s limit
the activity of zamindars in

this matter

to

he sits upon his bed he utters, in the place of a
formal prayer, the name of

"

Ddrga " several timeh

It is sufficient for the

in s~~ccession.Then he performs some slight ablu-

mgment to say that wealthy enterprising zamin-

tions. At this point the habits of Brahmans vary

very few instances.

dars are yery rare in the Mofussil.

The Hindu

from those of other Hindus. The Brahman goes at

uentleman of the Bengali village, the landed pro-

once after these ablutions to bathe in the river, if

prietor, so to speak, of the locality, may have an

there is one, near at hand; if not, to the tank

b

income of some Rs. 200 or Rs. 300 per annum at

attached to his house, or to the village tank. As he

most

He may not always have even a pnlcka

stands in the water, and when he comes out, he

house.

His property is probably a share of the

repeats, by way of prayer, Sanskrit mantras which

village, or of several villages together, held on some
tenure, the general nature of which will be hereafter
described, and his net income is that which remains

he does not understand.

I n any village situated on

the bank of a river may be seen, very early in the
morning, men of the most respectable class and

111.1
position returning home after bathing and muttering
these rnantrp as they go.

Men of respectability
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floor, while visitors of the bhadralog sit on the
takht~poshwith the master of the house.

Hukhs

not Brahmans,

for smoking are offered to each one in tnm, and for

do not think it necessary to bathe so early, or to

this purpose two i~uiihnsare generally kept ready,

say anything in the shape of prayer, beyond the

one for Bm,hmans, the other for kyastfis, &c., that

the name of Ddrga two or three

for the use of Era1lmans being distinguished by a

(Bhadrdog), however, who are

utterance of

cowrie hanging pendent from it by a string. Not

times on rising from bed.

'It used to be the practice for pious Hindus, ill
addition to this, to write the name of Dhrga on

to give a visitor the offer of a smoke would be

considered as very uncourteous and rude.

a plaintain leaf as many as two hundred or three

The Bengal village gentleman generally transacts

hundred times every morning after the first wash-

all his business in the morning, sitting in the way-

ing, but this old custom has died out, except in

just described in his baitltakhann, while his wife

perhaps a few excessively conservative families of

is simultaneously engaged in the kitchen.

Eastern Bengal, and now-a-days, the ordinary village

not take food before bathing, for to do so would

proprietor of the higher class, after his early ablu-

be considered very wrong.

He remains in his

tions, without further preliminary, takes his seat in

bnithakhana usually until

11 or about 11.30

his baithakhana upon the takhinpos?~(if, as is usually

A.M.,

sometimes even later.

Then when all his

the case, there is one), which is gener~llycovered

visitants are gone he causes his servant, to bring

with a white chadr.

oil and this he rubs all over his body and head

4

There 'he receives all whom

business, or desire for gossip, may briny to see him.

His ryots who come sit at a little distance on the

He will

as a preliminary to going to bathe.
When he

returns from Lathing, which will

coinrnonly consists of rice as a principal item aud
generally be about noon, he goes to the inner

in considerable quantity, some kind of d6l (split

apartments (ctndnr ntakdl) of the house, i.e., to the

pulse), a few vegetables separately prepared, one fish

portion of the house or homestead which is allotted

curry, sometimes also an acid euriy taken after the

to the female members of the family, and which

ordinary curry, and lastly milk and sugar.

strangers and non-privileged males are not allowed

food is mostly conveyed from the platter to the

There, if he is orthodox and has "taken

mouth with the fingers of the right hand ; the right

the mantra " from his faxnlly priest, he first performs

hand alone can be used for this purpose, and no

to enter.

pujn, .and then has his breakfast brought.

The

servant of the house or the wornen of the family
sweep the floor of the room or verandah where he
usually takes his meals, and spread a square piece
of carpet (ashan) or place a square wooden board

for him to sit (cross-legged) upon.

His food is

served in a thEiE1 or on a stone platter by his wife,
his children sit round him, and his mother comes

and sits i n front of him to see that everything is
done as it should be ; if the wife is young 3he
seldom speaks to him in the presence of the
mother, and if he has to ask for anything he does

so generally through the mother.
1

A

The breakfast

" thiil" i~ a metal plate or di~li.

food may be touched with the le&

The

Having fiiiished

eating, the master of the house washes his right
hand and his mouth, receives a pin (betel leaf)
prepared with spices by the women of the faillily
for chewing, returns to his baithukhmta, smolies his
h u k h and lies down to sleep for an hour or two
during the hottest part of the day, namely, from
about 1 r.11. to 3
About 3

P.M.

P.M.

his siesta over, he does wltatever

work of the morning he may have left unfinished,
or goes out to see his lleigllbours or his ryotg
returning shortly after dusk, when he takes sowe
refreshmel~t( t z j i , ~ ) or lunch in the shape of sweet-

meats. For the rest of the evening he sits in his

I t should be added that the women of the family

Baithakhana conversing with friends and neighbours

do a great deal of domestic work, such as cooking,

who may have come in, or plays games with cards

poundiug rice, fetching water, .&c. Early in the

or dice, or plays chess. I n this manner he amuses

morning they sprinkle water over the z~ti~an,
and

himself and passes his time till dinner, or the last

proceed to clean the thals and the cups used the

meal of the day is announced about 1 0

previous evening.

P.M.:

a

Of such a family as that just

f ~ m a l eservant comes and says "rice is ready," and

described, the femde members are not so secluded

he goes for his dinner to the same place where he

as the women of a similar family would be in n

took his breakfast, and eats it in the same fashion.

large town. I n a Bengali village all the neighbours

I n fact, there is scarcely any difference b,etween the

are allowed to see and speak with the women

morning meal, either in regard to the food or to

of the family (except the newly-married Lus, not

The second is essentially a

belonging to the village) unless they are prevented

any other particular.
repetition of the first.

by village relationship.

The women of the house always take their meals

Domestic lifesina cultivator's family is, of course,

after the men have fiuished theirs; and all the

very different from that of the 6hnrlralq just

of the family retire to their sleeping
quarters -immediately after the night meal.
The foregoing is a brief outline of the every-day

described.

The exigencies of field labour, cattle

tending& and poverty introduce very considerable
disturbing causes. Still there are generic 'features

life of a Bengali village proprietor belonging to

of resemblance between the two.

the gentleman class who lives on an income of say

prepare the meals for the men, and these are eaten

from Xs. 200 to Xs. 500 a year derived from land.

in the more private part of the homestead wlich

The women

answers to the inner apartments of the gentlemen's

'

bdri, also the women take their meals after the

cultivation of his jot, henceforward continue still

men have eaten. The food is almost exclusively

in the same homestead, cultivating the same jot,

rice, dal and vegetable curries.

but now in the capacity of owners.

Now and then

Sometimes

fish is an ingredient in it, and occasionally milk.

they get their own names collectively substituted

The front verandah of the principal hut of the

for that of their father in the books of the zamindar's

homestead is the ryot's baithakhann, and there,

k a c h a h ~ i ;and sometimes the dead man's name is

after his day's work is done, he will spread a mat

allowed to remain there unaltered.

for his neighbour and ehare with him his hubble-

situated each brother with his wife and children,

bubble. Or a village group will form under a

if possible, occupies a separate but in the home-

convenient pzpl tree, and gossip and smoke away

stead, and as often as is necessary for this purpose,

the affairs of. the mauxah.

or when it can be afforded, an additional hut is

I t is the universal habit in Bengal prevalent i n

all classes for the members of a family to live joiat
and to enjoy the profits of property jointly.

While thus

What

this amounts to is by no means easy to describe
in few sentences. To take the instance of a ryot's

family, it grows joint somewhat in this fashion ;

added to the group.
Also in this state of things, the brothers are by
law entitled to equal shares by inheritance in the
whole of any heritable property which they have
thus taken in common from their deceased father,
and each has a right at any time to compel a par-

namely, on the death of the father, his sons, who
before were dependent members of the family, living
in the same homestead and assisting him in the

tition I n the event of one of the brothers dying, his
sons, if he has any, if not, his widow, step into
his place and represent him in all respects.
This sort of process carried on for several

.generations obviously would bring about a very csm-

and who is usually the eldest individual of the

plex distribution of undivided shares ; but in the case

eldest branch.

of ryots it very speedily comes to an end by reason

a certain vague way to the entire body of joint,

of the smallness of the original subject rendering

co-sharers, each of whom can, if he likes, see the

the aliquot parts insignificant.

Before that stage

rs
are
family books of accounts and ~ ~ a r ~ ewhich

is reached the younger members of the family give

regularly kept in a sort of office (or dctj'tarkhtina)

up or sell their shares to the others and find occu-

by the family servants ; but as a matter of fact it

pation elsewhere as best they can. When the jot

is seldom that any one interferes until some occasion

is inhe~itablein its nature the members of the

of quarrel arises and is fought out with acrimony,

family xvhle living in the same homestead will

a partition effected and accounts insisted upon.

actually divide the land among themselves according

Events of this kind happen from time to time, wit11

In this

ultimate wholesome effect, but as a rule the co-

way the land in some villages has come to be sub-

sharers are only too willing to let well alone, c0nter.t

divided into absurdly small plots, and this evil has

to be supported in the family house, out of the

a natural tendency to increase rather than diminish.

family funds, without asking any questions, each

to their shares and cultivate separately.

He is theoretically responsible in

Whea the family is well off and has considerable

getting, as he wants, sufficient small sums of money

p~ssessionsas well, it may be, in the way of trade

for ordinary personal expenses. This constitutes the

as in the shape of zamindaries and other landed

enjoyment of the joint family property by a joint

tenures, the state of "jointhood " commonly long

family. Whatever money is saved, after the disburse-

remains. The whole property is managed by one

ment of the general family and proprietary expenses,

member of the family who is called the " karta "

is invested by the leartn in the pnrcllase of some
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and whatever

secondly, there is the mixed class of depeudent

money is required for the performance of extra-

members made up of the wives and children of exist-

ordinary family ceremonies or religious performances

ing co-sharers, the wives and daughters of former co-

is conimonlg raised by the b r t a in the form of a

sharers (whose shares went to sons) and individuals

loan cliarged on the joint property.

The family

labouring under any such infirmity as disqualifies

proprietary bidy is thus a sort of corporation the

them from inheriting. Instances occur in Calcutta and

addition to the joint property;
'

ostensible head of which is the k a ~ t a ,and in which
the individual members have acquired no proprietary rights as distinct from those of the whole
I~ocly,except the right on the part of each co-sharer
to separate at any moment and have. his aliquot
SJIXI-e
of the common property divided off and given

The clomestic community which in this system
of living grows up under, so to speak, the same

roof-tree is curiously heterogeneous and sometimes
There are first the co-sharers;

these are brothers,, nephews, and male. cousins
whose fathers'

many as 300 or 400 iudividuals including servants
living in one house ; and it is probably ub~ u a lfor a
family to amount tlo something between 50 and 100.
The Bengali's house is everywhere, whether in
town or in the country village, and whether. large
or small, of one typical form, especially adapted to

to- him.

very numerous.

even in the Mofussil, of families comprehending as

shares have devolveci upon them

and the mido~vs or daughters of co-sharers, who
have died without leaving sons or gradsons ; and

the needs of joint family life ; its principal elements
are apparent even in the homestead of the smallest
ryot.

That of an old family may be described as

follows :-The

building is of brick, and two-storied,

that is, it has a ground floor and a first floor; the
term " upper-roomed house " always designates a
house which ranks above the ordinary run of respectability. The front is generally long, exhibiting

a pillared verandah or a row of French casement

necessarily uarrow : sometimes, however, they are

and jillmilled windows on the first floor.

found of considerable length.

The

On one side of the

elltrance is by an archway, or large square-headed

quadrangle is the puju dalan. This may be described

door in the centre of the front ; and in the entrance

t3 be the verandah of the other sides very much

passage, often on both sides of it, is a raised floor

enlarged and deepened. It is approached from the

with one or two open cells in which the darwans

central area by a flight-of steps, which in its breadth

(or door-keepers) sit, lie, and sleep-in

occupies nearly the whole leligth of the side, and its

fact dwell.

This is the deorhi and answers to the concie~gwze

lofty ceiling is supported by inner pillars additional

of French houses. The entrance passage on the insicle

to those which stand in the place of the ordinary

opens upon a quadrangle which may or ma.y not be

verandah pillars. Its chief purpose is to serve as

complete. On the quadrangle side the house is generally faced all round by a two-storied pillared verandah

which serves as a passage or corridor for each floor,
and gives access to the different rooms ; the upper
verandah is reached froni the lower by a narrow
winding staircase of steep brick-built steps usually
situated at the corners and very closely resembling
turret stairs of an English country church. From
outside to inside the breadth of the house is always
very narrow, and as the rooms are less than the

full width by the width of the verandah, they are also
I

a stage for the performance of religious and domestic
ceremonies ou special occasions, the quadrnngular
area then affording eonver~iarlt space for the general audience of depeudents and invited guests ; and

the women of the house, then~selvesunseen, finding
oazing places in the upper windows and verandah.

b

At these times the quadrangle is commonly covered

in by a shamiana stretched across the top from side
to side.

In tlds manner a magnificent reception

hall or theatre can be constructed in almost every
native gentletuan's house at the shortest notice.

It is by no means easy to describe the mode in
Beddm this first quadrangle, there is often in
large houses a second or a third quadrangle, and
even more, the cine behiud or annexed to the other,
nllich as is the case in our calleges at Oxford or
Cambridge.

Then, too, there is the tJu&urbb.ri or

chamber, where the figure of the family deity
resides and where the daily service or worship of
the thakw is performed b y the inferior farnily priest.
Among Brahmans, and also kulin kaists, who are
now-a-days privileged to receive the nt anlm, the
father and mother of any branch of the family may
for some purposes each have his or her private
personal thakur quite apart from the family ihnk.tcr.
But neither a knisj nor even a Brahman woman can
themselves wcrship the family idol or any visible
t h a h r , except the clay figure of Siva which is

made for every-day worship.

They must make

their dailypujcc and utter mantras apart from any
ido1.l

which a large family distributes itself over a house
suchaas that just now sketched.

If the stage which

the family has reached is three or four generations
removed from the common ancestor there will be
several heads of branches ; and these branches will
settle tl~emselvesper stirpes, so to speak, in separate
parts of the house under their own heads, more or less
separate from the rest.

Sometimes this separation

is so complete that the portion of the home d o t t e d
to each branch is parted off from the remainder of
the houae by- such blocking up of doors as may be
necessary for the purpose and by the opening of a
separate entrance. Each group as a rule messes by
itself, lsnd every adult member of it has a room to
himself in which he lives, all the female members
together finding accommodatio~lof some sort in the

inner upartments, i.e. the portion of the dwelling
house which is allotted to the females, and commonly
among Europealls called the zenana. All the branches
usually keep joint 'with regard to the worship of

The Shastras forbid to women and Suclms all knowleclge and
llse of sacred texts.

the family deity.

And even when the different

sheltering under one connected roof' many families

branches have gone so far as to sever in everything,

of cousins who bear to each other varying degrees

in food, worship, and estate, as the phrase is, the

of relationship and constitute i n the whole a joint

same family deity is commonly retained by all, and

family, all the adult. lnclependent members of which

the worship of it conducted by the different separated

have their own joint (but separable) coparcenary in-

branches in turn, each turn proportionate i n dnra-

terest in the property of the family whatever that be.

tion t o the owner's share in the joint property.

For

The Icarta of this family (generally by the nature

instance, if the family i n its divided state is

of the case the senior member) is in most respects

represented by four heads, namely, 'two brothers and

,
although in the village all
the ostensible l l e ~ dand

their two nephews, sons of a third brother deceased,

of the others are " the babus," yet he is especially

the turns or pallas of worship would be respectively

" the babu " to whose activity such good work, when

four months, four months, tm70 months, and two

it is done, as the maintenance of a dispensary,

of these.
months or eq~imult~iples

the support of the nzandir and its priest, and the

7.e.

It is, of course, only in Calcutta or other very
large towns that the family swarm continues in tile
family hive at such dimensions as those just ment'iionetl. Eut in the few country villages, where the
zamindar's fanlily has been fortunate enough to
maintain itself for many generations, n ~ u c ha bout
the same thing occurs.
'

built,

quadrangled

There mill he the 1)rick-

house with imposing front,

keeping the niandnp i n good condition, is to be
attributed.

and very successfully pursued, and there are parts
of Bengal in which the boys have even laid hold

of cricket.

Nevertheless, all Bengalis are possessed

with an inordinate love of spectacles and shows of
every kind.

IV.

public religions processions and displays of the

GRAVE AND GAY.

AMUSEMENTS
do

The Hindus flock as readily to the

Muhammadans as to their own, and vice uersci. The

not appear to occupy any great

Muhammadans find occasions for these at the

Although the

Muharram and some other periodic commemora-

circumstances of agricultural labour are such as to

tions of events in the livrs of the Prophet and his

leave the ryot in comparative idleness for the larger

chief apostles. Ancl the.Mindus have their village

part of the year, the truth seems to be that, for

pijas, which are celebrated with more or less show

generations, the rural population has been a pauper,

and magnificence according to the wealth and public

utlder-fed class, and does not possess the vigour and

spiritedness of the local zamindar. Then there are

excess vitality, which, in the case of the Burmese,

frorn time to time family festivals and ceremonies

overflows in vivacious games and athletic sports.

already spoken of at the houses of the better-to-do

Bright, hearty, healthy play of a boisterous charac-

folks, such as marriages, shraddas, readings of the

ter is seldom or never to be met with among the

Riim,?yana, &c.

space of life in a Bengali village.

children.

Gymnastics, l~owevel;of undoubted indi-

genous origin, is, in some places, a great favourite

The Bengali ryot is not often in a hurry.

He

dearly loves an oppot-tunity for a bit of gossip and
the hubble-bubble, and the evening groups under
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tll~
pfpal tree are usually the nholesonle substitutes

ranl<s, and some very amusiilg modes of applying

for the tari shop. Drinking does, however, obtain

the elernent of chance are in vogue.

to a .considerable extent among the lower castes

with cards and dice is the common form prevalent

and is said to be increasing.

with the middle classes.

Native writers are

But gambling

fond of attributing the introduction of this vice or,

'I'o describe fully the religious aspect of a Bengal

at any rate, its encouragement in some way to the

village cotnmunity would be avery long and difficult

English, but there can he no real doubt that it is

task-a

a natural product of ttie country itse1f.l I n a por-

carry through with success.

tion of the Veds the delights of' intoxication are

cons~)icuousfeatures may, however, be pointed out

dwelt upon, and some of the iantric writings are

\vitl~out much risk of error. The Muhammadans

devoted to the encouragement of drink.

exhibit two very distinct sects in Bengal, namely,

The habit

task, indeed, which a foreigner could hardly

A few of its more

of drinking appears to have been so n:iscl~ievously

the Sunnis and the Shias.

prevalent in the beet days of the Muhammadan

good deal given to observallces and practices of

rule as to have called for repeated prohibitive legis-

Hinciuism; and i t is pretty clear that the Bengali

lation.

Musdman is nothing but a roughly converted

And, indeed, the spirit which is everywhere

Both seem to be a

drunk, namely lari, is evidently of purely home

Hindu.

origin, and is made largely in every village by crude

ordinary Hindu in all race cliaract~ristics, and

native methods from many sorts of saccharine juices,

retains very mal-Iced caste not,ions and habits.

especially from the juice of the t a r i palm.

the best and most fert.ile parts of the delta the

Gambling has great charms to the Bengali of all
1

Journal of Aqintic Socirty for 1873, Part I. 'No. 1.

H e is quite undistii~guishable fro111 the

In

Mnlrammadan element exceeds 60 per cent, of tlle
population, and

ill

the rest of Bengal Proper it rises

as high as 30 or 40 per cent.

I n some districts

the agricnltural villages are either whsllj. Muhammadan or wholly Hindu, but illore comrllonly each
village has its Muhammadaiz quarter and its Hindtl

Hinduisri also has its sects quite apart fro111
its castes, though a marked distinction of sect is
apt in the end to become synonymous with disThe peculiarity of Hinduism,

which has been already spoken of, namely, its
want of the congregational element, seems to favcrur
the growth of sects.

At any rate, no one appears

to care much wllat particular form of faith his
neighbour professes, as long as it is not of an
aggressive character.

which they obtain frorn European missionaries are
apt to be a very contumacious, unaccommodating
set of people.
We find pretty universally in the rural villages,

quarter.

tinction of caste.

the s1lppol.t (by no 111eans altvays iudiciously given)

I t may look like making an

exception to say that Christians are a good deal
objected to in an agricultural village; but this is
uainly for two reasons, i.e.--lst,

because it is

generally supposed to be of the essence of Christianity to work actively towards the subversion of

Boistobs,

Saktas,

Sivas,

Ganapatyas,

kc.

Of

Boistobs there are all inltnense number of varieties
or sub-divisions.

Their chief clistinguishing tenet

seenis to be that Vishr~u is the Krahma : that he
existed' before all vlorlds, and was the cause and
creator of all.

Tlley endue him with the highest

moral attributes, and t l ~ e ybelieve that, besides his
Inore exalted form as creator of all things, he has at
different times and for the benefit of his creatures
assumed particular forins and appearances. The best
known and most celebrated of these is Krishna ;
whose bright anci froliceome, and, indeed, somewhat
sensual career of actventure on earth is a very
fascinating topic of cont~mplationto his votaries.'
I t is perhaps iloteworthy that a great, Illany edccatad ISengalis
Ilirve the notion thac our Christ is none other than their ILrishna.

Mi~~cluisn~
; 2ndly, because Christian ryo'ts b~tclcecl1)y

The chief development of the Boistobs originated

and more exalted form of Brahma, and the Saktas

with Chaitanya, who preached purity, meditation,

especially contemplate and

and the equalitmyof all men, without distinction of

1iat~u.e in its activity, in other words, the female

sect or caste, before God. H e thnew aside all cere-

fornis of the suprclrie deity, as Durga or Kall.

monies and olxttvard

And a certain

Sivaite ancl Sakta worsl~ipis in a marked degree

freedom from caste trammels and disregard of

a worship of dogma, of gorgeous cerenloily, and

religious observances, with an appreciation of the

bloody sacrifices.

importance of conduct, still seem to characterise

conservative of the purer and Puranic: type of reli-

the sect.

symlrols.

The Boistobs have been, and even

gion.

worship the divine

The

Tlle Sakta c o ~ ~ ~ i dtl~einselves
er

Like the I'harisees of Judea, they are strict

are being, recruited from all castes, but

in small observal~ceswith regard to food, meals, k c ,

taken together in all their varieties they are

perhaps even to the neglect of the larger precepts

comrnnnly reckoned as a sort of caste by thern-

of the law.

now

I t was against this system and its

Their especially ascetic members go by

abuses that (:haila~iya lifted up llis voice, ai~clthilt

the designation of Bairagi (amongst others), ancl

tlie Boistobs are the protestants . But the older faith

live a life of mendicancy and freedom whic*h, as

still appeals tlle most successf't~lly to tile passiol~v

has been already mentioned, is aot always altogether

of men, ancl with its vicharil~us llelps to acceptance

reputable.

with God still llolds s~vay;\it11 the niasscs of the

selves.

The Saktas, perhaps, constitute the' majority of

people.

They have come to

The Ganapatyas hardly, perhaps, deserve to be

be, in n great degree, united with the Saivas. These

called a distincr; sect. Tlley particularly seek the

latter look upon Siva (the destroyer) as the primary

protectioll of Ganesa, aud devote tllel~lselvesto his

the inhabitants of the villages.

IV.]
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worship, but apart from this they may belong to

made by an already existing wealthy mdh.

almost any sect of Hinduism.

the latter case the new institution becomes an

The mention of these different sects of Hinduism

In

off-shoot of the old, and remains allied with i t

leads naturally up to a description of a very remark-

in some sort of subordination.

able institution, which although it does not by any

amount of the property is not generally very large ;

means find illustration in every village of Bengal,

though in exceptional cases it is so, and in some

yet is very common in certain parts of the presidency.

maths the Mohants, either by decline from the strict

I n most of the sects there is (as i t may be termed)

path of sanctity originally marked out for them,

a clerical 'class, which is itself separated into two

or even in prosecution of the founder's purpose,

orders, namely, to use European designations, the

make the acquirement of wealth by trade their

monastic (or ascetic) and the secular.

The monastic

great object. Instances of this are most plentiful

order is celibate and in a great degree erratic and

in the north-western parts of the Bengal presidency,

mendicniit, but has anchorage places and head-

where numerous trader Mollants of great wealth and

quarters in the ma&.

influence are to be found.

The original meaning of the

word math seems to be cell or chamber, as of a

The extent or

As a rule, the Mobant, when he devoted himself

Now-a-days the tvpical math consists of

to the ascetic form of religious life, ipso facto, severed

an endowed temple or shrine, with a dwelling-place

himself frorn all such worldly possessions as he

for a superior (the Mohant) and his discipl~s(chela).

might o t h e r ~ ~ i have
s e beell entitled to as an ordinary

The endowment of a moth is either the result of

member of society.

private dedication, or it is the subject of a grant

to the world, and incapable of holding or inheriting

hermit.'

1

For the root of the word see Thomas's Jainimh, note, p. 3.

property generally.

H e became theoretically dead

But with regard to the pro-

perty of the math or Mohantship it is different.

then from the chelas of another Mohant. After the

The Hindu law recognises a special devolution of

epetion the chosen disciple is installed on the gaddi

the property belonging to a math upon the occur-

of his predecessor with much ceremony. Sometin~es

A certain pre-

most tulseemly struggles for the successioi~ take

cept l in the writings of the sages to the effect that

place. I t has happened that two rivals, each backed

the virtuous pupil takes the property, is the foun-

by a section of nzighbouring Mohants and other

dation of the different rules observed i11 different

partizans, though neither, perhaps, very regularly,

cases. The variation is in the manner in which the

a chela of the deceased, have started up to make

virtuous pupil is ascertained. There are instances

title to the vacant Mobantship.

of maths in which the Mohantship descends to a

the dead body a long distance to the sacred river

personal heir of the deceased ; and others in which

and put fire into the mouth, as the corpse was

the existing Mohant appoints his successor. But

launched into the Ganges. Both returned to he

the ordinary rule is, that the maths of the same sect

formally elected by their respective adherents in

in a district are associated together, the Mohants of

two separate majlds held within the same compou~~c1

these acknowledging one of their number, who is

of the math. Both mere carried in a grand pro-

for some canse pre-eminent, as their heacl; and on

cession with elephants and horses and Rags and

the occasion of the death of one, t h others
~
of the

drums and a crowd of followers round the village ;

associated body assemble to elect a' successor out.

and, finally, both came into a court of i a u ~to esta-

of the clzelas (or disciples) of the deceased, if

blish, by prolonged litigation reaching even to the

possible; or, if there be nolle of them qualified,

Privy Couidl, rights Nhich probaWy neither of

rence of the death of the Mohant.

1

Mitnk. chap. 2. sec. 8, sl. 1-6.

them mas strictly entitlecl to.

Both accompanied

The ntandir (or temple) of the rnath, if there is
one in the village, is generally a conspicuous object.
I t lias usually only one chamber, in which the
ihokur or image of the deity resides, and its ground

section is a square of no great dimensions; but it
is often carried up to a considerable height, and
terdinates in varions, more or less, conoidal forms.
I n some districts it is acutely pointed, and presents

very much the appearance of an English churchspire, as i t is seen from a distance piercing the
village mass of foliage.
There are also very frequently to be seen, in or
about a village, rnandirs which do not belong to any
math; these commonly owe their origin to private
dedication.

There is seldom, however, any endow-

ment attached to them, or, perhaps, just sufficient
lakheraj land to maintain the attendant Brahman who
performs the daily worship and keeps the place in
order. More often the Brahman gets his living out of

A shrine (dargah) or tomb of some holy Muhammadan fakir is offen to be met with on the wayside, with the hut or homestead of its keeper near

at hand. Passersby of all creeds and denominations
throw in their cowries and pice. And if the sanctity
of the deceased be much out of the common, the
tomb may even be a valuable source of revenue.
I n that case it is treated as a subject of property
which passes by inheritance from owner to owner,
and the keeper is paid by salary from the person
entitled to it.

Generally, however, the keeper of

the place alone is interested i n it, and transmits
his humble effects to his heirs.
I n a large village there will be a m a d u p , i.e. a

spacious open-sided covered-in room, in a sense, a
vestry-room, where the village phjn festivals are
celebrated and other village

gatherings

occur.

Sometimes the mnndap is a pakka structure, the
roof being supported on brick-built pillars.

the offerings made to the thnktlr and the contribution

more often it is of bamboo and thatch.

of the orthodox, or is supported by the zamindar.

kept

tip

by the zamindar.

Rut

It is usually

reputation for accumulated wealth makes him

.

worth attacking is selected.

A dark or stormy

night is taken for the purpose, and then the band

assembles under a p@al tree, or at some other convenient place of assignation. Each man wears a mask
or is in some other manner disguised, and carries
some weapon : ldttees are the most conzinon, but someRURAL CRIME.

times quaint old swords of an almost forgotten shape

RURALcrime does not assume any very varied

make their appearance ; and instrulnents specially

forms. One of the cornmonest is dacoity (dalaiti),

contrived for cutting open mat walls and probing

z,.

gang robbery.

The badmashes or bad characters

thatch are brought out.

From the place of assem-

of two or three adjoining villages are, to a certain

bling the gang proceeds to the victim's homestead,

They are ostensibly

and surrounds i t ; next, at a signal, when all is

ryots, or sons of ryots, and like everyone else about

ready, the more daring rush forward ancl break into

them are more or less dependent upon agricultural

the homestead by cutting through the matting, or

Though it generally

iorcing down a door, or climbing over the roof. The

extent, associated together.

labour for their livelihood.

happens that they become to their neighbours the
objects of a somewhat undefined suspicion, still,
as a rule, they manage to maintain their social

are immediately seized and bound.

Those who a1.e

inside are not always so easily dispose~lof, because

Their method

they will probably have been aroused by the uproar

Some one whose

before their assoilnnts reach them. I n a very few

position whatever that may be.
of operation is very simple.

males who may be sleeping in the outside verandah

upon.
seconds, however, as the attacking party is invariably
greatly supeilior in force, and by no means scrupulous in the use of their weapons, these too succumb and

:ire

bound hand and foot or are otherwise

secured.

If there is a probability of immediate pnr-

suit, everyone will go his own way, and take care
of himself, and all will meet again subdequently
in some previously determined spot to divide the
spoil. If there is no such danger, the dakaits will at
once go to a place of meeting (in a jungle if possible)

Then commences the looting, which must be
effected very hurriedly, for a little delay might
suffice to bring the whole village down upon the
robbers. A torch or two is lighted, pitaras forced
open, every likely corner is searched.

The floor

of the huts is hastily probed or is dug up to discover
the buried pot, which is a favourite form of safe
for the custody of jewels or of spare cash when
it happens that the ryot has any. Or perhaps the
owner of the homestead is compelled by torture to
reveal the place of his valuables: for instance he
t,

is rolled naked backwards and forwards over hot
ashes, or a burning torch is held under his armpits,

&c. All the booty which can in these modes be
laid hold of is promptly carried off, each man loading
himself with what he succeeds in putting his hands

and settle each man's share of the stolen property.
The police are almost entirely powerless to
prevent these outrages, and they cannot always be
said to be successful in detecting the perpetrators
of them.

There can be no doubt that in some parts

of Bengal the profession of a ddhait is sufficiently
lucrative to tempt idle men to brave its risks. If
somewhat irregular measures were not taken to
suppress it, probably it would attain unendurable
dimensions. Accordingly, the police may sometimes
be found waging a warfare against ddkaiti which is
very characteristic.

When information of a ddl:aiti

having been committed reaches the thannah, a
Darogah with a few ehaukidars goes at anee to the
spot. He satisfies himself by inquiries as to who

1

v.]
are the reputed Badmushes of the neighhourhood, and
then immediately arrests some one, two, or three of
them, such as he thinks will be most likely, under
the circumstances of the case, to serve his purposes.

Having thus got these unfortunate men into their
hands, the police, by promises of pardon coupled
with material inducements, which, in most cases,
amount to a refi~edsystem of torture, procure then1
to make confessions and to implicate a great many
others of the previously ascertained badmashes. The
next step, of course, is to arrest all these, and to
search their houses.

At this stage of matters the

complainant is in a position such as to render him

a ready tool of the pqlice. H e will have a nest of
hornets about his ears for some years to come, unless
he succeeds in bringing a coilviction home to each of

the arrested men. So he seldom finds much difficulty
in recognising in the searched houses articles which
had been stolen from him. If, however, for any
cause he cannot at first do this, the police have
1

recourse to a very simple expedient for the purpose

RURALCRIME.

of assisting him.
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They obtain from the bazar,

or elsewhere, articles similar to those which the
complainant says he has lost ; and, under colour of
watching the prisoners' houses, manage to get these
articles secreted in or about the premises according
as opportunity may o20,r itself.

About this time

the Sub-Inspector or other officer charged, as it
is term'ed, with the investigation of the case, comes
upon the ground.

Also the prisoners, who have

all of them been separately and constantly workeCi
:ikon by the poiioe, Lave generally become pliable

ellough to confess in accordance with the story
marked out for them, and sometimes even are
persuaded to point out (under the guidance, of
course, of the cltaz~kidars)the very places where the
irup~rtedarticles have beon concealed 1 These places
are generally, for obvious reasons, more often outside
the accused persons' homestead than inside, such as
in tanks, trunks of trees, under the soil of the khEt,
&G.

But sometimes opportunity serves for placing

the articles inside the very huts of the dwellillg.

The Inspector on his arrival thus finds his case

and the upshot of it is, that when the trial in the

complete ; he takes it before the Magistrate ; the

Sessions Court comes on they all plead not guilty,

evidence of the witnesses is written down ; the

and say that their former confessions were forced from

articles are produced and sworn to.

I t seems

then1 by the police. This, however, avails them but

that they have all been found in the prisoners'

little. Their recorded confessions are put in against

possession in consequence of information or clues

them, and the Court with the remark that prisoners

afforded by the prisoners themselves, and the case

always do retract when they get into jail, holds that

,of the prosecution is overwhelming. But even the

the confessions are supported by the discovery of the

very last nail is riveted by the prisoners, or most

articles, convicts the prisoners, and sentences them

of them, confessing in the most satisfactory manner

to long terms of in~prisonlnent or transportation.

possible.

Thereupon they are all committed to

take their trial a t the Sessions in due course.

On

'IT7hen a case of this character occurs the Sessions
Juclge is not usually quite unconscious of the police -

entering the prison walls the state of things changes

practices in these matters, but lie is almost invari-

very much. The committed prisoners are relieved

ably, in the pnrticnlar case before him (and often

fmm the immediate personal supervision and control

rightly), so convinced of the guilt of the persons

of the police. $'hey converse freely with one another

wlloili he is trying that he is astute enough to find

and with other prisoners waiting trial ; they also

out reasons why the confessions produced ill evidence

communicate with Mookhtars or law agents, con-

were made voluntarily, and why the alleged finding

cerning their defence.

of the stolen articles rnay be depended upon.

They find that whether

On a

innoceilt or guilty, they have made great fools of

comparatively recent occasion of this kind the Juclge

themselves by confessing at the police dictation ;

said that he could not help seeing that the police
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had behaved very cruelly to the prisoners, and had

Little hesitation is felt even at this day in vindi-

made them illegal promises of pardon in order to

cating family honour by taking life. Sometimes this

extort confessions ; but still he thought that the

is done in a most savage and brutal manner. A story

discovery of the ,articles on the premises ~f the

constructed from the facts, slightly altered, of a case

different prisoners (effected, by the way, in a more

which actually occurred not long ago will serve as

than ordinarily suspicious manner) entirely corro-

an illustration. An'enterprising young Muhammadan,

borated and rendered trustworthy the confessiolls

who had been in the ha,blt of finding employment

which were 1nade.l

in some district remote from his native village, and

The mode of action on fhe part of the police, which is above
illustrated, is a survival from former t i m q and is from its nature
vely difficult of riddance. The tendency of the Bengal policeman
seems to be to force out truth rather than t o find out truth. Kr
is not apt at building up a case with indepondent and circunlstantial
materials drawn froin various sources, and would certainly never
willingly venture to present to the court, which has to try t h e
case, merely the constituellt materials, leaving the court itself to
put them together. H e feels i t necessary to take care that some,
if not all, of the witnesses sliatdd narrate the whole case from
beginning to end. There is also extreme readiness in the lower
classes of Bengalis, when under coercion or pressure, as in all
whose civilization is of a servile order, to say anything even to tht.
extent of accusing themselves, which they may be led to think
will smooth their way out of inlinediately impending danger ; ant1
this iB coupled with extraordinary quickness a t perceiving the
1

existing state of matters, comprehending what will be ngreeable to
those who care for thcir infornlation, and making their state~nelit
consistent therev,ith. The police are, therefore, naturally ur~der

who may be called Abdool, returned home on one
occasion for a few weeks as he had several times
done before; and while at home he stayed in his
family homestead, where his mother, a brother, a

great temptation to avail themselves of a means of evidence which
lies so near to their hands, and is so entirely adapted to their
purpose. But bad as confessions of prisoners, evidence of accomplices, declarations of dying men, who have played* a part in
criminal occurrences, generally are in Europe, they are for the
cause just mentioned greatly~vorsein Bengal. They cannot mfely
be relied upon even as against the speakers themselves, escept as
a sort of estoppel, unless they be corroborated. As against others
they are hardly of any value at all. If the circun~stancesof native
society were not such that suspicion commonly directs the police
to the real offenders, couvictioas on a basis such as that esen~plitied
in the text could not be tolerated.
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cousin, and others resided. H e visited his old friends

any anxiety about him.

and, amongst others, he seems to have been received

for some reason gone back to the place of his employ-

with especial cordiality by the members of a Hindu

ment without giving them notice of his intentions,

family who may be designated as the family of one

for he had on a former occasion acted precisely in

ICissori Mohun. Al~nostevery evening he used to

this manner.

They supposed that he had
J

go to their homestead, and played cards or dice with

Four or five days after this disappearance of

them in the bnithakhana up to a late hour of the

Abdool two boys who were tending cattle grazing

night.

One night, however, just as his home visit

in the nttith, found a skull lying in a short sward

was drawing to a close, he had not done so' and he

of arhar not very far from the bank of the Ganges.

was sleeping in the outside verandah of the family

The skull was entirely denuded of flesh, but was

bari in company with his brother, the other members

stained with recent blood, and had the teeth in the

of the family being inside the huts; about mid-

jaw.

The news of the discovery soon reached the

I

night some stranger came up to the verandah, aroused

village, and Abdool's mother and brot'her jmmedi-

him, spoke to him, and then the two went away

ately went* to the spot.

together ; the brother who was lying asleep near him

that the skull was Abdool's, and afterwards became

was partia.11~awakened by the voices, saw the two

satisfied that it was so by reason of some peculiari-

men go off in the dull light of the night, but

ties in the teeth.

troubled himself no more about the matter, and

nearest police thannah.

went to sleep again.

In the morning Abdool was

gation took place.

They suspected at once

Information was sent to the
The usual kind of investi-

Several arrests were made and

nowhere in the bari, and in fact was never after seen

confessions obtained.

Two of these could be

again. Still the members of his family did not feel

depended upon, so far as the confessing persons

hacked it into small pieces with a dno which' they

were concerned, though not further; and corrobo-

had brought with them, put the pieces into a sack

rating evidence manufactured by the police was of

so carried them to the bank of the river, and there

an unusually despicable character. From these confessions it appeared that what had happened was as
follows : Kissori Yuhuu's people had formed the
notion that Abdool had become too intimate with

a young married girl of their family, and they determined, before he left the village, to put him out
of the way.

So on the eve (so to speak) of his

departure, a dependent of Kissori Yohun's was sent
a t night to invite him to play as usual ; the attrac-

,

shot them out into the swift flowing current.

Rut,
unluckily for them, in the hurry, and the darkness,
without noticing the fact, they left the skull in the
math ; jackals and rultures speedily bared the bone

and renloved the features of the face, but enough
remained to furnish the clue, which led to the
discovery of the savage deed.'
But there is a class of purely agrarian outrage,

On his arrival at the

which is, perhaps, inore common than any other

hari he was surrounded in the darkness by half

foml of rural crime. Its root lies in the complex

a dozen members of Kissori Mohsn's family, who

relations which connect the tillers of the soil with

were prepared for the task ; a cloth was twisted

one another, and with the rent-receiver.

tion was great and he went.

round his neck by which he was dragged into the
haithakhana, all present fell upon him, and killed
him by pounding him with their elbows.

They

then carried the 1 body towards the Ganges, and 'in
order to secure its rapid disappearance without
identification, they stopped half way in the mcitb,

A strong

sense of vested right nnprotected by the arm of the
law leads in India as elsewilere to the endeavour a t
vindicating it by violence.

Very often a ryot, taking

advantage of a dispute between the zamilldar and
This was the case of tila prosee~itio~l;and it was only established against one out of serreral persons accused.

his neighbour, will get the plots of the latter, or a

Fakir Baksh's refusal to recoup him, determined to

portion of them (probably on higher terms) trans-

prevent hini from cultivating his land until he did

ferred to him at the kadizhri, but will be obliged

so. I n this state of things, at sunrise one morning,

to resort to force in order to obtain or keep the

Fakir Baksh and his tlree kihsmen. ,.?omed Ali,

actual possession of them.

Or one of several co-

Sbaraf Ali, and Imdaz Ali, began ploughing with

sharers, cultivators, will pay the entire rent of a

four yoke of bullocks, and almost immediately after-

holding, and failing to obtain from one of the others

wards, while they were so engaged and u ~ ~ n r m e d

the quota due from him, will forcibly prevent hinl

Yahid Ali came upon them with eight or nine men

from tilling his plot till he pays-a

very effective

at his back and attacked them with the intention

mode of coercion when it can be exercised, for the

of driving them off the ground. The members of

sowing period of the year may be limited, and not

Sabid's Ali's party were all armed with lattees,

to till then means starvation.

except one Taribullah, who had a gun, and they

The followiilg true

narrative is an example :Fakir Baksh, Somed Ali, Sabid Ali, and others,

therefore expected to meet with an easy victory.
Somed

1 , however, and

Sharaf, who

were

were co-sharers of a certain jot, or holding of land,

both unusually powerful young men, left their

as representing the different branches of what was

plouglls, and boldly facing the enemy actually

originally one family. There had beell a great deal

managed to wrench a Eattee each from the hands

of disputing about the shares, and when Fakir

of their opponents.

Eaksh was about to prepare his allotment for sow-

then1 so lustily and with so much skill that Sabid

ing, Sabid Ali, who had aid up the full rent, or at

Ali and his men were forced to retreat.

ally rate more than his share, a;ld felt aggrieved at

their rear was a shallow k h l somewhat awkward

With these they laid about

Close in

to cross, and Taribullah, in desperation, raised his
gun, which was loaded with small shot, fired and
hit the advancing Somed ,41i full in the chest, killing him on the spot. By the same discharge Sharaf
Ali was seriously soun2ed.

On the happening of

this catastrophe the affray ended.

Sabid Ali's

party, thoroughly frightened at the results of the
expedition, dispersed as best they could without
having attained their object.
h story of much the same kind may be told

wherein the zamindar's people figure as the aggressors. A mauzah, or village, had been sold in execution of a decree, and a stranger had purchased it.
This new zaminclsr very soon took measures for enhancing the rents of his ryots. IIe was successft~lin
obtaining kab7sZyats at increased rates from several

with lattea and guns, sbrted from the kuchcrkri for
the mnndal's homestead, with the view of capturing
him and carrying him off

This homestead furtu-

nately was a substantial one, and the different huts
were connected by pretty strong bamboo fencing.
Thus the bari admitted of being defended by a
relatively small force. In the naandnl's family were
four or five grown-up men, besides the women and
children, and in addition to these, as it happened,
two friends come from a distance had passed the
previous night under their host's roof.

No one had

left the bari when the zamindar's party arrived. The
latter, very largely out-numbering the rnen of the
homestead, with threats of an abominable kind called
upon tlre rnandal to surrender, but these threats only
nerved the mandal and his friends to resistance in

ryots, bul the headman of the village (mandctl),

defence of the female apartment. For a time the

whose example was most influential, shndily held

attacking party seemed unable to do anything, until

out and led the opposition. It was resolved that Lc:
should be coerced; so at day-break, one niorning a
party of the zamindar's peons and adherents, armed

taunted by their leader they at last made a rush,
broke down the fence at one corner of the homestead, and fired a gun at t,he men inside, of ~vhorn

two felL The immediate effect, hewever, was not
that which might have been anticipated, for one

these commissioned ryots managed to' meet the
nzandul as

he was alone driving two or three small

of the remaining defenders promptly seizing the

cows home from the khet. They succeeded in getting

gun which had just been fired, knocked down its

into an alterca,tion with him, and beat him, leaving

owner; two of his companions laid hold each of an

him on the ground, from which he never again

opponent, and the zamindar's party forthwith de-

rose alive.

camped, leaving three of their number prisoners in
the hands of the mandnl and his kinsmen.

A last instance of rural crime may be given in the

The

shape of a faction fight. As frequently happens i u

cost of the victory was severe, for it was found

some parts of Bengal, the ryots and tenure-holders

that one of the two men who had been shot was

of a certain village and its neighbourhood were

dead.

divided into two parties, the one consisting of the

I n another case the nzandal of a village had, as

partizans and adherents of the Rajah, ten-anna

the ryots thought, been taking too much the side

or ten- aana zamindar,
shareholder of the zn 11~inda7i

of the zamindar in cert.ain matters, and it was

as he was ternlecl, and the other of those of the

therefore resolved in " committee " that he should

Ghoses, the six-anna zan~indctrs. One Asan and

A certain number of the

liie brotller Manick, who livetI in one homestead and

be punished and warned.

ryots were chitrged'with the auty of giving him a

held land under the Ghoses, liad had a quarrel ~vith

beating at the first convenient opportunity, and the

one ICaliclas, a substantial ryot on the Rajah's side,

whole assembly undertook to hold them harmless

relative to the colnnlon boundary between their re-

as far as money might afterwards serve to do so. A

syective plots of g~ound; and some effort had beell

few days after this, one evening, when it was dusk,

made by t l ~ eEajah's people to nlnl;e Asun give up
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his jote to Kalidas or to enter into x i ~ n n ~relatioils
n

bnri. The brothers attempted to escape, and M5nick

mith t,he Rajah. Nothing, however, came of this

was fortunate enough to get away on the north ; but

for many months, until one morning early four or

Asan was laid hold of by the men and was c~rried

five ZathiaIs of the Rajah's party came to Asan's

off in triumph to the main body of the assailants,

homestead on some vaguely explained errand. Most

who were collected on a bnnga, running east and

of Asan's neighbours were like himself, adherents

west on the south side of the b a ~ i . Mstnick then

of the %hoses, but one or two and among these a

came up with some of the Ghose party, whom he

man called Kafi Mahomed, whose 6n1-i was only

had hurriedly collected, and, seeing his brother a

or three hundred yards distant horn that of

prisoner in the hands of the enemy, rushed forward

Asan; belonged to the Rajah's faction. The luthials

to save him. He was, however, almost immediately

apparently, not succeeding at once in their mission

speared by two nien in succession. On this Asan

to Asan, retired for a time to the b a ~ iof their

got free and laid hold of one of, these men, but

friend Kafi Mahomed, sending meanwhile a message

was beaten off, receiving himself a slight spear

to the Rajah's kachahri.

Two or three hours passed.

wound in his hand. On Msnick's falling, the cry was

Asan and his brother Mgnick, having taken their

raised that a man had been killed, and as is not

mid~daymeal, were resting in their bari, when sud-

unusual on such occasions, the attacking party

denly an uproar occurred-four

or five men rushed

inlniediately fled. Miinick died a few minutes after

in to seize Asan and Mgnick, who then found some

he was stabbed, and thus ended the conflict, as

. l o 0 or 150 men had come up to the assistance of

suddenly as it had begun.
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the lathials of the morning, aud were approaching
in force from the south side to the attack. of the

county of Suffolk, to take an example, has only an
area of 1,454 square miles and s population of some
360,000. Now all the European officers in a whole
zillah, mill be one magistrate and collector, witb
three or four joint, assistant, and deputy magistrates, one district and sessions judge, one addiAI)M INISTRATION AND LAND LAW.

tional judge, one small cause court, or subordinate
judge, one superintendent of police, one assistant

OF course doings such in kind as those which

superintendent of police, and one medical oficer,, say

have been lately narrated (generally, though not

eleven or twelve in number, of whom about one-half

always), come sooner or later under the cognizance

are kept by their duties at the zillah station.

of the police and their English superior officers.

It would be impossible, in a few lines, to convey

Rut the general peace of the village is, as a rule,

any very accurate idea of the functions of the magis-

preserved by the influence of the zamindar and the

trate and of the rest of the executive officers. Nor is

panchapat.

The English official is personally seldom

seen in the remoter country village.
for this is very plain.

The reason

A zillah district in Bengal,

it needful to attempt to do so here. Their administrative powers are very considerable. The magistrate
and collector especially is t o the people almost a

which is sometimes roughly compared with an

king in his district.

English county, comprises an area of from two to

into the remotest corners, though he himself ,in his

three thousand square miles, and, has a population

cold weather tours can only visit conlparatively few

of say from one to two million souls, while the

spots of it in the year. And, generally, tlie awe iu

Hi7 name and authority travel

I11

which a magistrate or European official of any p ~ d e

is held by the people is very great.

It must, how-

ever, in truth be said, that the feeling of the ordinary
village ryot towards these officials has not much
affection in i t ; and this is by no means matter for
surprise. It is a very exceptiond thing for one of
them to possess a real command of the colloquial
vernacular.

To acquire it in any case, mang years

are, as we all know, requisite under the most
favourable circumstances of intercourse between the
foreigner and the people ; and these do not exist
for many civilians.

Scarcely any one thus is able

to conv6rse easily with the ordillary ranks of the
people.

The Englishman, moreover, is awkward,

cold, reserved ; his bearing becomes, in the eyes of
the native, at any rate, abrupt and peremptory. H e

ways of life and in associations wliich govern his

conduct and opinions he is separated by an impassal>le gulf from the people of the country. He
stands upon a platform apart and looks down upon
them. Whenever he makes a n~ovementof approach
it is with a feelmg of superiority which cannot be
concealed. I n most cases he does not care to conceal
it.

He is self-reliant. All persons around him have

to give way to his will in the arrangements which he
makes either for business or pastime.

Too often, in

small matters, their feelings and wishes are needlessly
disregarded simply because they are misapprehended
or not suspected.

Gn the other hand, his probity

and uprightness are next to never impugned. Rut
the result is that he is certainly not loved. Rather
it may be said that, to the eyes of the native,
the English official is an incompreliensible being,

knows really next to nothing of the habits, standpoints, and modes of thought of the mass of the
people, though his position and circumstances too
often lead him to entertain the opposite opinion.
Want of consideration flows from want of intimacy.

inaccessible, selfish, overbearing, and irresistible.
However, for the causes already mentioned, the
great bulk of the people in the country villzges have
no personal relations with the European officer of

any kind.

The small zamindar, who has been before

described, or the naib of a larger man, is commonly

filed in auy court or oflice, or document of agreement,
or receipt, &c.

And there

Omitting the latter as being in some degree of a

are no taxgatherers even :1 all the taxation of the

voluntary character, the two others remain as the

country takes the form bf land-revenue, stamps,

two great burdens upon the ryot,

customs, and excise, for the assessed taxes, on the

plained, in the foregoing pages, how extrerriely poor

whole, are insignificant, snd certainly never reach

the orbinary ryot is, and how he depends upon the

The excise tends to make

nbahajan system for the means even of paying

the person of ruling local importance.

the mofussil villages.

It has been ex-

I t seems impossible, then, at first sight,

the tari somewhat dearer to the ryot than it other-

his rent.

wise would be, a result which is hardly a grievance,

€0

but it also increases the price of salt, a prime neces-

of the country can be increased by contributions

sary of life, and this is a serious misfortune.

The

from t l ~ i sclass of the community. Lately an attempt

Stamps, for special

has been made in this directio~lby the imposition of

reasons, he has very littl:: objection to, and the

a road cess. The cess may be roughly described as

revenue is inseparable from his rent, so that, on the

a small rateable adclition to tlie rent of each ryot

whole, with the agricultural population, the inci-

whicK he has to pay to his re~lt-receiver througll

dence of taxation is chiefly felt in three modes: in

whom it is eventnally transmitted to Governnlent,

th,e payment of mnl, in the price of salt, and in the

together with a further small addition to be paid by

stamps, needed for every proceeding in a court of

the rent-receiver hiinself.

justice or public office, or for a copy of any paper

grave objections to this form of increased taxation

This was written before the imposition of the license tax.

intrinsically, but the fatal objection to it is that it is

customs scarcely touch the ryot.

devise any method by which the public revenue

There are many very
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capriciously unequal; it exacts more from the ryot
a110

is already highly taxed by hiserent than from

hinl who is less sb.

And it is not possible, by any

general rules of exception, to bring itbout even

I t might, perhaps, be imagined that something in
the nature of an income-tax would answer this
purpose. But the fact is that an income-tar must
fail in India, even if it be only for the reason that

approxirni%teequility in this respect.
If the amount of taxation must needs be increased,

the necessary machinery for assessing and collecting

it is inevitably corrupt and oppressive.

Hut pro-

it can ouly be done so equitably by a contrivance

which shall lrave the effect of apportioning the tax
to the means-of the payer.

While the general body

of ryots are miserably poor and cau hardly bear the
existing taxation, there are no doubt many among
them wlro are comparatively well off, some of them
being rent-receivers, in sorue manner or another, as
well as cultivating ryots ; 'and there are besides, in
every village, well-to-do persons, petty dealers, and

bably the difficulty might be overcome by making
an assessing body out of the village pnnchayat, who

should be charged with the duty of assessing the
means of every resident of the village above a certain
mirlimuru amount ; and by then allotting to each
villagc; certain, local burdens of a puljlic character,
which should be discharged out of rates to be levied
from the persons assessed under the superintendence
of local officers.

others, of more or less accunlulated means.

These

all hare a margin of means which may7besaid to be
at present untaxed relative to their neighbours, the
ryots, a n d which yi11 fairly enough admit of being

taxed if some equitable plan of making the levy

could be discovered.

I n this way some of the work

now done at the cost of Government for local objects
out of the natiollal fnnds might be better carried out
than it is at present, and even additional work done
by the village itself, and so the money in the hands
of Government would in effect be correspondingly
increased.

Tbia nlachinery would in particl~larbe
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siiigolarly appropriate for meeting the emergelley

has been given to t$e person who collects rents

of fnnli11es.l

from ryots by virtue of any sort of right to enjoy the

Another very useful end would possibly be served by
t,lre creation of something in the nature of parochial

rents, and it will be presently seen that such a right
may be of various ltinds and denominations.

The

The general tendency to engage in

system throughout all India is, that a portion of the

litigation might be in some measure damped by provid-

rent, which every cultivator of the soil pays for his

ing occupation of this sort; if i t be the case, as many

plot, goes to G~vernnlentas land revenue.

well-informed persons believe, that the unquestionable

~vhole,the Governinent of India receives about 204

prevalence of litigation is due to the idleness in

milliocs sterling per annulu in the shape of land

which the ryot spends the larger portion of the year.

revenue.

administration.

There are, however, much more potent causes

I n the

Three very different niodes of collecting

this prevail in, and are characteristic of the three

of litfigation existing in Bengal than the leisure of

great Presidencies respectively.

the ryots ; and as one of them, namely, the nature of

amount of this revenue and the method of collecting

the land tenure, very greatly affects the different

it formed the subject of the firnous Pernianent

phases of village life, some account of it will not. be

Settlement of 1793. Previously to the assui~lption

out of place here.

I11 the foregoing pages2 the designation " zamindar "

of the Government of the country by the English,
a land revepue, more or less defined in its characters
-often

1 This suggestion \.v~sexpanded by the writer in a paper read
bcfa1.e the East Icdin Association in 1877.
Much of the matter in the immediately following paragraphs

appeared in a paper which was read at a rneetitlg of the Social
~ c i r n c hAssociation of Bengrnl at Calcutta, in 1873.

I n Bengal the

spoken of as a share in the produce of

the land-had

from time immemorial been paid

t,o the established Government of the day, Hindu
or Muhammadan, as the case might be.

The

collection of the revenue and its payment to Govern-

amount of money, assessed upon his znvtindari as

ment mas effected, by officers who, in later days were,

land revenue ; and, on the other, the Gcvernment

in Bengal, generally called zamindars, each being

recognised him as hereditary proprietor of the land,

responsible only for the revenue of the zamindari,

and undertook never to alter his ;icc?na. At the

talz~p,or otherwise named district, of which he was

same time the Government required the zamindar to

certainly the fiscal head. Whether he was anything

respect the rights of the cultivator of the soil.

more than this, whether he was regarded by the

The results ,of this new arrangement will be

people as the proprietor, in any degree, of the xamin-

pursued presently.

dari, or whether he himself looked upon the land of

asserted positively that the zarnindar never did

the zantindari as belonging to him personally, are

before the Permanent Settlement (and that he does

questions which, perhaps, cannot now be satisfac-

not to this day) stand towards the ryot in the posi-

torily answered. As a matter of fact the son, on

tion which the English landlord occupies relative

the death of his father, usually succeeded to his

to his tenant. The area of his zamindari covered

father's functions, and it was avowedlv the principal

large districts of country, and was reckoned not in

object of the legislation effected in 1793 to turn all

bighas (the unit of land measure = one-third of an

these persons into hereditary landed proprietors,

acre) but in communities of men, rnauzahs. The

under the

money procpeds of the xarnilzdari were not spoken

Permanent Settlement an engagement was entered

of as rent, but; as the jamas (collections) of the

into by the Government with each existing zamindar

included villages. The assets of a zamindari made

by the terms of which, on the one hand, the zamin-

up of the jamas of sub-tenures, and the collections

dar became bound to pay a certain jama, or .fixed

of the villages, scarcely, if at all, resembled the

whether they were so before or not.

For the moment it may be

m.1
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rental of an English estate. The zamindar himself

respective jamas, but he takes almost no thought

was a superior lord enjoying personal privileges,

at all about the physical character of the land

and through officers, exercising some powers of local

Whatever was the true niture of the right by

administration. The populations of the villages in

virtue of which the zamindar exercised his functions

his xnnzindari were his subjects fryots), and it is

and enjoyed his privileges, he made his collections

not until you get within the ~nazixnl~
itself that yon

fr'b'm the xamindari, and administered its affairs by

find any one concerned with the actud land. Some

means of an organization very simple and enduring

comparison might be made between the feudal

in its character.

lord, his vassals, and serfs, on the one side, and the

no doubt remains the same now i n all essential

zamindar, his gantidars and ryots, on the other ; but

particulars, as it was very many centuries ago. Pro-

how little the two cases of zamindar and landlorcl

bably, in the beginning, the village community itself

ever have been parallel may be ~erceivedat once

managed the matter of the allotment of land, and

frorn a simple illustration. When an English landed

the distribution among its members of the ' liability

proprietor speaks of a fine estate he mentally refers

to pay the zamindar's dues.

t o the extent of the acreage, the fertility of the

before the English came to the country, the zamin-

soil, the beauty of the landscape, and so o n ; not

dar had got into his Hands so much, even of that

at all to the tenants, the labourers, or the dwelling-

business, as had not been consolidated and stereo-

houses which may be upon the land ; whereas, if

typed by custom.

a Bengali zamirldar rnakes n like remarlr, he has

has been already described, or rather spoken of,

in his mind the number and importance of the

I t was an office (as it would be called.. in England)

villages which form

in each mauzah, with a head man, an accountant,

the zamindari

and

their

It had its root in the village, and

But in Bengal, long

The zamindar's village kachahri

and a field officer. The business of these men, as
has before been said, was to keep a close eye on the
ryots, to register in minute detail the subject of each
man's occupation, the payment and cesses due from
him according to shifting circumstances, and from
time to time to collect the moneys so due. The
system of xamindari accounts, which these duties
entailed has been commented upon in the passage
where the zamindrtr's position in the villa,rre was

Zamindwis in different parks of the country
differed very much from each other in their extent
and in their circumstances.

No one description

could be given which should be true of them all.
But the foregoing may be fairly taken to represent
the type of the general system.

It is apparent almost at first sight, that the
system, though simple and complete, had a natural
tendency to disintegrate. Each middleman was the
apex and head of a structure precisely like the

referred to. The kachahris of every five or six
principal structure in form and constitution, with
??zauzalzs, according to their size, were supervised

by a superior otlticer (say a tehsildar) who had his
own kachahri, with its books hnd papers, either

duplicates of, or made up from those of, the mawah
kachahris. The collections effected by the officers
of the village kachahri were handed over to him,
and he passed them to a next higher officer.
I n this manner tbe moneys at last arrived at the
zamindar's own kachahri ; out of them he paid
'

the Government revenue which was due from his
aamindari and he kept the rest for himself.

this difference only that it had a smaller basis. A
slight disturbing force might serve either to detach

it and so leave it standing by itself, or to put it
into an appendent condition
I n the event, for instance, of the Government
finding difficulty in obtaining all the money which

it required it might go direct to a middleman, mho
was willing to make terms for his quota, and so
might be originated an example of a constituent
portion of a zamindari being converted into a

mahul paying revenue directly to Government.
Also the zamindar himself, for motives arising
from relationship, or from pecuniary or other obligation, might allow a middlemarl to retain and
enjoy an exceptionally large proportion of the
collections for his own benefit, might, in fact,

original simplicity of the zamindari system had been
lost; there were zami7zdaris and talz~ps of several
orders and designations paying revenue directly
to Government ; within these were subordinate
talups and tenures converted from the condition of

leave to him the collections which centered in his

being parts of a homogeneous collecting machine

hands, and be satisfied with the receipt from him

into semi-independence, and in that character paying

of a jama only.

Thus would arise a dependent

a recognised jama directly to the superior kachuhri

mahal paying a jama to the zamindar which might

instead of sending on to it in ordinary course their

be considered as part of the xa~nindari assets, or

respective collections.

as revenue due to Government, only not payable

The practice of cornmuting collections, or allowing

Again, some zamindarvis, no doubt, as

them to drop into j~trnas, was obviously so con-

Mr. Hunter well describes in his Orissa, lost their

venient and advantageons to the parties primarily

coherence actually at head-quarters by reason of

concerned that it was certain to grow and prevail

the head officials dividing the office management

in inverse proportion to the power or opportilnities

and care of the district between themselves, and

of the immediate superior or principal to insist

so in the end coming to be recognised as the

upon an account.

directly.

responyble hea& of divisions.

So that every subordinate @ma-

paying ~nahalor tenure, when establislied, speedily

I n these various and other Like ways, long before

became a miniature xnnzindari, ill which certain

the period of English legislation commenced, the

jarnus were taken in lieu of collections, and the

remaining

collections

were

made by

the old

machinery.

Waste land grants or

concessions

were also the origin of taluqs, both dependent
and

independent,

and

so, too, jaghir

grants

zamindari nmla.

Sir H. Maine has pointed out

( Village Com~nur~ities,Section 3) the true nature
of customary law, upon the footing of which such
a system as this works, aucl has shown that it cloes

for services,
Within the village itself an analogous process,

not involve the idea, of a prrsonal proprietary right.

for much the same reason, came into operation with

Indeed, it was the absence of this element of pro-

regard to the occupation of the land. The principal

prietary right which caused so much embarrassment

persons of the xanzindari amla, and the headmen of

and difficulty to the first English inquirers into

the ryots (nza.ndals,) or others of influence, and privi-

this subject.

leged persons such as Brahmans, often got recognised

a land systein in wliich no one seelnecl to possess

as holding upon fixed and favourable terms larger

an ahsolute proprietary right to the soil.

portions. of the village lands than they could or

if possible, could they understand how the due

did cultivate. These, of course, they sub-let, either

relation of the different parts of the system could

wholly or in part, and so arose varieties of jots

be legitinlately maintained without express positive

and ryottee-tenures.

law.

Thsy could not readily con~prehend

Still less,

The ills and confusing irregularities which

And before the legislation of 1793, the middle

were the results of somewhat rude attrition between

tenures, such as they then existecl, depei~cled for

feudal power and custorilary local authority, were

their maintenance upon usage, and the personal

only too apparent, and the first Indian politico-

power and influence of the holder.

The ryottee-

economists sought to remove them by simply

tenures and .jots were regulated by usage also, and

making the (as they supposed) already existing

by the arbitrdment of the village panchayat and the

personal rights of property more definite, and

providing facilities for their enforcement by the

acknowledged that he was only a contracting party.

arm of the law.

These contingencies are just as remote now as ever,

With substantially this view the legislators of

and the agricultural system of Bengal. consequently

1793 performed their task ; and in order that no

still presents us with the zamlndar and ryot, not

extensive disturbing force should remain, they took

with landlord and tenant.l

care that the amount of the Government claim upon

Nevertheless, a very important change was brought
about by the legislation of 1793. The legislature

the zamindar should be fixed in perpetuity.

The
authors of the Permanent Settlement thought that

then for the first time declared that the property

they had thus freed the subject of property in land

in the soil was vested in the zanlindars, and that

from incrustations which were merely the growth

they might alien or burden that property at their

I

of a lawless time, and reduced it to its pristine

pleasure without the previously obtained sadnotion

proportions; aud they expected that the English

of Government ; and the moment this declaration

arrangement of landlord and t,enant, with all its

was made, obviously all subordinate tenures and

simplicity and advantages, would assert itself at

holdings, of whatever sort, became also personal

once.

proprietary rights in the land of greater or lesser

But in truth, nothing in the world was less lilcely
to happen than this.

degree, possessing each within itself, also in greater
or lesser degree, powers of multiplication.

When

It could not happen until the
zamindar, or tenure-holder, came to look upon him-

the zamindar's right had become in a certain sense

self as the owner of the soil, personally interested

an absolute right to the soil-not

exclusive, because

in, and responsible for, its physical condition,-until
A very ciose analogy to the state of things here described may
be found in some districts of Ireland.
1

the ultivator ceased to regard himself as ryot, and

the legislature at the same time recognised rights

with regard to every one, from zamindar to ryot,

on the side of the ryot-with

complete powers of

who had practically in any clegee a beneficial

alienation, the rights of all subordinate holders were

interest in the land system. Even now it is not

necessarily derivative therefrom ; and the ascertain-

uncommon to hear fall from well-informed persons

ment, definition, and enforcement of them im-

expressions of regret that the forurn of the n~andals

mediateTy fell within the province of the public

and the zamindar's amla should be forsakexi so much

Sir H. Maine writes (Village

as it is for the lcachahri of the deputy-magistrate

If I had to state what for the

or of the Moonsiff. And yet this result seems on

moment is the greatest change which has come over

reflection to be the inevitable conseql-~enceof the

the people of India, and the change which has

change effected in 5'793. The first menace to any

added most seriously to the- difficul~yof govefning

member of the land system necessarily brought

them, I should shy it was the growth on all sides

him into Court to have his legal position authori-

of the sense of individual legal right-of

tatively ascertained and asserted ; and no~vhere

Courts of Justice.
Corn., p. 73,)

"

a right

not vested in the total group, but in the particular

else could he afterwards go to have his pro-

member of it aggrieved, who has become conscious

prietary right maintained.

that he may call in the arm of the State to force
his neighbours to obey the ascertained rule."

This

A further most important consequence bearing
a double aspect followed the change.

When all

change was deliberately and designedly made by

intermediate (even to the very lowest) interests

the legislature, as regards the zamindar ;'but no one

became rights of property in land, not only could

at the time perceived, and very few persons since

the owner of any such interest carve it as a snbject

have recognised, that it also involved a like change

of property into other interests, by encumbering -or

alienating within the limits of the right ; but even
his ownership itself might be of that complex
heterogeneous kind, which is seen in Hindu joiatparcenary, ancl of which some examples have been
given above.

although it is not always easy to draw' the line
which separates the two.

Remembering that a middle tenure

or interest below the revenue-paying zamindar
resembles the primary xnmindnri and is essentially
the right, on payment of the proper jamn to a
superior holder, to make collections from the
cultivators of land and to take the jarnas from
subordinate holders within a specified area, we see
that as soon as the tenure is converted into a proprietary right, there must almost necessarily be a
constai~ttenderley to the creation of minor tenures.
The owner of the smallest and lowest tenure is
severed from the land itself by the customary
occupation of the ryots and by ryottee-tenures,
if there are any,-indeed

the ryot holdings contain

more of that which goes to constitute the English

The middle tenure of

every degree is thus in a great measure an accountbook matter, and io very conlpletely represented by
the ja?nabandi paper.

Let us look more nearly at the first side of this
proposition.

idea of land property than do the middle teaures,

If the owner of such 2

property desires to benefit a child or a family
connection, he can do so by making him a molcarnri
grant, in some form, of a portion of his collections.

It would be no easy matter to describe fully the
various shapes which such a grant is capable of
taking.

I t may cover a part of a village only, or

a whole village, or many villages (according to the
circumstances of the grantor and the transaction),
and may convey the right to take the rents, dues,
and jan~as'within that area by entireties; or it
may convey the right to take a fractional part only
of them; or again, it may convey the entireties for
some villages and fractional parts for others, and so
on. Most frequently the tenure of the grantor
himself amounts only to a right to a fractional share

rt

And if we turn now to the second aspect of the

But not only may

case, we find it is the rule, all but universal, in

a tenure-holder make a grant of this nature to sonle

Bengal that every sul~jectof property, inclucling,

one whom he desires to benefit, he may do t'he

of course, a middle tenure or right of any kind in

like to a stranger in consideratio11 of a bonus or

the land system just described, is owned not by

premium. Again, lie may do so with the view to

an individual, but By a more or less numerous

ensure to himself, in tlie shape of the rent reserved

g o u p of yersofis jointly, each member of t l ~ e

on the subject of grant, the regular receipt of money

group being. entitled to his own share in the subject

wherewith to pay his own ju~nu. Or be may, by

of ownership, and s ~ l c h share being capable of

way of affording security for the repayment of a loan

existing in any one of various, more or less com-

of money made to him, teniporarily assign to the

plete states of separation, or division, from the

lender under a xay-i-peshgi ticca his tenure-right

rest.

of making collections.

given, suppose a fractional, say 9;

of the rents, $c., and
I
the11 his grant will pass
fraction of a fraction, and so on.

I n these or similar modes,

Thus, returning to an instance just now
annas share

the Bengali tenure-holder, landed proprietor, or

of a village (the whole being coilsidered as 1 6 annas),

zamindar (however he

or of any number of villages to be the subject of

may be designated), is

obliged to deal with his interest when he wants to

a n z o k a ~ a ~tenure.
i

raise money, or to confer a benefit; and it is obvious

three or four different ways. I t rnay mean that

that in each instance (excepting that of out-and-out

the tenure-holder has a m o k a ~ a r irigbt given him

sale of the entirety of his interest, to which he

to the rents and dues arising out of a specified

rarely has recourse if he can avoid it) be creates

portion of the area of the village which is separated

a fresh set of proprietary rig1:ts.

from the rest bj- metes and bounds, and which bears

This may be the case in

to the entirety the proportion of 94 to 16. Or it

a group of persons representing

may mean that he has the right to collect separately

family : and all the members of the group have

by his own nmla from the ryots throughout the

each his own share in the tenure, which, although

entirety of the village 9; anna3 out of each rupee

existing in a state undivided from the rest, is

of rent.

Or, again, it may mean that in certain

capable of being assigned to a purchaser separately

parts of the area covered by the grant he has a

from them. Also, verv often, each member of the

sole right to the rents, and in other parts to a

group can, as between himself and his shareholders,

fractional portion only, so arranged that in the

insist upon having an actual partition of the subject

whole he gets 99 out of 16 annas of the entire

of tenure. \lThen this is done he becomes by him-

And it may further be, as it

self separately entitled to a fraction, say, of the

profits of the area.

tin

original joint.

usually is, that i t is incidental to his right to

supposed 9; anna tenure.

collect the share of rents, &c., due to him in

let us take the fraction to be 6 t h ; then his

respect of the tenure by his own officers at his

separate share of the rents and profits accruing

own Tcachahri ; though it may also be that he has

from the area which is covered by the tenure,

only the right to draw his fractional share of

subject of course to the payment of the superior

the net collections which have been made at a

rent or j a m , is Qth of 94 annas, i.e. 1 anna

joint-kachahri belonging, so to speak, to several

9 pie. I n this may it happens that even the

shareholders.

village (or mauzah), th6 unit in terms of which

For illustration's sake

But in whatever way this mokarari tenure of

the zamindari may be said to be calculated, comes

94 annas of property is to be possessed and en-

to be divided into small portions ; and the rent-

joyed, the owner of it is usually a joint-family, or

receiver who stands to a particular ryot in the

,

position of zamindar may be, and often is, a very

lorcl, but is distributed among a, series of owners,

small ,man indeed.

Adhering to the instance

uarnely, the middle tenure-holilers with the revenue-

already given, we may say that the ryot may

paying zamindar at their head, each independent of

have to pay the whole of his rent to the patu3ari

the others, and each probably consisting of several

of the 1 anna 7 pie shareholder, or to pay 1 anna

persons with illdependent rights among themselves.

7 pie out of 16 annas of his rent to him, and the

Why should one sl~areholtlerout of this lot advance

remainder to the other shareholders separately, or

rnoney for improvement, the advantage of which, if

in groups ; or he may only have to pay the entirety

any, will be shared in by many others over whom

of his rent to the joint-kachahri from which each

he has no control or influence, to a greater extent

shareholder will get his share on division.

than by Ilirnself ? Furthermore, under this system,

This system of sub-infeudation and sub-division

the locally resident zanlindars are very generally

of joint-interests, accompanied by severalty of right

small shareholders of subordinate tenures, whose

prevails universally throughout Bengal. One result

means are not greatly superior to those of the well-

of this is a condition of ~omplexit~y
of landed

to-do ryots, and ~vl-iocanllot be possesced of any

interests which is probably without a parallel else-

amo~unt of education or culture.

And a still more serious consequence is,

So much for tllr: situation : ~ r i t l cilcul~lst;ulcesof

that the so-called owner of the land has the least

tlir rent-receivers : that of tlle lent-l~ayers, i.c. oi

pessible motive for doing anything to benefit it.

the cultivators of tlte soil, desrr~\.es sclnle notice:.

It will be seen that the rent paid by the culti-

Tlte lands of a village irlay be l~roncllydistinguishetl

vator for the use of the soil does dot go to olic

into two sets, namely, the ryottee Inncls, on thy

person bearing the character of an English land-

one hand, and the zaniindar's :ir.ctat, I,h(tnztr~,~ L I J -

where.
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'jot, or sir-lands, or whatever they may be termed,

holds his jot, i e . occupies the soil, by a customary

'on the other. The ryottee-lands constitute the bulk

right, to which he has personally succeeded, either

of th8 village area,.

They are in a certain sense

by inheritance from an ancestor or by transfer from

emphatically village lands ; the right to occupy

a predecessor, or by admission through the zamindar.

and cultivate t h e soil thereof rests upon a basis

He may snb-let ; but it seems that, if he does so his

& no degree derived from the

lessees never get any better position than that of

Sometimes the resident ryots of the

being his tenants, deriving everything from him and

of custom, and is
zamindar.

village have a preferential claim, more or less
openly acknowledged, to any portion of them which

may for any cause have become vacant.

going out of possession with him whenever he goes.
This right to occupy and till the land may be

I n others,

of several kinds : it may be personal only, or may

the zamindar is practically unfettered in the selection

be inheritable, or it may by custom involve, as

of a new occupant. But in all cases alike the

incident to it, a power of alienation ; or again,

occupier's interest is looked upon as bottomed on

the zamindar may, if he chooses, create in favour

something quite independent

the zamindar.

of a ryot a perpetual inheritable right of occupat.ion

I n Bengal, it is commonly termed the ryot's jot.

with power of alienation. By legislative enactment,

Even when the actud possession of a plot of land

actual occupation of the same land for a period of

comes, as it may come, into the hands of the

12 years confers upon the ryot (if he has it not

zamindar himself, by reason of abandonment by

otherwise), a personal right of occupation on pay-

the ryot, it is more than doubtful whether the

ment of a fair and reasonable rent; and occupation

jot interest. disappears, or its character changes.

~
of rent generally
for 20 years at a z a ~ r z f i 1 7 n rate

In short, on the ryottee lands the occupying ryot

confers a right of occupation at that rate.

of

A very
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I n the conception of the agricultural community,
large number of ryots in Bengal have in one way
or another acquired permanent rights of occupancy
in the land which they cultivate, but the remainder,
a larger number, merely occupy, on payment of the
rents and dues which have usually been paid to
the zamindar's kachah~i in respect of their land.
These are commonly much less i n rate than rents
paid by agricultural tenants i n England.

Theoreti-

cally, the zamindar is entitled to ask what he
f

thinks fit before the conlmencement of every year,
and perhaps turn this class of ryot out, if he does
not agree, but the zamindar seldom does so.

contradistinction to ryottee lands, the zamindar

may cultivate the soil on his own account, if he
chooses, or put in cultivators on any terms which
I n truth, there the

cultivators are tenants, and the zamindar is their
landlord in the ordinary sense of the word.

The

ownership of the zamindar is unqualified by the
right of any one else to the use of the soil.

substantially this, namely, in the ryottee-lands, the
use of the soil belongs to the ryots; in the other,
the zarnindar may regulate and dispose of it as he
likes.

I n an early part of this description i t was
mentioned that the holdings of the village ryots
were commonly very small.

I n sowe parts of the

country, however, jots or ryottee interests in considerable tracts of unreclaimed jungle, or otherwise waste land, have at times been granted, of a
perpetual character, upon insignificant rents.

On ziraat, khamar, rtij-jot, or siy-lands, in

they may agree to accept.

the distinction between the two classes of land is

The

lantl, which is the suQject of these grants, has
afterwards come to he sub-let to cultivators.

Uncler

circumstances such as these, it seems alnlost inlpossible to distinguish between the jot-dar, and an
ordil~arynliddle tenure-holder.

sustaining, and to manage its own affairs without
much thought of an external force. There is, at
the same time, throughout the population an allpervading consciousness of a great superior power
which may at any time become specially active,

VII.

and which is remorseless when it interferes or is
invoked through its courts, in matters relating to

WAYS AND MEANS.

revenue or to land.

INthe foregolpg pages an attempt has been made

The imperfection of the means of intercommuni-

to describe a type specimen of a Bengali village,

cation between village and village, and between one

and the principal conditions of the life led hy its-

portion of a rural district and another, is sometimes

q

inhabitants.

By imagining the specimen sufficiently

laid as an inexcusable fault at the doors of the

multiplied an approximately correct idea of the

English administrators of this country.

entire province, or a t any rate of the deltaic portion

not really so; although, no doubt, the Government

of it, may be reached.

We should thus have before

might with proper diligence have done more in

us a very large area of exceedingly fertile agn-

this matter during the last seventy years than it has.

cultural country, covered by a dense population and

The magnitude of the task of creating a sufficiency

possessing most imperfect means of intercommuni-

of roads in Bengal, according to an English standard

cation between its parts: the whole divided into

of requirement, may be conceived by imagining the

petty communities, each of which in the ordinary

whole of England, except the neighbourhood of large

course of t h h g s may as a rule be said to be self

towns, entirely without roads other than two or

But it is
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three trunk lines, and a few unmetalled. cc hundred

it will be useltiss to look fur any effvrt of the

lanes" in the different manors, coupled with an

kind.

absence of desire on the part of the people for any-

And indeed the ordinary needs of the people in

thing better. What could the efforts of the executive

this respect are met by the existing state of things.

Government do in a case like this ? And in order

The vehicles in use for the carriage of goods are

to make this picture approach a Bengal reality, it

boats, the heads of men and women, little tiny

must he added, that there is not a stone, or any-

bullocks, and bamhu carts of very rude construc-

thing harder than clay, to be found in the soil of

tion ; and .if well-to-do folks travel they are carried

tile delta; and that the floods of the rainy season

-In yalkis and doolies, or go by boat.

break down, and son~etimesalmost obliterate, such

season the men, the bullocks, and the carts can and

roadways as have not been expensively constructed

do go almost anywhere.

by skilled engineers.

as it is, usually talies place in detail of very small

To create in deltaic Bengal

I n the dry

And the local traffic, such

soch a networli of permanent roads a s an English-

quantities.

man expects to find i n a civilised country would

by the bullocks at the khalian almost on the plot

be entirely beyond the strength of any Government

where it is grown ; and both the grain and the straw

Any considerable advance in this matter

are very easily carried to the homestenci on the heads

whatever.

The dana or other sced is trodden out1

The

can only proceed' from the exertions of the land-

of the various members of the ryot's family.

holders and the cultivators themselves ;,and as long

surplqs produce, if any, of the ryot which does not

as the complexity of tenures, which has already

go to his mahajan passes i n little items to the nearer

been pointed out, and the condition of the people,
remains substantially that which it is at present,

1 In some districts, as in Chota Kagpore, a rude handflail is
used for thrashing grain.

&ts, and so becomes diffused over the neighbouring

the village mahajalzs and modis will succeed in

nzauwhs, or is carried on further to the larger hats,

keeping up their stocks, whatever the local deficiency

the nzahajan and the modi affording the only village

of crop. It usually happens, unquestionably, when

dep6ts. The larger h6ts again, or local centres of

a season of scarcity is seen to be closely approach-

country produce trade, 'are commonly situated on

ing, that both the nzahajans and modis are inactive.

roads or khals. The produce trader here, by his

They know very accurately the extent of their

agents, gathers in the result of his scattered pur-

clients' and customers' means.

chases, and sends it away in carts or boats ; and thus

although he does not, as some think, hold back for

the out-flow takes place very evenly, withoilt the

starvation prices the stock which is actually in his

thought, probably, having occurred to any one, that,

yolas, naturally enough declines to increase that

the means of carriage admitted of improvetnent.

stock at great cost to himself, when his clients

It is often said, on occasions of scarcity or famine,

The mahajan,

are already hopelessly invalved in debt t to him ;
,

>

that the stream will not reverse itself when necessary.

and the village 9nod.l for like reason will not lap

But this appears to be erroneous. Manchester piece-

in a stock at abnormal prices to retail' it to those

uoods
End their way regularly by these very same
3

who cannot pay for what they purchase. This state

channels to the remotest Bengal village. I n some

of things would be completely changed if neither

districts, too, there is in the normal state of things

the ntahajan nor the village dealer had reason to

an actual importation and distribution of grain in

doubt the ability of the ryot to pay a remunerating

this way every year to a considerable extent, and

price for imported food. Grain would then come

there cannot be the least doubt that, as Iong as

in, by the routes through which it ordinarily flows

the ryots are able to pay the requisite retail pl.iee,

out, smoothly and imperceptibly, in obedience to
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tlie attractive force of price; and probably no one

principal measures adopted by Goveri~mentin erncr-

but a most attentive observer would be aware that

gencies of this sort.

Whatever may be the amount

It is

of the relief which can in this way be afforded

the occurrence of pauperism in the ryots, when a

(and no doubt it is often considerable), inasmuch as

certain price of food-stuffs is reached, which tilrows

it is independent of the natural channels of supply

the ordinary machinery out of gear; and it seems

which have just been described, it might appear

to be obvious that this would be remedied, if by

at first sight to be an unqualified gain to the dis-

any external mean? the purchasing power were

tressed people.

maintained to them.

I t is not the purpose of these

Aptirt from the disturbance of social and economical

pages to dlscuss a question of political economy.

relations, which is effected by large labour under-

But it may here be added that in tirnes of scarcity

takings of temporary duration, the preparations

the action of Govern~l~ent
does riot always appear

which Government has to make for unusual work

to have been directed ilnnlediately to this object.

themselves very greatly hinder ordinary traffic in

The institution of relief works on a large scale,

rural lines of route; boats and carts, &c., have to

where great numbers of people, drawn from their

be collected-even

homes, are massed together within limited areas, and

become locked up, so to speak, for days and weeks,

the transportation of grain in considerable quantities

before they are actually wanted, in order that they

from the outside t o certain local centres, for the

may be certainly ready when needed.

support of those engaged on these works aild f'or

not only while Government is importing, but also

distribution so far as practicable by the hands of

long before it corumences to do so, private enterprise

local cornruittees i u the pauperized tlistricts, are the

is left almost without a vehicle.

auything extraordinary was taking place.

But, unfortunately, it is not so.

impressed-in

all directions, and

And thus,

Moreover, the
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Government method of proceeding, by drawing away

be employed for the direct stimulation of the ordinary

as many persons as possible from their homes (and

machinery of supply. But as yet, unfortunately,

those the able-bodied rather than the infirm) as

this side of the great prablem which the occurrence

well as by supplying grain, directly tends to remove

of a period of scarcity forces upon the Government

the pressure upon the village mahajans and m d i s ,

has remained practically untouched.

and to make the market which they supply even
more uncertain, and less to be counted upon, than
it was before.

And it probably may with strict
I

accuracy be concluded, that as soon as Government
annouqces its anticipation of a famine a n d its
intention to take extraordinary measures of prevention, all natural effort at the village end of the
system ceases. Some of the wealthy zamindars,
however, here and there do much to furnish an

artificial substitute very nearly resembling it in
effect, by causing their local amla to lay in stores
for the benefit of their ryots. And this wholesome
action is capable of being most extensively applied.
The village pandzayat suggested in an earlier page
as a means of effecting an equitable local taxation
would appear to be also an instrument which might

THE AGRICULTURAL
COMMUNITY I N CEYLON.

THE VILLAGE ECONOMY.

THE more primitive ~ n dless changed form of
the Singhalese agricultural community is to be found
in the interior of the Island of Ceylon, which, as
is well known, in shape and position resembles a
pear, pendent, with a slightly curved stalk to the
southern end of the Indian peninsula on its eastern
side. A mass of mountains rising in some instances
to the elevation of 7,000 or 8,000 feet, bordered at
its base with a margin of lower land which continues
to the coast on all sides, occupies the circular portion
- exten-on
of the pear, and the elongated

of this

margin towards the north amounts to a moiety of
the entire island.
The new North Central Province which was constituted on the 6th September, 1873, for adminls-

h t i v e purposes, mainly at the expense of the former

gneiss. As a rule, the pools seem to be by origin

Northern Province, but with some contributions from

merely accumulations of water in such natural de-

the North-Western, Central, and Eastern Provinces,

pressions of the ground as have no outlet sufficiently

covers the mid-island portion of the northern plain,

low to drain them, a state of things which seems to

abutting upon, and spreading outwards to the north

be favoured by the forest condition of the country.

from the great umbilical knot of the southern

Rut their depth and size have been, in moat instances,

mountainous district.

artificially increased by the expedient of an earthen

The whnle of this new Province may be said to be
one vast forest.

In looking down upon it from the top of such

bund or embankment, thrown across the lower side
of the depression. I n the drier seasons of the year,
as the water bulk shrinks back towards the bund,-

rocky eminences as Dambulla or Mehintale, which

i.e, towards the deeper side,-it

here and there .arise abruptly out of it, or even from

greater portion of the tank space, no that .the jungle

the dome of an Anuradhapura dagoba, the eye sees

is enabled to flourish there (as it also does over

only interminable jungle in a state of nature, dotted

the embankment itself) just as vigorously as every

very sparsely with tiny specks of yellow-green culti-

otlher where in the surrounding tracts. The result is,

vation. Some few pools of water, or tanks, may also

that it is no easy task to obtain a view of a tank

sometimes be detected glittering in the dense and

even when you are in clone proximity to it. And

dark mass of extended forest. The hidden surface

when a tank is satisfactorily full, much of it closely

of the country is, however, not absolutely flat. I n

resembles a circuit of flooded forest.

places it exhibits considerable undulation. I n others
i t is broken by low ridges or rounded bosses of

withdraws from the

Anuradhapura, the classic city of the Mahaxinsa
for seven or eight centuries the metropolis of the dvnas-

ties which in succession ruled over the larger portion

what harsh in feature, and of a peculia-r yellow

of Ceylon, and for as many left to decay under the

brown tint, in strong contrast to the c~rnparat~ively

powerful disintegrating forces of a luxuriant tropical

slight-limbed, black-complexioned Tamils, who are

vegetation, is very nearly the middle point of the

their neighbours on the north and east, and who,

new Province, and the poPuIation of the district,

indeed, constitute the populaticn of the northern

such as it is-for

at the census of 1871 it only

portion of the island.

numbered sixteen to the square mile (the inhabitants

The Singhalese language doubtless belongs to the

of the rural villages and modern bazar all countecl

Aryan group, and is apparently sprung from a

together)-has

root closely allied to the Sanscritic prakrits of

for a very long period of time, until

lately, been preserved by the remoteness and inac-

Northern India.

cessibility of its situation from the disturbiag action

selves generally have the appearance of being the

of foreign influences of any Itind, and may be safely

result of at least an intermixt~zreof an Sryan with

taken, even at this day, to furnish us with an actual

some other,

living specimen typical of an agricultural economy

element.

and civilisation which probahly charactei.ised the
Ceylon of very early times.

Nut the Singhalese people them-

yellow-tinted, coarsely-built, ethnic

It is remarkable that they are broad-shouldered,
deep-chest'ed, and muscular, with a pronounced calf

The people are Singhalese, and class themselves

to the leg, like all Mongolian peoples, and unlike the

with the Kandyan, or highlanders, as distinguished

Aryans of India.1 But their most striking pecu-

from the low-country Singhalese who border the

' The description "delicate in limbs and features," given in
Keith Johnston's Physical Geography, p. 321, only applies to certain of the low country Si~ighaleseof the maritime provinces, who
appear to be of rt mixed race.

coast on either side.

They are of robust frame,

commonly of fiue open countenance, though some-

liarity, perhaps, is the excessive hairiness of both
male and female.

O p the other hand, the Tamil inhabitants of the

The chest of the man often

Northern Province, undistinguish~ble as a whole

resembles a door-mat, and the hair of his head

from their brethren of the mainland of India, with

reaches low down his back, a feature which attracted

their slight build, black.skin, thick lips, open nos-

i,I~enotice of the earliest Greek geographers. Thc

trils, and coarse hair, belong unmistakably to the

lower part of the abdomen also, both in male and

Dravidian race.

female, is profusely hairy. This extraordinary capillary

Naturally enough,

too, on

the

marches

of

development is certainly the reverse of what we see

the Tamil and Singhalese districts,

iu those Mongolian peoples with whom we are best

villages

acquainted.

type of either kind is preserved ; but these are

I t seems, however, that the Ainos, a

Turanian race on the extreme east nf Asia, possess it

are

to be

low

caste

found in which no pure

exceptional.

even to a greater extent than the Singhalese, and

The distribution of the poplilation of the district

that they at an early historical period were widely

is by agricultural villages, except only the cases of

spread over the islands and tracts of country now

the petty and often ephemeral bazars which ha\-e

covered by the Japanese, Chinese. and Malays.

sprung

kp

at convenient places along the highways

Can it be that the ~ i n ~ h a l e sare,
e by blood, i n

-gradually

as these have have been opened out

a large measure traceable to an Aino or a cognate

through the forest-and

origin, and that, they owe little more than their

kept

language, literature, and religion to the invasion

Singhalese, Moormen, or Tamils.

of .Aryans from Upper Bengal, of which history
tells u s ?

by the

which are perhaus never

Kandyans, but by

lotv country

The principal and controlling element of the village

is the paddy t b k or paddy field, which itself is

(to use mathematical language) a fuilction of the

bund of the tank, and very much even of the tank

supply of water.

bottom itself.

Usually the field is, so to speak, attached, or

With each field corresponds a gurtln cr village

appended to, a tank, and often is strikingly tiny

i.e., the group of homesteads in which live the

relative to the size of the entire ta.nk. It is irri-

people who cultivate the field. It is sometimes the

gated by the flow of water which passes out from

case, though not often, that a village can boast of

the tank through a masonry culvert piercing the

more than one field. The group starlds in the jungle

lowest part of the retaining bund, or more often

by the side of the field, obscured by the trees and

through a breach or cutting made in the bund itself.

next the bund.

rind the lie of the field will be such that the outflow

order of arrangement.

of water can be made to flood the whnle of i t in a

owner be well to do, consists of a low, thatched,

succession of flats from the upper part .of its slope

mud-wattled hut, of perhaps two unlighted rooms

next the tank, to the lowest and most remote from

opening upon the diminutive veranda which has the

i t ; the line of soil surface from side to side being

earth platform of the hut for floor, and its projecting

almost always horizontal throughout.

According to

eaves for a ro6f. In front of this hut will be small

the local charactw of the ground the field will be of

mud-plastered attawas, or roofed cylinders of wiclier-

more or less Irregular shape, with its longer ext'ension

work, raised upon suppo~ts(equivalent to the yolas

stretching away from the tank bund.

of Bengal) for storage of grain.

I n all other

I t usually exhibits little if any

A single homestead, if its

On one side, too,

respects it is a simple clearing in that universal

will stand a large open shed, with its little loft

jungle which prevails on all sides, and which even

for cattle (if the cottier possess@ any) implements,

covers up, as has been already mentioned, the actual

curry grinder, rice pounder (the dhenki of Eengal),

&c. Under the back eaves of the hut also will be
found a place for ploughs, the surface-smoother,
harrows, &c.

And abutting upon the little home-

stead's curtilage, or partially euclosing it, will be a
garden or loosely cultivated plot for fruit trees, condiments, curry vegetables (siig of Bengal), kc. The
whole is usually most ill kept, and neglected.

And

the different homesteads of the village group are
separated from each other by irrregula~; ill-defined,
muddy tracks.

certain diversities in the incidents of these three
several cases' such as render this triple distinctioll
noteworthy.
The village field, or paddy tract, is sl~aredamong
the families of th'e village in the following manner,
samely, it is divided into portions by parallel balks
drawn across it from side to side at right angles to
the line of water-flow. And each such portion is the
hereditary share, qualified by the special incidents to
be next mentioned, of some one person or fanlily

The people who constitute the inhabitants of such
a village are related and subordinated, in a peculiar

connection with the land, to a territorial head, who,

resident in or belonging to the village.
'l'he principal portion, or share, falls to, and is
termecl the Aiottettz~wa (ziraat in Bengal) of the

in these modern days is commonly spoken of as tlie

head of the village ; and all the other shares,

proprietor of the village, though the term does not

although the tenure of them is permanent and

seem to be in all respects accurate.

This head

doubtless is, as will be presently explained, the
historical successor and representative of the primitive chieftain.

He may take the shape of the

Crown, or of a religious foundat iou, or of a private
Singhalese gentleman ; and tlrere are, nowadays,

hereditary, are charged with some obligation of
subjection on the part of the shareholder to that
head, i e., the shareholder is in each case boond
either to make to the head some contribution of
produce in kind, or to render lrim some defined

nod specific service, domestic or agricultural. This

distinction of tenure, or subjection, corresponds very

Changes in the state of society have caused much of

closely with the lukhiraj and raiotti conditions of

this to become obsolete, and the corresponding

holding in Bengal.

Only that in Bengal the raiotti

But

holding, i.e., the holtling by contributiou of share of

where a Buddhist Vihara, or temple, is the head

produce, is the prevalent form, and the lakhiraj

or proprietor of the village, as happens frequently

holding is the exception, wllile in Ceylon the holding

in the North Central Province, the personal service

by rendering of service wilakwiya is (or rather w a ~ )

which in this instance takes special forms, such as

all but universal, and the other the exception.

There

tom-tom beating on specified occasions, maintaining

is a further difference, also, namely, that in Bengal

illuminations, thatching or doing other repairs to the

the service of the lakliircrj holding is always free

pansala (i.e., the Buddhist priest's residence), &c.,

and honourable, such as that of the priest, the doctor,

is still in full activity.

the watchman, and so on ; but in Ceylon, that of the
nilakariya is usually menial.

.

service tenure to become, so to speak, freehold.

The administrative organisatiou which .is needed
to secure to the head of the village the perception

I t is generally the case that a plurality of

of all these service advantages and profits -consisted

villiiges have a common head, and formerly tlle

of one or two officials, namely, the Garnerale, or

household establishment and personal retinue of a

emphatically the village man, the Lekhnm, writer

wealthy native chieftain used to be kept up by

or accountant, &c.

a method of turns uf menial service dischargecl by

of the shareholders in the village field, probably

villagers, who were draw11 for tlie purpose from

by reason of being by family origin of the same

the many villages belonging to h i n ~in due order

blood with the chieftain, hold their share by the

upon the f o ~ t i n gof their land tenure obligation.

service of filling hereditarily one of these offices,

And some of the more wealthy

.

or of yielding hospitality to the head of the village

Besicies services such as have been mentioned,

when he comes, or to any other visitors whom the

rendered to the village head alone, the exigencies

village receives.

of cultivation under the primitive conditions which

A p e n m a or present, which has its exact equi-

obtain in the North Central Province, and indeed

valent in the Bengali nazar, is due from every service

throughout Ceylon generally, necessitate certain

rellderer upon presenting himself for the performance

combined action on the part of the villagers for

of his service, and often the like when hie term of

their joint benefit, &.y.fencing the village field every

service is completed.

season against the wild animals of the jungie which

Some services consist in doing for the village

surrounds it. The whole work much exceeds any-

head such work as smiths', carpenters', dhobis' work

thing that any one shareholder could execute unaided.

or even that of the doctor (Trederale). And in the

And if there be a flaw in it anywhere every share-

village .these persons get1 paid in their turn by

holder's plot is open to invasion.

their fellow villagers for the exercise of their

is thus directly interested in this work, and must

professional or artisan's functions and skill (when

bear his portion of it in proportion to his share in

needed), either by labour done for them in the tilling

the field.

of their shares of the village field, or by a quota of

to be filled up, or some repair to be done to it, or a

the paddy on the payer's threshing-floor, measured

channel to be cut across it, this is done by all the

out and delivered when the harvest is completed.

shareholders jointly furnishing out of their families'

Every shareholder

Similarly if any breach in the bund has

Other service again consists in supplying the

or dependents, each in due proportion, a continual

village head with oil, betel-nuts, or with honey

supply of labour in successive relays until the work

from the jungle, or with game, &c.

is doue.

Again, altbough each shareholder in the village
paddy field, has a certain hereditary right of property in his plot, and of exclusively cultivating it,
yet the primitive method of culfivation which is
generally pursued connects him,, whether he will
or no, in almost every step of his tilling with his
neighbours, above and below, either in a dominant or a serviant character.

The process of pre-

paring and clearing the soil for the seed sowing or
planting, of killing the weeds and keeping them
down, and of promotiilg the growth of the paddyplant, is from beginning to end in a large degree
effected by the aid of successive submersions of the
plot, which have to be varied as regards the depth
of w a t e ~required according to. the process and the
stage of it. There are commonly so many as three
prolonged submersions in the course of tilling, and
seveli shorter ones during the growth of the plant.

And as the submergence of a relatively lower plot
generally means the submergence of the plots above
it, while the paddy plant cannot be depended upon to

grow equally fast in all the plcts, therefore, in order
that there ,be no risk of one shareholder's operations
destroying the young plants of his neighbours,
the usual rule is that the shareholder' at the lower
end of the field should commence the operations
of the tilling season in his plot before any one
else, and so get a safe start of the man next above
him. And the like o?der is followed by all the others
in succession.
If, too, in any year, either from deficiency in
the supply of water or other cause a portion only
of the village paddy field can he effectively cultivated, that limited portion is taken as the whole,

'

and is dividtd among the village shareholdel-s, as
the original erltir~tywas.

And whether this is to be

done or not is determined upon by the shareholders as
a body.

This does not now seem to be everywhere

kilown in practice, but it is p1,ovided for often enough
in the uew!v f'ranleti !jc~nsitbnlc*ct~wles.at the illstance

of the villic~erstllemselves, to indicate that it ~1~a.s
a
deeply rooted ancient custon~.

There is, thus, much matter for internal adminis-

omUnd,
a

or ground which the flow of water cannot

tration in the village, in the interest of the share-

be

holders themselves, i.e., independently of' their

surrounds the village and the village paddy field,

relations to the head of the villa,oe , which calls

is felled and burnt, and a crop of korakkan is

And con-

raised thereon for a couple of consecutive years at

sequently, in addition to the officers of the village

most, when the clearing is allowed to relapse into

head, concerned only to look after, and secure to

jungle again ; and the process is not repeated

him his rights, there are i n each village of the North

on the sanre spot for another ten years at least.

for an organisation for the purpose.

to reach.

.

A piece of the forest which

Central Province (and indeed this feature of primi-

This process of ehena clearing is often done in

tive agricultural ecohomies prevails universally), the

the North Central Province by the joint action of

vel vidahne and others chosen by the shareholders to

under the management of
the village sl~arel~oldns,

control and carry out the system of fencing, plough-

their own officers: and sonleti~l~es
the mhole course

ing, sowing, shifting of allotment, when necessary,

of cultivatioll ~vhich follows is also joint, with a

&c., or generally the internal agricultural econonly

partition only of the proiluee.

of the village.

after the clearing is effected, the land is divided

The rice production of the irrigated fields is not

But aornetimes, too,

and allotted pi eviously to the cultivation.

And

sufficient even to form the principal portion of the

this is always done in the ease of tbe plots

shareholder's support in the greater number of

required

the villsges of this Province.

vegetables or curry stuff.

The ordinary staple

of life is the dry grain, ko~akkan,grown upon the

upland as it is called, i.e., on merely unwatered

for the growth

of

each

household's

I n the maritirne provinces. this system of joint
cleaslng seems to be absolutel~unknown. There

every one who has che?la land, appeays to own it

cultivating paddy is in an especial degree respectable,

absolutely and either clears and cultivates it him-

and has alnlost a sacred character. Women even

self at long intervals, or gets this done for him on
some terms of anda letting.

are not wort,hy enough to take part in all ,its

operations, and in particular they cannot be seen

In some few instances there is, it is said, forest
and chewt ground recognised as appurtenant to
the village, in this sense, at :least, that the share-

on the threshing floor-at

any rate while the so-

called hill paddy, or more highly valued sort of
rice grain, is being threshed.

holders of the village paddy field can, without

I n cases, however, such as those where the share-

question on the part of either the village head

holder is a woman without children, or where he has

or of the Government, clear and cultivate in tile

other employment, or is well off enough to be able to

manner just described any portion of it at their
discretion on the foundation of, and in proportion

abstain from manual labour and others of a like

kind, it is a comnlon arrangement that his share

But generally the Crown

should be cultivated for him by another person upon

asserts a paramount claim to all jungle and waste

the terms of this latter, the person who actually

land; wherever situated, which has not been before

cultivates, rendering to the shareowner a specified

appropriated to actual use ; and no tree can be

share of the produce.

felled or chena cultivated thereon except under

in ande, i e. half share; and as a rule, perhaps

license from Government.

almost always, the agreed upon share amounts to

to, their village holdings.

This is designated a letting

The actual work of tilling is usually done on

half the produce both in straw and paddy, the culti-

the portion 'of each shareholder by the hands of

vator having also to give a share to the responsible

the members of his family.

servant who is usually sent by the shareowner to

The occupation of

remain on the ground and look after his interests

already mentioned) the services of the Yederale,

from the day of reaping to the day of partition,

or of the village blacksmith and other artizans, will

and having moreover to feed this man during the

be remunerated. And the like may be done some-

interval.

times in the matter of land labour also, but the

Very nearly all vicariou~cultivation assumes this

general custom is for neighbouring shareholders

shape, for no such thing is known as the letting

to mutually assist one another in this particular

of the land for a money rent, and there is no class

when needed.

of agricultural labourers. working on the land of
ailother for money hire.

I n trdth i t may be said

that in the purely agricultural village of Ceylon
there is practically no money in use. Perhaps the
majority of the sharers in the village field are

The head of the village is more advantageously
situated in respect of his ntuttettuwa because he is
entitled to have that cultivated for him gratuitously
under the supervision of his officers by the turns
of tillage service due to him frorn 'those of the

deficient in the capital necessary for carrying on the

village shareholder's, whose tenures involve that

cultivation of their plots.

service.

They have not paddy

And when he carries on. the cultivation

enough to last theus for food till next season of har-

in this rnanner he of course appropriates the whole

vest or for seed, or they have no plough, or no oxen.

of the produce at the harvest.

These they obtain when and as they are required,

finds it the more convenient and even the more

from the capitalist of the village, Qn the ternis of

profitable course to dispense with these services,

setting apart for him on the threshing floor a certain

and to let out the muttettuwa land in andq i.e., on

stipulated quantity or share of the produce in return

terms of receiving a specified (originally half) share

for eacb item of loan.

of the produce.

I n the same way (as has been

But he, too, often

The form and condition of village economy and of
agricultural industry, which has been here treated as
typical, gnd which has been mainly described from
examples furnished by the North Central and Kandyan provinces, does not of course prevail to the
exclusion of every other in all parts of the Island.
Kor does it by any means always preselit itself, in
every instance, complete in all its features. Disintegrating influences have been, in modern times

at least, silerltly but surely at work within the

IT is very commonly supposed that the king,
as theoretical proprietor of all land, from time

village itself. And on the outside of it by a process

to time @anted to his chieftains such as Adigars,

which may be termed the converse of that which

Dessaves,

led to the establishment of a regal hierarchy on the

tion of the grantees rendering him miIitary and

basis of the village, the sovereign power, when once
I

constituted, in course of time becaiue the instrument for generating and developing entirely new
conditions and notions of property in lan&.

&c., tracts

civil services.

of

land

in

considera-

That these Adigars and other

grantees sublet the land so granted to them,
to peasant cultivators,

who paid their rent in

services. And that it was .in this sort of de haut
en bas method of proceeding that the Ceylon

agricultural village with its peculiar incidents
came into being.

But it is not dificult to satisfy

oneself that agriculturd villages must have bee^

very generally distributed over the country and must

of Bengal. But there seems to be difference enough

have attained an advanced stage of development

in the data of the two cases to account for this

before there were any Dessaves, or king, to initiate

diversity of conseqnence. Personal service, which

this process. And the safer inference from history

was the ordinary tenure obligation of the Singhalese

. seems to be that royal and feudal grants of the kind

cultivator, is not so readily transferable as a debt

imagined, made in the earlier times by a chiefta,in

of money or of contribution in kind such as the

or king to his officers or conlpanions, were grants

Bengalee raiat owed to his village chief.

of dominion over populations, not grants of property

moreover the Bengal sub-tenures did not attain their

in land, as we now understand it, which in truth

extraordinary modern developmer~t until after the

is, c&nparatively speaking, the conception of a

Permanent Settlement had given the zamindars an

relatively modern stage of society.

absolute right of property in all the land of their

The primary result of these feudal grants was to

Zamindaries-a

And

right which is without parallel in

confer upon the grai~tee the chieftain's customary

Ceylon.

rights over the villages and unappropriated lands

however, in the latter island, made inmediate grants

which formed the subject of the grant; and so,

of unappropriated or waste land.

doubtless, arose the Nindegama (or village under

became cultivating settlements, having the grantee

private ownership) . a s opposed to the royal or

(not, be it observed, the grantor) at their head, the

Gabadn-gama.

grantor having no other connection with the new

Sub-infeudation never seems to have had place in

'

Ceylon to any considerable extent. I n this respect the
Singhalese land system offers much contrast to that

Both the royal and the private seignior

Some of these

community than the link of service which bound
the grantee to him, aud which often in course of

'

time wore out, or became unenforceable.

Others

11.1

perhaps were from the very beginning exclusive and
free of continumg obligation.
To these several origins may perhaps be referred
with some degree of probability the very numerous
cases of cultivators, and even of non-cultivating
proprietors, who own lands by a right of an absolute
and independent character, free of all corporate re-

lations whatever, and of every feudal ingredient,
which are to be found in all parts of the muntrgr,
especially in the maritime provinces ; though probably in these latter the measures of the Dutch
dominant authority, which will be spoken of below,
effected the larger part of the change which has
taken place in modern times.
And in a sense an agricultural labourers' class
is now coming into existence; for wealthy native
gentlemen who have obtained the commaud of
money by other pursuits than that of agriculture,

have found themselves able to obtain the labour
of the poorer village proprietors for daily money

wages, and by that means to " farm " their own
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lands extensively in the Englisli meaning of t h e
word-a

practice

is probably spreading to the

great advantage of the public.
The joint family system is as conspicuous in
Ceylon as it is in Eengal, though perhaps family
groups in the former are seldom seen of the large
dimensions wl~ichare common enough in the latter.

It is, however, distinguished by a very remarkable
feature: two, or possibly more, brothers living together under one roof will have one wife between
them.

This is evidently a survival from an early

stage of civilisatiou, and seems to point to much
dificulty in the way of securing the necessaries of
life, and to some artificial restriction on the number
of women. The practice has been discouraged for
the future by English legislation in regard to znarriage, but it is as yet by no means extinct, and still
enters as a curious factor in the law of inheritance,
wlticll has to be administered by the civil courts.
The enjoyment of property by all the lllembers of
the joint family together Bas in law very much tlle

But

~ 1 ~ oincidental
rk
to the cultivation or to the keeping

in the details of actual daily use it varies with

up of t'he plantation and constitute in fact a co-

the subject, the custom of the district, the will of the

operative society.

most influential coparceners and other circumstances.

sharers to let out the land or plantation in an&

The affair is managed by the agreement, express or

either to an outsider, or to one or more of themselves.

impjied, of the whole of the adult joint sharers in the

I n this case, also, all the sharers oughk to be present

family property, who often separate themselves into

at the division of the produce, which is effected in

smaller groups each taking its own plot of land.

two steps, i.e. tirst division into nloieties, and then a

The arrangement, however, for the conlnion enjoy-

division of one moiety among the sharers.

incidents of the English tenaccy in common.

ment, whatever it be and however long it may have

Another practice is for the

Sometirnes the enjoyment of the property is by

subsisted, is liable to be upset by any dissentient

tutta maru succession.

sharer claiming to have his share divided off for

be divided into as many equal parts as will just

him ; and indeed it is only by the exercise of this

admit of the proportionate share of each coparcener

right of partition that a sharer aggrieved by the

being represented by an integral number of these

acts of his copartners can obtain relief.

parts; and then instead of an actual division being

The subject is supposed to

I n the cases of cocoa-nut'or areca-nut plantations,

made accordingly, and every sharer obtaining his

of jak trees, and even of paddy fields, it ij usual

proper number of parts, c,ch takes the entirit? for

that every gathering of the crop should be made

the same number of seasons as he is entitled to parts,

in the presence of all the sharers, and the produce

giving it up at the end of such period of time to

then and there divided according to the shares.

In

the sharer who stands next in the rota, in order

such cases all the s1l;irers together do the necessary

that he may similarly hold it fur his own number

11.1
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of seasons; and so on for all the shareholders in

one fanlily, and have become entitled to their

turn. Thus if A, B, and C were jointly entitled

shares by inheritance.'

to a paddy field in undivided shares proportionate

copartners share in the earnings of a boat is

to 2, 3 and 4, i.e., to a +th, grd, +th share of the

interesting.

whole, respectively, then by this method of enjoy-

drawn ashore, is divided in a sllfficient number of

ment A tvoulcl take the whole field for two years,

lots, each estimated to be worth the same assigned

after him B for three years, and after B again C

value ; and these lots are then so distributed

woulci take

that :-

it for four years;

and then the

set of turns wodd be repeated in the same order,
for successive periods of nine years, until some

The mode in which the

On a day's fishing the produce is

&th, say, goes to the owner of the land on which the
fish are brought ashore,

sharer should insist upon having an actual partition

i t h to those engaged in the labour,

of the field.

+th for the assistance of extra nets, kc., rendered by

A similar sort of succession is adopted in some
villages on the coast for the enjoyment by the
villagers of the fishing grounds belonging to the
village : these are divided into ' localities ; and the
recognised boats of the village fish these localities

by turns which are settled by gansabau;~crrrdnge'~rnent,. Each of these boats with its nets is a
valuable pieoe o f property, belonging to many
co-sharers jointly, who are commonly members of

third parties in the ,process of landing and
securing the fish,
which together = 2

+ 25
+ 20 47
100
-100

and the remaining &$ths

;

go t9 the owners of the

boat and net according to their shares therein.
1 Some interesting facts of village organisation, survivals of
early practices, are given by Mr. Nell in a vnlunble note which
forms the Appel~dix t o Part I. of G ~ c n i c r ' s Reports (Ceylon)
for 1374.

tenure does not generally nowadays rise above a
right of occupation with liability to variation of
rent. Also the middlemen, or under-tenure holders
of Bengal, are absent in Ceylon, mainly (as has been
above suggested) because in this island personal
service to the lord early tool<. the place of the
original contribution of proituce, or of its equivalent
CEYLON AND BENGAL.

THE sketch, which has been attempted in the
foregoing' pages, seems to be sufficient to disclose
a very close parallelism between the agricultural

village of Ceylon, and the agricultural village of
Bengal or Upper India.

The village head proprietor

or seignior of Ceylon is the zamindar of Bengal.
The mzittettz~waof the former is the xiraat of the
latter. The Singhalese nilaku~nynwith his pa7z,yz~wa
or share of the village paddy field is the Beng:dee
ryot with his jot-with

this difference, that the

?zilakariya's. right in his land is almost universally
hereditary and absolute, subject only to the rendering
of the special service to the lord, while the ryot'w

in later days, namely a money commutation in lieu
thereof'; and also possibly because the development of the Bengalee tenures was the outcome of
all idea of property in the ~ u 7 ~ z i 7 ~ ~~2Iai~i i~, Ilab
ll
never yet been reached in regard to the relatioll
between the nilahraya, and the head of the Ceylou
village.
The cultivation in ande of the one people is also
the precise counterpart of the bntcti cultivation of
the other. And the deputing of the riglit to cultivate the soil, as distinguished from tIlc letting out
land as a conlmodity for a price, seems to charac-

terise both agricultural systerns. The usufructuary
~uortgage,it may be added, wllich flows from this

conception, is the prevailing form of dealing with

made by the king as lord paramount of the soil,

*both the pnnguwa and the jot respectively, as

subject to conditions of service or other obligation.

commodities.

But in view of the corresponding system of Bengal

Lastly we see in Ceylon as in Bengal the

it seems to accord better with t'lie social facts of the

clonble set of village officers, to which t,he relation

present day, and such little evidence bearing upon

between the members of the little village republic

primitive Aryan civilisation as remains to us, to

on the one hand, with their lord on the other,

suppose that the Singhalese society first developed

gives rise, namely, the game~ale, lekhama, kan-

itself, clearing by clearing in separate village cox-

kaname answering to the naib, the patwari, the

munities, isolated from each other and scattered

gqmashta; and the vel vidane equivalent to the

over the land very much, as they even now still

mnndal.

are in the existing condition of the North Central

The ways of life, customs, and laws of the
two

populations

are

almost

identical;

their

Province.

Each cultivating settlement developed

for itself insensibly its own internal organi~ation,

methods ant1 behaviour in the English Courts of

all doing so after the same type, as a neces-

Justice

and

sary consequence of the almost complete iden-

corporate characteristics of the Buddhist religious

tity o f . materiaIs, process, and circumstances, by

foundations agree most closely with those of the

which they u7ere severally affected.

Bihar rnat7w.

gation of a plurality of villages together under

the

same.

And

the

constitution

Xeference has already heen made to the assump-

The aggre-

a coinmon head or seignior must, however, have

tion that the existing system of land tenure in

very soon followed upon

Ceylon is primarily attributable to grants of land

the village organisation.

the establishment of
After the consolidatiorl

of the vdlage unit, and the complete appropriation

a ~ l dsubject to an ascertained obligation towards the

of the local tilling resources, a flourishing community

village chief, constituted the extent of the villager's

would throw out new settlements, or cultivation

idea of proprietorsl~ip. The chieftain himself had

clearings, generally in the neighbourhood of the

the like right in respect of his w~uttettuwa,coupled

parent village, to which they would be reckoned as

with tlie right to exact tlie obligations which were

affiliations. By marriage, too, and often perhaps by

due to him from the other shareholde~s. , T h e

high-handed measures, one family would become

coinlnon lands of tlie village, chiefly pasturage,

the dominant and privileged family of several

were almost universally liept in the direct manage-

villages. And when the petty chieftain is thus

ment of the village itself, by the hand of its officials.

reached, a progress of the like kind, though possibly

~Zrldthe jungle was pretty well left to itself, un-

displaying the larger and more regal features of fight-

cared for, eacli rne~nberof the village probably at

ing and spoliation, and involving every diversity of

first taliing out of it such ~vooitas he from time to

incident, leads easily to the rajah and the king.

time had need for, anct gathering honey and other

There is nothing, however, in this process to

wild products according ;is 1 s had opportunity.

In

introduce any new notions of territorial proprietor-

process of time, however, tlie chieftain, as leader in

ship, such as those of which we of Western ~ n r d ~ e

the constant war of the cultivator against wild

find it difficult to disabuse our minds.

The right to

animals, early came to have recogaised privilege in

exclusively cultivate, (whether by his own hands or

respect to the game of tlie forest, and fro111 thence

vicariously,) and to enjoy the usufruct of a certain

advanced to general rights over the forests them-

specified share of the village culturable land as in-

selves, and over purely waste lands ; and on a footing

cident to his membership in the village community,

of this kind he eventually managed to secure to

,

himself tolls for ferries, stallage i n markets and

without any positive obligations, and therefore

the like.

virtually independent.

The larger development of the chieftain into the

The services and aids receivable from the lay

Rajah or any other forin of sovereign personage did

headman, alld the services and contributions due

not bring auy new proprietary ele~nent into the

directly from the shareh\fJers of those villages,

political system.

The chieftainship of all the

in respect to which no micldlenian existed, to-

villages came to reside in the new centre of power,

gether with the produce of the chieftain's mzlttet-

except so far as, either from favour or convenience,

tzcwn

it might in some instances be left in the hands of

revenues and rueans of the supreme power ; though

the old possessors, or bestowed upon new men, in

these were supplemented, especially in relatively

either case in consideration of services to be

modern times, by dues of very various kinds levied

rendered, or it might even be given over gra-

simply by the exercise of sovereign authority.

lands therein,

constituted

the

principal

tuitously, from motives of piety, to reli,'a o u s insti-

It is remarkable that wb$le in the Aryan vil-

tutions in hopes solely of advantages to be derived

lage system of India the obligation of the raiat

in a future state of existence.

to the zamindar almost universally took the form

I n this way we arrive at a state economy in

of contribution of a specified share of the pro-

which the Crown is paramount village head or

duce, or the discharge of a village office, or of a

chieftain, with certain lay village heads holding

religious duty, in that of Ceylon the contribution

under it, generally on obligation of military or

sf a share of the produce is the exception, and the

other service of honour, and also ecclesiastical

tenure obligation is far the most commonly one

village heads, similarly holding under it, tllougll

sf personal service.

I

the state.

And nearly all thought it stood upon

some very ancient custom.
be

doubted

that

But it can hardly

in Ceylon the services and

the liability to make special contributions to the
village head which have been already described,

IV.

are the equivalent, and the representative of that
ancient contribution in kind, wlich comprises the

THE GRAIN TAX.

INthe preceding description one universally pre-

modern revenue of India; and that consequently
the Government tithe of Ceylon must be attri-

And on a close

vailing obligation, resting throughout Ceyloli on the

buted to some other source.

cultivator at the present day, has been omitted,

scrutiny of historical facts its origin appears to

namely, the obligation to pay to the Crown a t,ithe

be of coniparatively modern date. Upon the basis

or share of his paddy crop if he has any, and, in

of the village organisation the sovereign power of'

some parts of the country, also of his other g a i n

the state, which was, so to speak, the concentration

crops.

Many of the witnesses, both Native an4

in one regal person of the seignioral rights over

European, who gave their evidence before the

each of the village units, enjoyed those rights

recent Government Grain Commission, seemed in-

through more than one channel, or in diverse

clined to identify this obligation with that which

forms and methods.

in Nanu and the other Hindu

I n very many cases, as has been already men-

Shasters as the duty of every cultivator to con-

tioned, the seigniorship of the village was bestowed

tribute a share of his procluce to the lord or to

upon, or allowed to fall into the hands of, religious

is spoken of

foundations, free of any obligation tc the state, Ihe

central establishments : the mutteduwa therein was

public advantage derivable from the maintenance

service-tilled, or let out in ande, as the case might

of the religious institutions constituting ample con-

be, under the direction of royal se'rvants ; the pro-

sideration for the alienation ; in others the seignior-

duce thus accruing was deposited in kind in royal

ship was granted to influential men, or to royal

storehouses (gabedawa), arsenals (awudege), or trea-

favourites or connections, in consideration of feudal

suries (arramdule), according to its sort, and the

or other services on the part of the grantee, or

personal services due were rendered at the palace

even sometimes patuitously.

or elsewhere, to meet some immediate royal re-

I n far the ,greater number of cases,
horvever, the
-

quirement.

The Crown villages or lands were

exercise and perception of tlie seignioral rights was

known under various designations, as ~ a t n i n d aor

delegated to local Governmerlt officers, heads of

ande, original Crown lands, nillapalla, those which

districts, into which the country was parcelled, who

had fallen into the Crown from failure of the office

were endowed with an executive or administrative

to which they were aktached, mallapalla, those which

character as representatives of the Crown, but

reverted to the Crown from death of the grantee.

who no doubt generally contrived in the end to

The whole period throughout which the Portu-

make their office hereditary and to convert and

guese exercised any authority in the island was

attach to it some portion of seignioral rights as

marked

personal profit.

machinery.

And lastly, in very many instances villages were

by great

disorganisation of the state

Several independent native powers

at times maintained a separate simultaneous ex-

kept in hand by the Crown (held khus as it is

istence in the different provinces.

phrased in India) for the especial support of the

was but little continuity of general municipal

And there

administration of any kind.

The village system,

however, was still in activity, even in the low
part of the country near the coast, i.e., tile part
of the country most affected by foreign influence

and other disturbing forces ; and it was by the
services and contributions derivable

from this

source that, first the native powers of the low
country, and afber the= the Portuguese, recruited
their military forces and obtained the means of
government.
become

The

supreme

Portuguese, when they had
over

the southern maritime

circuit of the island, took up the position of the
native kings, wbom they superseded, and adopted
their fiscal and administrative machinery as it
stood.
The Dutch, on the other hand, after turning out
the Portuguese, and upon being settled in power

which the previous course of things had had the
result of fastening upon the holder of land, as the
incident of his tenure, to whomsoever these had
been hitherto rendered.
The English in assuming the government of the
maritime provinces from the Dutch at first merely
stepped into the shoes of their predecessors, availing
themselves, and making use, of the services of those
who held land on tenure of service (and on 'that
account duty free), also receiving at the store-houses,
&c., the seignior's share of produce in kind, from the
Mallapalln, Nillapalla, Ratninda, or Ande lands, and
thirdly taking immediately such benefits as were
derivable from holders of land on other and uncertain tenures, inclusive of, among other things, the
payment of quotas of produce, and of measures
of paddy.

throughout the maritime provinces, displaced all

These third set of dues were converted by Royal

the native local heads and officials ; and €heir

Procl;t>mationof May 3, 1800, into a tax of 1-10th

Government assumed to itself the direct collection

of the produce. What they previously vere, or

and benefit of the various dues, cesses, and services,

what was the territorial extent to which they related,

does not appear in the statute book, but from the

persons of whatever caste and condition for adequate

phraseology of the proclamation it would seem that

pay to be given therefor.

they had respect to lands which formed the residue

Kandyan war afterwards led to a renewal of the

of the maritime provinces after exception made of

general claim of Government to the services of the

the Government lands, and the lands held on

people, this time without reference to the possession

tenure of service to Government. Evidently the

of land, but on the ground of custom and caste,

private seignior and the vihara headship had both

payment to be made at rates fixed by Government.

alike disappeared before the Dutch.

And in IS09 the niaking of roads was declared to

In the following year (1801, September 3) by
proclalnation the obligation to service on tenure

The exigencies of the

be gratuitous service, lying on the inhabitants of

the district tllrough whicli they passed.

of land throughout the maritime provinces was

These enactments applied only to the nlaritime

abolished (as from 1st May, 1802), and land held

provinces of the island acquired from the Dutcll,

duty free on account of that service was subjected to

Iil 1815, however, the Englisli also obtained by

payment t,o Government of 1-10th of the produce

conquest and treaty the government of the Central

if high land, and 1-5th of the produce if low land.

OF

At the same time the payment of
produce

in respect

of

MaLlapalZa,

4

Icandyan I'rovince, which up to that time had

of the

been solely under the administration of native

Nillapalln,

powers. And in 1318, by the proclamation of the

Ratninda or Ande lands was reserved.
But though the ohligation to service wasOthus

21st Novenlber, it was enacted that all duties there-

tofore payable into the royal store-house, treasury,

divorced from the land, power was still reserved to

or arsenal, and a l l duties or other taxes whatever

the governor to qxact .it by special order from

were abolished. ancl in lieu thereof a tax of 1-10th

of the produce on all paddy lands was substituted.

Government of Ceylon which he e n d Mr. Cameron

reduced to 1-14th in certain specified Korles.

had been commissioned to carry out; and on the

This was evidently a step of no very discriminat-

footing of this report an Order of Council dated

The dues and cesses which were

12th April, 1832, declared that none of His Majesty's

abolished were payable out of very various subjects,

native or Indian subjects within the island should

and on some diversity of obligations. And the sub-

be or were liable to render any service to His

stitution which is thus made for them is a general

Majesty in respect to the tenure of their land, or

average levy, not even from all lands, but from all

in respect of their caste or otherwise to which

paddy lands.

At the same time the services due in

His Majesty's subjects of European birth or descent

respect of service tenure lands, on which mainly this

were not liable, any law, custom, or regulation

new tax must have fallen as well as on others, were

notwithstanding.

ing character.

retained, though it was stipulat.ed that the services

But even this proclamation contained the reserva-

should be generally paid for at an established rate,

tion of services to the Crown of holders of land i n

the repair and niakir~g of roads only being, as in

royal villages in the Kandyan Province, and the like

the maritime provinces, gratuitous.

for vihara and private owners in the same province.

The liability of certain inhabitants of temple lands

The results of all these measures may be sum-

to perform service to Government was also retained

marised thus;-on

(cl. 21, of Procl. 21st November, 1818).

vinces from the Dutch, the English found the lands

On the 24th of December, 1831, - ~ t . - ~ o Colel.
brooke made his report to the Secretary of State
after the -inquiry into the administration of the

taking over the maritime pro-

held under one or other of three general classes
of tenure, namely :-

1st. Lands held on tenure of service.
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2nd. Lands held in a d , which were formerly
Crown lands.

tacitly treated as lands still belonging immediately
to the Crown. According to Ribeyro, Knox, and

3rd. Lands held on any other tenure, spoken

Valentyn, the fact seems to have been that in the

of in the proelmation as uncertain, or clogged

Portuguese and earlier times there was almost no

with inconveniences.

money in the country. All trade which was not

And they converted tenure No. (I) into a tax

a Crown monopoly was effected by barter.

Paddy

of 1-10th of the produce if the lands were high lands

was the commodity which commonly filled the

aad 13th of the produce if they were low lands ;

place of coin. Most of the presents which, as we

tenure lSo. (2) into a tax of f of the produce ; and

have Reen, accolnpanied all service, took the form

tenure No. (3) into a tax of 1-10th of the produce.

of paddy, and nearly all obligations by way of

On assuming the Government of the Kandyan

remuneration

or duty were

discharged by

a

Province, they did not inquire into and discriminate

measure of grain drawn from the contents of the

the tenures there existing, but abolished at one

thrashing-floor at harvest.

str6ke all duties payable in kind to Government,

So that, to generalize somewhat, when the

and all other duties and taxes whatever, and sub-

English came the demesne lands of the Crown,

stituted in thdk stead a tax of I-10th of the, annual

as they may be termed, comparatively lirrited in

produce upon all paddy lands.

extent, were cultivated by tenants, upon the con-

And while doing away with all services due to

dition of rendering from $ to $ of the produce

Grvernment, as they thus eventually did, they

into the Crown store-houses ; most of the remain-

reserved the services of tenants of lands in the

ing cultivable land of the country was held upon

royal villages of the Kandyan Province, which were

some service more or less skilled (as is described
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such other

The earliest mention of any tax, or any contribu-

occupiers of land as there were, were obliged,

tion of the people towards the support uf a royal

without any very definite principle, also to make

person which is to be founcl in the historical, books

contributions of paddy, which were generally in

of Ceylon, occurs in the Aggauna Sutta in Yigha

Lieu of, and practically stood as a money cornmu-

Nitraya, and in the commentary thereon called

tation for, some less acceptable service: and all

Sumangala Vilasani.

very graphically by Ribeyro), and

occupiers alike were subjected to irregular cesses
in kind at the time of harvest.

The Aggauna Sutta is a sermon by Buddha
himself, and the commenta~y is the work of

The English administration reformed this state
of things by (sooner or later) sweeping away
all these obligations except that of the tenants

the weU-known

and learned

Thi! passage in the sermon is " Salinam Bhagam
I n English, " We shall give a

Anupa dassama."

with a tax of 1-10th of all the produce of the

portion of our paddy."

the paddy in the Kandyan provinces.

I n the

divine

Buddhagosha.

of the demesne ladds ; and by replacing them

soil in the maritime provinces, and of 1-10th of

Buddhist

Buddhagosha's commentary on this is : " Mayam
Ekakassa Khettdo Anlanam Ammanam Aharitva

latter arrangements they do not seem to have

Tuiham Sali-bhagarn dassarna.

recognised the

Kammarnu~ Katabbam Pwanl Amhakam Iettarat-

fact that the paddy payments

Yan Jaya Kinchi

In English, " Wkeshall give you at

which they thus replaced by a tax of 1-10th of

thane Iitthati."

the paddy crop were in their character generally

the rate of ammullan of paddy from each field of

money commutations of dues payable in respect
of all kinds of crop.

For the followilig inforinatioil I am indebted to the learned
Suriyagotla Unnnse, Librarian of t h e Malagava, Kandy.

ours. You need not follotv any trade.

But be you

our chief."

one " ; and is probably equivalent only to one

p o r k h , or one share, without indicating anything

The word "Sali" which is here used signifies
literally a particnlar kind of rice. but it is understood to be intended in these places to stand for
all grain produce.

with regard to the proportion of the share to
the entirety.
How the proportion, therefore, of I-10th in the
English impost was arrived at is not very clear,

No other tax, or obligation towards the governing

though it seems to have been founded upon the

power is noticed. And it does not seem unreason-

practice of the Dutch in granting out Crown lands.

able to infer that this contribution of one ammunam

The grain tax appears consequently to be no

of grain produce per field (whatever that amounted

older than the century, and if it be justified as

to) was nothing more than the Singhalese form, in

being in effect a return, under some modification,

the time of Buddha's teaching, of the ancient Indo-

to the earliest and most widely prevalent form of

The growth of the system of

national revenue which was developed from the

services, which in modern times very largely dis-

basis of the village organization arnong the Aryan

placed it, must have taken place subsequently.

races, it is noteworthy as a characteristic of the

And the paddy cesses, which ultimately were often

Ceylon Aryans that f ~ o m the salrle basis they

again super-imposed upon the services, probably

produced the service system in its stead.

,

Aryan land tenrre.

came in later still, with an increase in the central
power of exaction.
The Singhalese word " otu," by which the GovernI

ment tax or claim is commonly designated, means

EVOLUTION OF THE INDO- ARYAN
SOCIAL AND LAND SYSTEM.

FROM THE JOINT FAMILY TO THE
VILLAGE.

MANYyears ago I ventured to describe in this
place sorrle of the more prominent features of the
Hindu joint-family as they appeared to one who had
then recently arrived in this country.

At that time

I was unacquainted with the labours of Nasse, Sir

H. Maine and others, who have shown the true
character of this still living inst'itution and the place

it has held in the progress of Aryan civilization.
The following pages reproduce a paper which was read at a.
meeting of the Bethune Society, Calcutta, in 1872. At that time
the writer had no knowledge of Ceylon, and the paper has beejl
allowed to retain its original for111 because of the completeness
with which it seems to account for the facts of the Singhalese
agricultural village, to which it was not directed, as well as
those of the Rengallee rillage for which its explanation is
designed.
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I may now assume that its historical value is

wrong if we assume that the process which we see

generally well understood.

in operation now-a-days does not differ essentially

On inquiring into the growth in India of proprie-

from that which gave rise to the village in archaic

I imagine that one or two enterprising

tary rights in land, we find the joint-family at its

times.

very origin. The village was at first, and still is

persons more or less connected together by ties of

in a large degree, a group of such families, often all

relationship, started the little colony.

sprung from or appendant to a central family. They

doubtless, one would, in

were seldom, however, even from the verv outset,

be leader, and would together with his family after

all of equal rank.

him maintain a pre-eminence in the new society.

Of these,

some special manner,

The mode in which this came about may be

Next would come the family of the man who was

taken to be pretti accurately ascertained, for the

especially learned in, or who became charged with

founding of a new village in waste and unoccupied

the care of, religious matters-precepts

ground has always been, even down to the present

monies-in

day, a not uncommon occurrence. In the days of

of the higher law of the small comnlunity.

and cere-

other words, who was the repositary

Manu, according to the Institutes, it was quite pro-

Very soon other persons would be allowed to

bable in any given case that persons might be alive

cultivate land, and to have place within the ambit

who remembered the foundation of the village; and

of the new settlement upon terms prescribed to

st the present time every settlement report sent in

them as to the situation of their allotment, per-

to Government will be found to furnish instances.

forming work on the land of the leaders, and other

and to describe the circumstances, of newly created

coriclitions of subordination.

agricultural communities.

We shall1 hardly be

Others again would

nlerely obtain the corrlparatively civilized shelter
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comparatively small, ancl it was both easy and advan-

afforded by the village agai. st the perils of the

tageous that the culturable plots should be changed,

outside wilderness, pursuing therein convenient -

as ,just mentioned, at more or less frequent periods.

handicrafts, or performing servile tasks.

As, however, larger areas came to be taken into

Land was not conceived of as the subject of
property in the modern sense, or as belonging to
any individual. Each village had its boundaries,

cultivation, and increased skill and labour to be
applied to the reclamation and culti~recf the soil,
and non-mnual crops tJobe grown, it followed natur-

which early came to be most precise, and the

ally that the different families ultimately got to

entire space within these belonged to the whole

retain permanently in their hands either the whole

village.

Every family, however, appropriated to

or the better portion of their respective allotments.

itself or became the owner of the homestead which

The cultivation of the family plot mas effected,

it occupied, and the garden or orchard attached

as a rule, by the members of the family alone. But

thereto, and often too its particular tank.

So

the leading family and the priest or cultured family,

much of the land within the village boundaries as

no doubt, from the beginning inherited and enjoyed

was needed for cultivation was apportioned arnong

much prestige and priority of consideration which

the recognised families.

At first this was done

enabled them to attain to a position of privilege.

merely for the year's tilling, then at longer intervals,

They seem generally to have cultivated more or less

ancl later still o ~ l yun the occasions of caasiderable

by servants, or by the means of batai agreements-

changes in the families, and so on.

i.e. agreements under which the tilling is done by

The graziiig

c~round,the wqste, and the woodland (or jungle)

C,

was common to all alike

In the early days of

village civilization, the agricultural element was

a person not the owner-in

consideration of a defiili te

share of the produce being yielded to the cwner.
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And it is not improbable that, originally at any rate,

of the largest herds, and cultivators of tbe biggest

their servants and batai occupants were drawn from

khets with the least expenditure of manual labour.

the, so to speak, interloper portions of the inhabitants

They were also the principal guides and directors of

of the village-i.e.

village affairs. And so it came about that to

those who could not claim their

own^

part in the village soil by derivative rights from the

and look after cattle (the symbol of wealth) was

founder.

respectable, and, in modern phraseology, the occu-

Thus there grew to be, even from the commencement, a gradation of respectability and employment

pation of a gentleman, as distinguished from the
manual labour of the field.

within the village itself; and it is especially

After these we have the remainder of those

noticeable that there were two privileged beads of

families who were entitled, as of old right, to par-

the village, the secular and the religious or clerical.

ticipation in the village lands, and were essentially

As population increased and became more fixed,

agricultural in occupation.

the cultivation of cereals and pulses became more

And lastly there is the class of relative strangers

necessary and engrossing; and the value of cattle

or outsiders, namely, artizans and petty traders,

became greater, as being both the cultivating power

followed by a servile class, hewers of wood, drawers

and the means of exchange.

For reasons already

of water, scavengers, &c.

suggested, the recognised founder's family and the

Thus far we encounter no indication that any

priests' families, doubtless, obtained agvantages in

real approach bas been made towards personal pro-

the allotment of khets, or cu'fturable plots, both in

perty i n land.

regard to situation and quantity, and became the

in tinie got the right

wealthiest members of the community-i.e.

year

possessors

after year

We have found that each fan~iil?;,
7

its

,

to

own

retain continuously .
particular plots gfo~

cultivation ; or at ally rate did so in the case of

comnlon interest to the little comnlunity, were

those plots which they had respectively by especial

managed by tlie Iicads of families, entitled to

pains reclaimed from a state of waste, or which

their share of

had other peculiarities ; and we have arrived at

assembled.

the village lands, in pcmcAriprrt

the conclusion that 'the leading families, out of

A further developm~ntof the social system, and

all the families entitled t,o the village lands, got

a new source of land rights, was brought about by

the better of th+r neighbours in these matters.

the attrition of village with village.

Subsequently, again, as families broke up, it came

The exclusiveness of the Aryan family was its

to be acknowledged that the members of each had

marked characteristic. I n the earliest beginnings

a right to distribute among themselves the family

to which we can get back, to use the words of a

lchets for cultivation.

recent historian of Greece,l " the house of each man

But still the proprietary conception went no

was to him what the den is to the wild beast which

further than this, namely, that the particular plot

dwells in i t ; something, namely, to which he only

of land which the family or individual claimed was

has a right, and which he allows his mate and his

that part of the village land which he or it was

offspring to share, but which no other living thing

entitled to cultivate, or to have cultivated for his

may enter except at the risk of life."

own benefit.

spirit can be perceived animating the Hindu family

The same

At the same time the business of allotment (so

throughout all its stages, even down to the present

long as the practice of allotting obtained), the order

time ; and so it was necessarily the governing prin-

of cuItivation, the maintenance of the water supply,

ciple of the group of families which constituted the

the keeping up of fences, and all other affairs of

Cox's

Greece, p.

13.

village, in its relation to its neighhours as soon .s

it had any.

an affair of personal prowess, these acquisitions

Each little colony or abad held itself aloof frorn
arid independent of all others ; jealous of its rights,
and quick to resent, as well as to defend itself from
encroachment.

As villages thickened, causes of

quarrel increased, for instance,-pasturage
-reclamations

And as in those early days fighting was mainly

- profitable

thatching gmss-bamboo

grounds

jungle tracts - fuel clumps, &c. kc.-until

- at lmt, it may be said, the normal relation between

the abads was one of chronic hostility.
Collision on these points led to fights, in which
no doubt the head of the leading family in the
village was the director, and the different members
of that family, both from their position and from
their comparative independence of manual oocupatidn,
were the principal actoxs.
The common consequ.ence of these fights was that
the successful party not merely vindicated its own
rights, but seized and occupied some of the best
lands of its ant~gonist,and carried off his herds.

were appropriated by those whose strong arms
had won them.

The conquered khets came to

belong, in a new sense, to the leader of the expedition, and those to whom he awarded them.

And

we may safely assume that he appropriated to
himself the lion's share of the captured cattle.
Thus was introduced a peculiar cause of aggrandisement of the leading family and its adherents.
Already distinguished by family blood, by wealth,
and by hereditary position and partial immunity
,

'from hard lkbour, they now acquired great additional wealth from the outside, became possessors of
n;j, or private, lands in foreign villages ; and above

all became invested with that personal jnflnence
and authority which attachls to successful fighters.
The beaten villages, at first, probably only suffered
the loss of the appropriated khet and of the stolen
herds.

But this must have had the effect of imyo-

verishiilg some of its inhabitants, and of increasing

the numbers of the dependent population.

So

that the invaders would at once find it easy to

of the primary village would contribute rations in

enforce or procure the cultivation of their newly-

kind.

acquired lai~ds upon batai terms. But cultivation

each subdued village would be made to pay a

by servants, or on batni conditions, was not in itself

permanent tribute of produce in kind.

And next, perhaps even before this step,

novel; it was only extended as the result of these

Here we have before us tlie growth of a chief-

proceedings. The really new ingredient of tenure

tainship and a fighting class, mostly sprung in tlie

which came in through the111 was the complete

first instance from the village founder's family, but

independence of the village community even in

also including others who had won their place by

theory which characterised the victor's retentiox of

the side of these through strength of arm.

these lands.

when in this way

And

an energetic and relatively

Results such as these, of course, tended very soon

powerful family liad gained supremacy over many

to give rise to fighting expeditions for their own

villages, its head became a hereditary local chief,

sake, and upon an enlarged scale.

and, the fighting men co~~stituteda diminutive

Time and dis-

tance were involved in them; and the fighters had

aristocracy, most of them actually and

then to be maintained while away from home. At

putedly of the same blood as the cliief. The causes

first this would be managed out of the principal

which led to this clevelopment were of universal

man's wealth : he assigned portions of his land to

operation; and so, sooner or later, all villages fell

the more prominent among them, generally on con-

under this kind of dominion, and the originally free

ditions of service, and supported others out of his

atc~dsbecame subordinated in groups to chiefs and

own stores, flocks, and herds.

Then the non-fighters

rajihs.

Also the chiefs ant1 rajahs

11

all re-

ith their

several little attached aristocracies, each hereditarily
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separate from th&r people, came to be collectively

As their generat,ions widened, their increasing

regarded as a noble military governing race, such as

wants were met by assig~ments of land made by

the rajpoot of historical times.

the chief and others.

If the celebrated

Kshatria caste ever had more reality than belongs to

And being the repositaries of all learning, and in

mere mention in Brahmanical pages (and it certainly

possession of priestly powers, as society progressed

has no reality now) it doubtless arose in this fashion.1

they gradually monopolised all that existed in the

Similarly, from those of the original settlers,

way of public offices, and attained an importance

'

who discharged in each abad the functions of

which, as a rule, 1n11ch exceeded that of an ordina~y

priest and nioral teacher, came the great clerlrly

member of the fighting or warrior class, and closely'

race-caste of Brahman.

approached that of the chief himself.

They were in the first

The aggre-

instance generally, no clouht, closely connected

gate of these everywhere were 3 ~ a h m a n s . It is

tvith the head of the colony himself, and like him

possible that out of the same materials a t l i i ~ dhere-

obtained advantages in the allotment of land, and

ditary dass, also reputed to be of pure and unmixed

in getting it tilled for them.

Thus freed from the

descent from the founders of the settlement, may

ueces~ityof manual toil, and devoted to the human-

have developed itself and acquired a social status

izing pursuit of religion, law, and advancement of

of privilege.

Itnowledge, they ultimately came to constitute, by

the fighting men and the teachers, some fe.w others

hereditary separation, a sii~gularclass of aristocracy

of the original sett1et.s or their descendants niay

wealthy, but always of vast influence in

by good fortune in husbandry, or likely enough by

-seldom

their several communities.
See Growse's 11fatJ~u.ra.

For it is conceivable that besides

joining trade therewith, have contrived to distinguish
themselves in wealth above their fellows, and to

free themselves from the toil of agricultural labour ;
and may at the s'ame time have avoided the ranks
of the chief's adherents.

I confess I t'bink this

last supposition extremely iinprobable, for in the
stage of civilisation which is here being considered
an unlettered man of leisure and wealth coulcl
scarcely have found a respectable alternative to
that which for want of a better tern) we may call
the profession of arms, and which must have been
looked upon as the gentletnan's occupation.

If,

however, such a segregation could have originally
taken place, and if notwithstanding the want of the
compacting force which is incident to community
of employ~nent, purity of family blood could be
maintained iu this body, then like the fighting ant1
the clerkly classes i t would enjoy an aristocratic
pre-eminence, and would aus wer to the caste which
has been described by Brahmauical writers under
the designatloll Yuzsya, but the existence of which,
so far as I know, has never been otherwise evidenced.

T'lle great bulk, however, of the descendar~tsof

the original settlers (speaking of villages in the
mass) were unable to rise above the common level,
were less careful of purity of blood, or of preserving any mark of descent from the immigrant
race. With them gradually came to be intermixed
people of all kinds, aborigines, run-aways from other
nbads from ca.ose of pauperism, feud, or otherwise,
some of whom came to be even allowed a portion
of the village lands.
The social development which I suppose to have
been thus effected may be concisely and roughly
described as follows :(1.) The immigrant and growing population in

each different tract or district of country, although
made up of village units, in course of time acquired
as a whole a certain homogeneity of physical ap-

pearance and of character, peculiar to itself, being
the product of various influences, such as circumstances of the district, general habits of life of
the people, infiltration of foreign ingredients, and
so on.

(2.) A hereditary aristocratic class rose to the

Although there may be some difficulty in con-

top of each community or people (so distinguished), .

ceiving the exact nature of the process by which

and established over it a domination which bore

the result (1) is produced, there can be no doubt,

characteristics resembling those of feudalism in

I apprehend, tbat, in some stages of society at any

Europe.

rate, it is a reality of very active operation. In

(3.) And a clerkly class in substance hereditary

quite recent times, we have familiar to us under

known everywhere as the Brahmans, in like manner

the designation of Yankee an instance of the ori-

came into social pre-eminence, and managed to

gination, by immigration into a new country, of a

appropriate to itself the influence and authority of

novel and very distinct type of people, marked by

the priest and the teacher.

physical and intellectual characteristics of the

I may venture here to say (though my opinion in

highest order.

itself is worth very little) that I quite agree wlth

And a glance over the ground which is covered

Mr. Growse in thinking that there never was at

by the Aryan race in India will show, that while

any time in Indian Aryan society a hereditary

there can be no question as to a certain community

YaiPJa class ; and as I have already mentioned,

of race character possessed by the different popula-

I cannot perceive in the conditions under which

tions, there have also been at work upon them

I imagine that society to have been developed any

respectively strong local influences and special

cause adequate to its production.

modifying causes.

Probably. the

Brahman, Kshaatria, Vakya, and Sudra of the
Brahmanical codes were only the Utopian class
distinctions of a prehistoric More.

To take large divisions, it is

impossible not to see that the population of the
Punjab differs uniformly and materially from that
of the Kumaon, and similarly the latter again from

the populations of Bengal and Orissa. I will make
no eudeavour now to seek out these influences and
causes for each case, because to do so would carry

On the theory put forward, the two privileged
classes (2) and (3) ought to be distinguished from
the commouer local population by such marks as
puri6 of desceut' (i.e. descent preserved from the
freer intermixture prevailing around), together with
the relatively elevating habits a leisured life can
confer ; and yet should participate with that population in the general characteristics which serve

to separate them from the population of other
And that this is so in India is, I

think, - as a rule, abundantly apparent. I n the
Chapter of the Star of India lately held in Calcutta,
the small groups of noblemen who stood around,
say, for example, the Naharaja of Pattiala, the
Maharaja of Gwalior, and.the Maharaja of Rewah
respectively, were
each other

as markedly different

separately, as if the comparison were made between
them and the like number of Englishmen.

And the

same assertion may be made relative to the Brahman.

me somewhat wide of my present purpose.

localities.

proportions, and could be as readily recognised

from

id feature of countenance and bodily

The general results in regard to rights of pro.
perty in land, of the social progress and course of
change which I have endeavoured to represent,
were very simple.

The village community stood

out with great distinctness as a self-governing agricultural corporation.

Every family in it except

those which were purely servile or which had
never become recognised as sharers in the customary
rights, had its allotment of village land for cultivation ; it bad also the right to pasture its cattle
over the belt surrounding the village and on other
pasture grounds of the village, if any ; and a right to
take what it wanted of the jungle products within
the village limits.
The local chieftain had a portion of lands in dl
the villages subordinate to him which was in a
special manner his own, and was additional to the

substantial share which he had of the communal

furnishing cattle, seed, and other agricultural capital.

rights.

The other members of the warrior class

And arrangements of this kind could be altered

often had, besides their own village lands, an

by the persons concerned at their convenience.

assignment of land from the chief in some village,

But the land allotment generally was an affair

not necessarily their own, which they held in more

of the village, and although the ordinary village

or less dependence upon him. And the chief,

cultivator was obliged to pay tribute in kind in

furker, had a ,tribute of a certain portion of the

respect of his share to the chief, he could not be

produce of every village allotment (exclusive of

disturbed in t l ~ epossession thereof by him. There

those of the Brahman and the warrior) which he

never was, so far as I can discover, any assumption

could use as he pleased for the support of himself

on the part of the chief of a right of possession in

or his followers, apd which he often no doubt

respect of the cultivators' share of the village land

assigned pretty freely to favourites and ,others on

or of a right to disturb that possession. And all

conditions of service and otherwise.

questions of right, and all disprrtes within the village,

The chief and the other members of the warrior

were settled on a basis of custom and equity by

class (or feudal aristocracy) and the Brahman

the village panchavat, wherein the chief, either in

seldom or perhaps never took ally personal part

person or represented l ~ yfi superior servant, had a

in

voice.

cultivation.

They either tilled their lands

I n all this there is at most conceiv~donly

through servants, or oftener allowed other persons

the right to cultivate land, and a deputing of that

to occupy and till them upon condition of yielding

right to another in consideration of a share in the

up a poition of the produce, they themselves pro-

produce. And little or no approach had up to

bhbly (at least in the earlier days of the practice)

this stage been tnade to the idea of property in
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land as a commodity, and of. power to alienate it,
or even to hire opt the use of it for a money paymetlt.

The chief was in a sense lord of the villages

which were subordinate to him, and entitled to a
share of .the produce from every cultivator therein :

but he was not owner in the modern English sense,
and had no power to dispose of the possession of

any land except his nij, or private, land ; and with
regard to this he only had the right to cultivate by
himself or by his servants, or to get somebody else

to do it on condition of dividing the produce.

But on looking closer it will be fonnd that the
two relatiolls differ very materially, and that the
one I am dwelling upon is aalterior to the latter
as a matter of progress. I t is especially important
to remember that the share of produce which the
Chief could take was not regulated by his own
pleasure, or by the making a bargain, but by
custom, or practice, in regard to which the village
panchayat was the supreme authority, and that

the Chief had no power to turn the cultivator out
No

other practice was known o r thought of', and it
need hardly be remarked that in early stages of

of possession.
When these quotas of ,produce were in the course
of progress turned into money payments, or their

spciety, practice or c u s t ~ m precedes and is the
measure of right.

At first sight the distinction which I am endeavouring to draw may appear to be without a difference; the produce of the land must have been in
effect divided much in the same way between the
cultivators and the chief, who took tribute in kind

as if the parties were tnie landlord and tenant.

equivalent (an event which has not happened
universally even yet), they still did hot become
rent paid for occupation and use of. land as an
article belonging to and at the disposal of the
person paid, but were dues payable to a superior
ruling authority by the subjects of that authority.

The Chief, though zarninder of all the land within
the zamindary, was at most landlord (and that in
s

the very qualified sense of one merely having the
right to dispose of the occupation and tilling of the
soil) of so much of it as was his nij land, and
in some instances probably of the wastes.

The

machinery of this system was the zamiadar's Ica-

trace of rent.
for cultivator.

The owner' is only another name
H e is indeed under obligation to

cultivate lest the Rajah's or lord's dues in kind be
shortcoming.

But he might cultivate by servants,

of whose doings he knew little or nothing, or

chahri, the centre of local authority, side by side

arrange with some one else to cultivate on a

with which was the panchuyat, i.e. the old nbad

division of crops (i.e. the batni system, a form of

self-government.

metayer).

I am inable to adduce the direct evidence of

I n another place of Manu me find every one

auy historical writek in favour of this view, but

enjoined to keep n supply of grain sufficient for

there is a good deal in the old colles which tends

his household for three years.

And it is evident

that almost everybody is supposed to be an actual

to support it indirectly.

In the I n ~ t i t u t e sof Manu, not perhaps a very

cultivator.

ancient conlpilation in the form under which it

Although the practice of hatai is very like the

has come down to. us, though probably as old and

small end of a wedge, which might have disrupted

respectable an authority as we can go to, there is

the primitive system, yet it did not in fact lead

nowhere any mention of land as a subject of

to the letting of land: and rent in any form seems

property in the modern English sense.

Private
ownership of cultivated plots is recognised, bnt it

is simply the ownership of the culti,~ator. The

land itself belongs to the village.

There is no

to be altogether unknown to Manu.
Selling of land, or even of the use of land, does
not appear to be anywhere directly alluded to.
Contract of sale in some variety is spoken of, but
s 2

nowl~ere, so far as I remen~ber, in immediate
reference to Iaud.

Appropriating a Beld, giving

a field, and seizing

3

field, have all a place in

Mann's p a p s , but not buying or sellil~g a field.
The passage in p. 303 tj 114 ~f Sir W. Jones's
translation (40.ed.) when rightly reudered, does
not give rise to the inference that land was there
contemplated as a subject of purchase.
Somewhat later

ill

time, no doubt, according to

the Mitakshara, separated Linsmen had acquired
uncontrolled power of disposing of their respective

shares of the family all~t~rnent.This, however, did
not amonnt to a dealirg with a specific portion
of laud as a thing of' property, but was a mere
transfer of a pefsonal cultivating right, incidental
to personal status i n the village community, and

subjeet to an obligation to render to the lord his
share of the produce.

And for this cause it mas

necessary that the transaction should be accompanied by speoified public formalities: and an

outand-out Bale was discountenanced except for

necessity.

Moreover, when the transfer was not

absolute, bnt

coriditional

by

way of security

for the repayment of a 'debt, it always took
the form of what is now called a usufructuary
mortgage.

It seems to me pretty clear that the usufruct of
land by actual tillage on the footirlg of a right of
partnership in the village cultivating community,
and not the land itself, constituted the object to
which the words of ownership occurring in the
Hindu law-writers relate.
The same story is brought down to modern
times by copper-plates of title, old sanads, and
other evidence of the like kind.

These disclose

the pretty frequent p a n t or assignment of the
right to make collections and other zamindari
right,s proceeding from a superior lord, or the gift
of a plot from the waste, or out of the zamindar's
kraut,

to a Brahman or other deserving p m o n .

But I know of no instance of private trarsCer by
purchase and .sale of actual land, or even of the
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lease of land for a term of years in consideration

Mhairwarra,

recently published,

supplies

facts

of a rent.'

which serve to establish it for that district, not-

The land system a t which we have thus arrived is

withstanding that Mr. La Touche very often uses

one of power or authority on the one side, and sub-

language which broadly declares the State's right of

jection on the other, rather than of property; and I

otae7ship in all lands constituting the territory

may venture to say generaily that'it is the zamindar

of the State. Mr. La Touche, I admit, appears to

t
of Aryan India at the present day.
and ~ a i y a system

employ these words "right of ownership" in their

I have not now the time to illustrate this proposition a.dequately by examples. The state of

widest English meaning; but I do not think that his

things in Bengal has been so affected by direct

passage on the " Tenures" of Ajmere, he says : "The

legislation, and the spread of English real property

soil is broadly divided into two classes-khalsa,

rrotions, that I cannot appeal to it for this purpose

tlie private domain of the Crown, and laud- held in

without more explanation than I have here space-

estates, or baronies, by feudal Chiefs originally under

for. But I will venture to say that Mr. La Touche's

an obligation of military service," and I cannot help

very interesting Settlement Report of Ajmere and

thinking that he bas been misled by an analogy

facts require anything nearly so large. I n his first

or

which his phraseology borrowed from fendal Europe
1 I am indebted to the learned Sanscrit scholar, Dr. R.ajindralala
Mitra for notice of the Sanchi tablet, of which a trmslation is
given in the Joumal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. vi. p. 456.
But I do not imagine that the transaction therein spoken of was a

purchase and sale of land aa between private owners. It reads to
me more like an enfranchisement of some sort (such as redemption
of liability to pay revenue to the lord) with the view to the laud
becoming debaUar.

suggests, and which, to say tlie best of it, is only
imperfect.
As I understand the report, the general result may
be stated thus : Certain members of the village community enjoy the permanently cultivated or improved

lands of the village by sorne recognised hereditary or

recognised Chief's rjgl~ts,except over lands in respect

customary right of cultivation, which is sometimes

to which the Chief's rights to collect dues, and of other

termed ownership and sometirues proprietorship ;

kind, were assigned by him to minor Chiefs. de-

that if they pay the customary share of the pro-

siguated as istamrardars or jaghirdais, on conditions

duce to the person entitled to receive it, they cou-

of mill tary service, or for other consideration ; that

sider themselves entitled to continue undisturbed in

amongst the rights so exercised by the State and its

the occupation and cultivation of their land, or even

assignees, was the right to dispose of waste lanil ;

to transfer it to another ; that there is no such

and finally, that although within the State area of

thing as the letting of land on terms of profit ; that

collection the rewenue is settled in the form of a

private sales of land are practically unknown, and

mouey payment, in all jaghir estates the revenue is

that the sale of land by the Civil Court (an English

collected by an estimate of the produce, and money

innovation) has been prohibited because it is so

assessments are unknown.

opposed to ancient custom as to be incapable of

If this concise statement of facts, drawli from

being carried into effect ; that rno~tgagesare almost

Mr. La Touche's report, be approxi~nately correct,

of an usufructuary kind, and in Mhairwarra

as I think it is, provided the report be read cleared

there is a kind of n~etnyersystem established between

of expressions which seem due merely to Mr. La

the mortgagor and ~nortgagee; that the State, as

Touche's implied theory of original State ownership,

repreeentative of the former superior Chief, collects

it accords singularly well with, and justifies almost

the revenue (which is the modern equivalent to thr

to the word, the proposition which I have just

old cz~stonlnryshare of the prodvce) from the ciiltivator~

ventured to make.

all

by certaiu agency nlachinery, and exercises other

And this example is the more forcible, becs~ise

.

Mr. La 'l'ouohe says that " the land tenures are, as

the cultivators out of their land, taking the culti-

might be expected, entirely analogous to those pre-

vation into its own hands, and reducing the former

vailing in the adjacent. Native States," an asssrtion

cultivators to the condition of labourers or serfs.

which the result of my own personal inquiries

The root of the village government and admmls-

enables me . t o confirm.

tration was thus destroyed; and in place of the

But the true relation between the Indo-Aryan

produce tribute was substituted a dominion over

land system and the modern form of absolute right

the

of ownership of land ahich obtains in England, will

and pregnant with the most weighty political

be best expla~nedby drawing attention to the point

consequences.

at which the latter diverged from the former.

soil-a

difference which was all-important,

There was still, I conceive, at this stage no idea

Iu Europe the course of change from the initial

of ownership of, or property in, land, other than the

jolnt family village onwards was at first much the

idea of right to cultivate, no idea of right to land

,ame in character as tlrat which occurred in India,

independent of the purposes of cultivation or other

but it early exhibited a very remarkable ilifference.

actual use of it.

In the conflict of villages the strongest party did not

leader and chief, took over the cultivation, distri-

Emit itself, I imagine, as appears to have been the

buting it probably in parcels amongst themselves,

case in the East, to making appropriations from the

the Chief no doubt ultimately getting by far the

waste, and to imposing a produce-tribute on the

largest share, and being especially the authority to

cultivators of the defeated village, leaving them

distribute, while the subjected p ..lople became bound

otherwise undisturbed in their possessions and in

to hbour for their masters, and on this condition

the management of their village affairs ; but it turned

were allorved to retain or occupy a homestead--and,

Thus the dominant party, by its
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From this

uras dispensed with, and the cultivation of the land

beginning grew up the mauor, corresponding in some

was given out in portions to the more substantial

degree, though remotely, to the oriental n~azcznh,or

serfs and others, on the terms of the lord providing

village.

The lord's demesne, or cultivation, com-

the cattle, implements, and other cultivating capital

prised the bulk of the land, or at any ra,e the best

(including seed grain), and the cultivator (now

of it ; some portions of land became the cultivation

become farmer) remunerating the lord partly by

so to speak, subsistence-plot

of land.

of free men of the lord's race or belonging allied to

him by military ties and by blood, and the rest was
the subsistence land of the serfs, bound to labour on
the lord's land.'

From the serf lloldings again, at n

later period, the copyhold tenures developed.
But meanwhile and for a long time the lord was

money payments and partly by a share of the
produce.
I n some parts of Europe this led to a permanent
nletayer system, but in England it did not last long.

The hrnling class speedily acquired capital enough
to find themselves in cattle, &c., and to take in

only owner of hip land in the sense of cultivator and

hire the cnltivation or use of the land for a simple

user of it.

annual payment of money, i.e. rent.

H e cultivated his land in his various

And thus

manors through the intervention of a bailiff in each

the ownership of land became permanently dis-

manor. In the course of social and economic change,

tinguisl~edfrom the use and cultivatioli of' it under

the expense of this vicarious management became

contract with the owner; and the landlord and

so great as to leave little or no profit for the lortl,

farmer became two grades of persons dealing with

and a new expedient suggested itself.

the s:xme commodity, namely, the, owner of' it un-

The hailiff

skilled in using it, and the hirer of it f o i use.
For the freemchn's obligations to the lord, see Sir-H. BI:~inc.k
paper in 8 recent number of the Forltlightly Rewiew.

On the other hand, those serfs who did not

-

succeed in rising to the position of the farrner in the

But in Bengal the Permanent Settlement which

end, sunk to be a e r e labourers, subsisting solely on

gave an artificial right to the zamindars and the

wages earned by doing for the farmer, and under his

~ n ~ l i s civil
l i courts which recognise the power of

directions and control, the manual work of tilling

alienating every personal right capable of definition.

the soil.

have introduced disturbing forces of immense effect ;

As long as right to land was inseparably asso-

and it would be rash indeed to attempt to foretell

ciated with personal use of it, there was no thought

the ultimate result which may be expected in the

of alienating it at the will of the person to whom

course of progress if the Legislature should not again

the use belonged, but when it became a rrlere

interfere. All that can be safely ~ a is
~ that
d the pre-

commodity, which was only valuable for as much

sent is eminently a period of transition. The political

as it would bring on being let out, then of course

consequences to which I just now referred would

it also became freely alienable like anv other

alone afford a very large subject for discussion.
In the East, under the village system, the people

comnlodity.
This stage seems never to have been reached in

practically governed themselves, and the contest for

Ti

power among the Chiefs of the noble class was

is, however, hardly too much to say that in India the

mainly a stmuole for command of the kachcrlzri

tendency of the natural economic and social forces

tatils, the contents of which'were spent in personal

of the country, if allowed, free play and given time,

indulgence, royal magnificence: and splendid monu-

would have been to make the land a commodity in

ments to the glory of the successful competitor.

the course of the purely oriental development.

the hands of the village cultivator, or perhaps even

I n the West, such government of the people and

of the mahajan, rather thnn in those of the zamindar.

administration of public affairs as there was, Eel1 to
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the lord and his ~ o u r t s . There were no collections,

and a great portion of the means of maintaining
and working the machinery of authority had to be
obtained by some system of levy and taxation..
These two differing sets of conditions led necessarily to intrinsically different political developments ;
and the presence of Turkey in Europe has caused the
coniparative analysis of them to be dsserving of
more attention than it has yet received.

APPENDIX.

NOTE A.
AFTER the text was written, the following memorandum was received by the author from Baboo Ram
Sundar Basack, of Dacca. It very clearly describes
the means of agricultural families in Eastern Bengal,
and deserves to be printed in full :Ordinary ryots may be divided into three classes in
consideration of their household assets.
1st.-Those who cultivate fifteen bigas and upwards
and have a family, sap of one or t,wo brothers and
four or five grown-up sons.
2nd.-Those who cultivate about eight or ten bigas
and have about three or four male adults in the
family.
3rd.-Those

who have one son or brother or nobody

to assist them and cannot therefore cultivate more
than four or five bigas.
T

2
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Often a ryot having no other adult male in the
family to assist him has capital enough to employ
.Labourers, i n which case he belongs to the first or
second class.
The number of fist class ryots is very small, of
second class there is a larger number. The majority
belong to the third class.
Below the third class there is a large number who
may be regarded as labourers more properly than as
regular cultivators, who have one or two bigas of land,
but sustain themselves and family principally by
workhg for others on hire.
The fist class have generally four thatched houses
in good condition to inclose the quadrangle together,
with three or four out-houses to serve as the dhenkighur, cowshed, and gola. The principal one among
the four houses inclosing the quadrangle generally
cost Rs. 30 or 40, the labour being supplied by themselves. The other houses cost generally about Rs. 20
or 25. On the whole, therefore, the amouns spent on
the erection of the houses belonging to such a family
map be .valued at Rs. 150 or 175.
I n a second class family the number of out-houses
besides the four forming the quadrangle is not more
than one or two. On the whole their value'may be
estimated at Rs. 100 or 125.
A third class ryot has one or two houses with a
cowshed, or one or two single thatched houses t o serve

APPENDIX.

as kitchen, dhenkighur, &c.
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The value of these houses

may be put down a t Rs. 30 or 40.
These values are estimated a t the cost of erection;
if sold in good condition they generally fetch less
than those amounts, but their sale price varies exceedingly in consideration of their condition, situation,
and demand, &c.
A first class ryot has generally a brass kalsi, three or
four lotahs, four or five thalas, one or two batis, one
boughna, one or two iron pans.'
The quantity of brass forming these utensils would
be about twelve or f&een seers. When bought the
cost per seer varies from Re. 1 8a. to Rs. 2. When sold
the price varies from annas 12 to Re. 1 4a. per seer.
On the whole the value of these utensils may be put
down a t Rs. 20.
The iroq basins and one or two china plates in
the case of Muhammadans, and country earthenware
pots and dishes, may be valued at a couple of rupees.
Baskets and other utensils made of bamboos or
cane-work, such as jhakee, dalli, kula, dalla, a r d katta
(&)
and dhama, or measure of capacity, may be
valued at one rupee.
1

Kalsi--a large water-pot.
Lotah or pali-a tumbler.
Thalas-plates.
.Bati-a cup,
Boughnas-brass vessels.
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I n the case of second class ryots the total quantity
of brass would be aho~lteight or ten seers, and may
be valued a t Rs. S 12 or 15. The other class of
utensils may be valued a t Rs. 3.

Second class families have generally a pctara and a
small box o r tmro valued a t about Rs. 3 or 4.
Third class ryots may be said not to have any of
these, except jhaela or small petaras ill some cases,
valued a t about a rupee and a half.
The general custom is to keep the valuables hidden
in earthenware pots kept either under the ground or
outside.
With the exception of a very few, the ryots have no
chowkees or charpoys, the general custom being with
the ryots in ehurs to have fixed lvanchaus or fixed
bamboo platforms, bc., in the case of ryots living in
Ashali land to spread moulas, hoglas, chatais, patees
or sowp on the floor at night for the bedding. A
moula cost about three annas, and a patee or sowp
six or eight annas. The number depends on the
number of persons in a family. One rupee for each
family may be taken as the average value of spreadings
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A third class ryot has generally one or two brass
lotaha, one or two thalas, sometimes a boughna. The
total quantity may be put down a t five seers and be
valued a t Rs. 8.
The earthen and bamboo-work utensils may be
estimated at Rs. 2, i.e. the same as the second class ;
for the want of brass utensils has to be supplied by
a larger number of these.
Among ryots of the iirst class a few only have anything like the sinduk, which is a n invariable accompaniment of the house of a trading class in the village.

The price of one varies from Rs. 16 to 20. Instead of
the regular family sinduks, ' most of the ryots of this
class have one small chest of mangoe or other inferior
wood, and one or two petaras (constructed of matted
cane). T i e price' of these varies from Rs. 2 to 4, and
the petaras also cost the same amount. I n addition
to these, most ryots 01. their females have one or
two small wooden or tin boxes to keep cash, ornaments, or other valuables. The price of these would
be about a rupee and a half. On the whole, therefore,
the total value of these chests, boxes, bic., may be set
down a t Rs, 6 or 8.
Sinduks-wooden

phests.

for all classes of ryots. All ryots use chhalas or gunny
bags to sit upon, which are, when occasion requires,
used also to hold grains.
There are seats of various kinds made of bamboo
slips, canes, and splinters of betel-nut tree, and of small
u)

planks called peera (f:'pkl) or. low stools. These are so
small in size that they can bc~ldonly one man on each.
Each ryot, male or femaie, has two dhatees ' of

VFS (Dhntee)
r),

a piece of BIan~l~cstercloth, kllown in the
bazaar as longcloth or Aniericaii drill.
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coarse Manchester cloth for ordinary use while out of
work about twelve feet long and three feet broad. Besides
these well-to-do families, especially the females among
them, have country sharees and zenana coats, and men
chaddars, sometimes peerans. For the winter season
the elderly men and women have chaddars of thick
cloth, while a t work they use very narrow and short
gamchas or worn-out clothes turned into smaller size.
There is no difference among the different classes with
respect to the clothes possessed by a family except so
far as depends upon the number of individuals in
each. The average value of clothes belonging to each
individual, male or female, may be set down a t Rs. 2.
I n a first class family consisting of about twelve persons, four of whom may be left out of consideration, in
consideration of the different persons wearing the same
clothes, the value may be put down a t Rs. 15 or 16.
In second class families consisting of about seven persons, of whom three may be left out of consideration, the

average value of clothes day be put down a t Rs. 8 or 9.
(Shari) a piece of cloth put on by women having borders
of different colours.
(Chadars) or sheet-a piecevf American drill or longcloth measuring about nine feet in length.
(Peeran) or shirt-a coat newly introduced into fashion
of American drill or longcloth.
(Gamcha) or napkin, or a piece of cloth short in breadth
and length.
(Kantha) quilt stuffed with np.

l n third class families consisting of two or three
individuals, the value of clothes may be put dam a t
Rs. 4 or 5.
I n addition to these Rs. 3, 2, and 1 may be taken
ha the average value of leps (quilt), kanthas, and
pillows belong to a family of first, second, and third
class ryot respectively.
Adult males use no ornaments. Boys have sometimes
brass or silver banglei for the hands and mandulees
or patta to hang from the neck. Women use ornaments of various kinds made of :old or silver and
sometimes of brass. On the whole, the value of ornaments belonging to a first class family may be set
down at Rs. 40 or 50. Women whose husbands are
living, when Muhammadans use churi of silver or of
lac, and when Hindu, a pair of shell bracelets.
Second class family about Rs. 30, and third class
family about Its. 10 or 15.

qq (Nath) a ring for the nose
Gaqa (Besar) an ornament hung from the uose.

~f$?3

(Dalla) beads for the neck used by Hindus, but very
seldom.
g
m (Kalse) for arms.
\

(Balla) bangles.

91 (Mul) or kharu-anklets.
(Churi) bracelet used by Muhammadans.

?w

4 '

(Hasli) a large ring round the neck.
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I n the cookhouse ' there is scarcely any article except p t a and puta for grinding condiments in additioa
to brass and earthen pots. These, along with dhenki,
ukti, and mosal (a h r g e wooden mortar and pestle),
may be valued a t about Rs. 3 in each familv.
-

.
I

Ryots generally keep, according to their circumstances, quantity of rice, mustard, kc., for consumption
during the year, hnd seeds for next year's cultivation.
The value may be set down for a first-class family,
Rs. 90 or 100, for, second class, Rs. 40 or 50, for a
third class, Rs. 25.
A first class family possesses about eight or ten cows
and bullocks, sometimes a 'couple of goats or sheep.
I n the case of Muhammadans a number of fowls. A
second class family possesses four or five cows, and a
third class, two o r three.
The value of cattle in a fjrst class family may be
(Pats)-a flat stone.

1

(Puts)-a stone mullar.

s4

(Ghotee-

brass or earthen water-pot.

(Rsing)-an karthen pot used in cooking rice.

ytfii( (PatD)-an earthen ba*ill used in cooking curry.
(Shara)-an

,

earthen cover for a pot.

(Jhajree)-an earthen vessel for strailling rater when
washing rice, t c .
(Hatta)-an iron or wooden ladle or spoon used in cooking.
(Bowlee)an iron tongs used in catchingpots when warm.

a*

(Tagaree) a wooden Bo~~rl
fur holding things cooked.

put down a t 3 s . 50, in a second class family, Rs. 40,
and in a third class family, Rs. 20.
A first class family possesses about eight or ten
ploughs and three or four harrows, valued a t Rs. 8.
Tiie value for a second and third class f a d y may
be put down a t Rs. 5 and 3 respectively.
h first class family possesses generally three daos,
four or five kachees, two kodalees or spades, one
khuntee (a digging hoe) and an axe. The value may
be put down a t Rs. 5.
Second and third class families possess these articles
in less numbers, and the value may be put down a t
Rs, 3 and 2 respectively.
The ryots living in low lands and fields, kc., watered
by annual inundation, and on river side, have generally a dingee (a small boat), the value of which may
be set down at Rs. 10 to 30.
The first and second class r y ~ t sonly possess such
dingee, but third class ryots very seldom.
W i t h respect to the large class below the-third, i t
may be said generally that they have a single house,
a brass Iota or thalla, or a stone or wooden plate and
cane or bamboo basket, &c., and nothing in the way
of a sinduk or charpoys ; one or two mats and kanthas
and pillows and s couple of dhutees, a plough, n hsrrow, a dao, a kodalee, a kachee and sometimes a cow
or two. The value of all these in average may be
estimated a t Rs. 25.

NOTE B.
A FULL representation of a jama 6andi in its completest form could only be given on. a folded page of
inconvenient size, but perhaps some idea of i t may be
conveyed by the following explanation.
Suppose a given ryot to be one Moti La11 Gopi, and'
the different items of his rent for the current year
to be exhibited thus :-

I-

Description of land.

Sali, rice land, first quality...
Ditto, second quality
...
Ditto, third quality . . . . . .
Balnl~oo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Waste . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Homestead . . . . . . . . . . . .
Colllpoulld . . . . . . . . . . . .
Excavation . . . . . . . . . . . .

Big. Cot

210 0
1 1 0
0 7&0
0 6 0
0 2 15
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 54 0

I Rs. As. P.

Rs. As P.
0 0 10 0 0
- 3 0 0 3
2 2
2 4 0
0 1 3 10
15 0 0
4 8 0
1 0 0
0 2 4
20 0 0
1 0 0
15 0 0
012 0
1 0 0
0 .4 8

4

I n the jnma B m d i all these will be given in pagallel
IT.

1
(I;

h

columns; thus the first column will give the name,
next come four columns containing respecti\-ely,
description of land, quantity, rate, and rent in respect
of the Sali, first quality ; then four more for the Sali,
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second quality, and so on ; in all, this will make thirtythree columns ; then will come a column for the total
quantity of land, rtamelg, four bigas, fourteen cottas,
Gfteen gandas ; after this the column for the total rent ;
next again two columns for the total land and total rent
for the previous year; then a column for the amount
of rent paid in respect of that year; then a column
for arrears. and finally a column for the total rent
due, say forty columns altogether. And there may
be eves more tham this number, if, as is the case in
some zamindaries, the alteration i n each particular item
of land, as compared with the corresponding item of
the precedhg year, and alteration i n the rates of rent,
if any, and also the different subjects of arrears are all
entered separately. And if the jama bandi is that
madeon behalf of an undivided shareholder of a tenure.
all the separate shares, the amount payable by each
ryot towards each of them, and so on, will also be
given in proper columns. The names of the ryots are
written in succession, one under the other, and all the
columns are appropriately filled up against each name.
Against a subtenure-holder only the name of his
tenure, the amount of the rent, a,nd the portions payable '
to each shareholder, are entered.
The jama bandi thus furnishes a t a glance all the
facts in classified detail, relevant and incidental t o
the collection of the rent of the estate for the cufient
year.

ULOSSARI'.

Ail.-An
earthen balk or ridge, dividing one plot of cultivated ground from another-generally
very narrow,
but sometimes broad enough for a trackway.
Anz1a.-The servants or officers, either individually or' collectively, of a zamindar's kachahri or estate-office.
A~hal..--A kind of pulse (cytisus cajan) grown for food.
Asan, ov Ashan,.-A square piece of carvet.
Badnzdash.-One%ho
is disreputable.
Bahangi.-A bamboo furnished with cords at each end, by
meana of which luggage is carried slung across the
shoulder.
Baithakhanah.--The sitting-room, or public portion of a
native dwelling-house.
Bk1-i.-A dwelling-house-homestead.
Bau.-Young married girl.
Bl~adrulog.-Respectable well-to-do people.
Bhlct --Bailed rice.
Bigha.-A measure of land : in Bengal it is equivalent to
about one-third of an acre.
Bonti.---4 broad sickle-shaped knifeblade, fixed vertically
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into a heavy wooden stand. In use, the stand is held
firm by the feet, and the fish, vegetable, straw or other
article to be cleaned, diced, or cut up, is with the hand
duly worked against the concave cutting edge thus
made fast.
Broto.-A self-imposed exercise of a devotional characterobligation, vow.
Chad~.,or Chadar.-A sheet, or cloth.
C7iarpoy.-A frame of wood, having a web of tape or cord
stretched across it, and resting upon four short legs.
Chaukidar.--The village watchman, or constable.
Chela.--A disciple of a Mohant.
Chittha.-Memorandum-naine
of a business book wed in
the management of a zamindar's property, in which
measurements and other like infornlation are entered.
Ch6lha.-A fireplace built up of clay.
C'ozu~ie.-See Kauri.
Daftarkhana:-An office or room in which booka of account
and registers are kept.
Dahi.-Thickened milk.
Ddna.--Grain.
Dci7;ait.-One
of a gang of robbers.
Dcilcaiti.-Gang robbery.
Dci1.-Split peas, or any other split pulse.
DaZd(i7t.--Ball.
Duo.-Billhook, or cleaver.
Deodi.--Anteroom at the entrance door or gateway of a
house, where the daftarkhana usually is.
UA&lz.-The rice plant, or the rice grain unhusked.
Dlzenl;.i.--An instrument, which in its essential parts is
pestle and mortar ; it is chiefly used to husk and clean rice.
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Dhoti.-The cloth worn round the loins.
Gaddi.-A seat.
Ganz1a.-An open earthen vessel.
Ghara.-A necked, narrow-mouthed, earthen vessel.
GhCct.-The landing slope, or steps, on the bank of a river,
or of a tank, the pass up a mountain or ridge of hills,
sometimes the line of hill itself.
Godla. -One who keeps c6ws and sells milk.
Gola.-A hut, or place in which grain is stored ; generally
circula~in form.
Gonzashta.-Generally agent, one wllo carries on business for
another-a
zamindnr's servant employed in collectin~g
village rents is often so called.
Gour.-See Gurh.
Gurh.--Coarse sugar of date tree, &c., hardened into a cakemolasses.
I$&.-A market.
Hoo1cha.-See Hul~ha.
Hukha, or Hookka.-A
form of pipe for :smoking
tobacco.
Jdgir, Jdghir.-A service tenure of land or revenue.
Jalkar-wCcZa.-One who has rights of fishing.
Janzma, or Janm.--The aggregate of payments made for land
in the year-the total rent.
Jun~a-ha7zdi.-The assessrnent or detailed representation of
the rents settled in an estate, village, or district.
.Tunha-wdsil-bdLi.-An
account paper sltowing simultaneously the full rent, the amount collected and the
amol~nt of arrearq in respect of an estate, rillnge,
or district.
Jaugal, or J~:r~~le.--Forest, a wood, ally tract, small or great,
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in which the natural growth of trees, buehes, and
vegetation is undisturbed.
Jote, or Jot.-Both the land, which the cultivator tills, and his
tenure of it are often termed his jote.
KabirCcj.-A Hindu physician.
Rabu1yat.-The counterpart of a pottah, or lease, given by
the tenant to his landlord.
linchahri, Cutchervy.-A court or office where public businew, or the business of a zamindar's estate, is
done.
Kachcha.--Untranslatable.
Raw, crude, immature, incomplete.
Karta.-The member of the joint-family who manages the
family property.
Kathak. - A professional story-teller ; one who recites
traditional poems, Src.
Kauri (Cowrie).-A sinall shell (cyp'cecr) used as money.
Kh&E.-A water channel.
Khatiy6n.-An account book of the nature of a ledger.
Khet.--A plot of cultivated arable land.
Kist.-An instalment, portion of a whole ; annual rent and
revenue is alniost universally paid in fixed kists in the
course of the year.
Koddl, or Kod6li.-A hoe, by means of which the work of
the spade, the shovel, and the hoe alike is done.
Lhthi, ov L6ttee.-A stick or bludgeon, usually of bamboo,
heavily ringed and feruled with rnetal.
Mafassal, or il1ofussil.-Quite untranslatable. The country
a0 opposed to the town. The subordinate as opposed to
the principal.
dlah@an.-Merchant,
money-dealer - one who xnakes it a
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business in the villages to advance money and grain to
the cultivator on the pledge of crops.
Maha1ln.-A division of a town, a quarter.
Naidiin.-An open grass-covered space.
Majlis.-An assenlbly.
&ndal.-The
village headman.
3landap.-An open-sided roofed structure, or building.
Mandiv.-A temple.
Mantva.-A passage from the Veda ; a prayer.
Masdla. -Spice, seasoning.
HaRjid.-A mosque.
blath.-An endowed temple or shrine.
Mdcth.-The
open arable plain, which forms the cultivated
land of the village.
Mauzu.-A village and its lands.
Hodi.-Village shopkeeper.
Mohant.-The superior of a math.
Mokara~i.-That which is fixed or established-permanent.
iCIorha.'LA stool.
JIuZla, ov MuM7~a.-One whn has charge of the village
mosque, F/luharn~nadanschooinlaster.
IVCcib.-Deputy or representative--the head officer or steward
representing tlie zamindar in the management of large
zamindaries.
N ~ I - I L ~ .standard
-A
or customary rate, as of rent, &o.
0othhn.-See Uthdn.
Pnkku.--The opposite to lcachcha, and equnIly untranslatable.
Ripe, mature, complete.
Pdlla.-A turn, as of worship, or enjoyment of property.
Punchkyat.- Untranslatable. Literally a set of five persons,
it has come to designate a body of caste men, of villagers
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or others, who deal with and settle disputes relating to
caste, occupation, and so on.
Patta, or Rottal~.-A lease.
Patzu&,ri.-One
who keeps the collection papers of a mouzall
or village ; and commonly also makes the collections of
the village.
- Peon-for PiacEa, footnenn.- It is the usual designation of
inferior servants of a zamindar or landholder.
Pitcira.-A wickerwork, or otherwise slightly-constructed box
of peculiar shape.
PzCja (Poojah).-Worship.
Purohit.-The family priest.
Eabi, or Rubbee.-The
March and April period of the year ;
the harvest season of the crops which were sown or
planted after the cessation of the monsoon rains in
September or October of the preceding year.

both fermented and unfermented.
Spirit made from
other sources is also called, Tari.
--Tehsildar, or Tah8iMar.-One who collects rents or revenue.
Th&lcur.-A representation of tbe deity, an idol, also title of

Rabat.-Originally a subject, but now the universal term
for cultivator o i the soil-peasant.
Rubbee.-See Rabi.
Ryot.-See Raiyat.
S a d k , oo SSil2duk.-A wooden chest.
Sh&di.- Nuptial cereqony.
Shbnribna. - Tent csnias stretched horizontally across,
as a covering, from side to side of a quadrangle, or
from top to top of poles, firmly fixed in the groundawning.
8hrMdha.-An obsequial ceremony in which food and water
are ogered to deceased ancestors.
Takhtuposh.-A iow platform or s~tting-place.
Tdlup.-A dependency.
Thri, or TMi, v ~ ~ l g a r toddy.-The
ly

juice 'of the palm tree,

honour, lord, chief.
~hhlnrrb&ri.-~hsrnberor house occupied by an idol.
Thh1.-A metal plate or dish.
Top, 01- Tope, or Topu.-A grove or group of fruit-bearing
trees.
Utbandi-jama.-Rent
according to the land actually tilled,
when land tilled one year is allowed to lie fallow the
next.
Uthrin.-Tho
open house-space inclosed by the huts of a
homestead.

THE END.

